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Since the introduction of the term "leamhg disabilities" into the educational 

lexicon, kachers and mearchers have endeavored to determine the best ways to 

accommodate the needs of students with learning disabilities in the clasmm. This 

study used classroom observations and a document analysis to determine how a Grade 9 

Applied Cote French teacher accommodated learning disabled students in her c h .  In 

addition, this study examined the belief system and personal experiences that influence. 

this teacher's pedagogy and her perceptions about the effectiveness of her modification 

strategies. The study found several commonly suggested modification strategies to be a 

reguiar part of *iis îeacher's repertoire, mostly as tbey relate to the implementation of 

assignments and tasks. Overall, the participating teacher seemed to have a positive 

attitude about including learning disabled stuclents in the Cote French program and 

believed that mauy of the modifications benefited the students and their burgeoning 

French proficiency. 
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CHAPTER 1 

htroduction 

Statement of the Research Problem 

In 1963, arpably the most significant development in the field of leaming 

disabilities was made. At a speech to the Fund for Perceptuaily Hmdicapped Children on 

April6 of that year, Samuel Kirk becarne the first to publicly coin the term, "leamhg 

disability" to describe those students, who, for some reason, could not properly 

comunicate through any one of the four communicative modes, despite evidence that 

the student possessed the necessary cognitive abilities (Sabatho, Miller, & Schmidt, 

1981; Gearhart & Gearhart, 1989). Even though researchers had been analyzing cerebrai 

abilities, disabilities, and learning capacities since the nineteenth century, this speech 

marked the advent of public awareness and debate in the field of leamhg disabilities 

(Opp, 1994). While the "advent" of this new field has not been without its controversies, 

the most obvious beÏÏg whether or not learning disabilities are as wide-spread and 

significant a problem as currently believed, the fact remains that Ieaming disabilities are a 

cause for educational concem. Since theu formal "identification," educators in the 

Uuited States and Canada have been grappling with how to differentiate the types of 

iearning disabilities that manifest in the classroom, but more importantly, the best way to 

teach these students. 

For the most part, the United States and Canada have both approached the 

accommodation of the needs of students with learning disabilities in a very similar 

manner. In both countries, laws and policies have been enacted to protect the rights of 

these students, efforts have been made to idente and mderstand the characteristics and 
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predence of the various types of learning disabilities, and attempts have been initiated 

to dethe the exact nature and implications of the term, "learning disabilitia." Students 

with leaming disabilities in both couniries are entitled to a multitude of accommodations, 

including modifieci curricula/ expectations, additionai tirne on tasks and assignments, and 

access to speciai equipment (i.e. cornputers). However, t h e  has been one essentid 

clifference in the approach of the United States and Canada that necessitates fiuthm 

exploration-the teaching of second andlor foreign languages to students with leaming 

disabilities.' W e  the inclusion movement in the United States has resulted in an 

increase of students with leaming disabilities king enrolled in foreign language cIasses 

over the past decade, second language teachers in Canada have been including these 

students since the 1970s because of the policies regarding the mandatory study of a 

second language in Canada (Spinelli, 1996). It is my belief that these Canadian educatots 

can therefore provide some much needed insight to their American colleagues with 

regards to the types of modification strategies that are used to meet the needs of their 

students with leaming disabilities, the teachers' perceptions of the effectiveness of these 

strategies, and the teachers' beiiefi about teaching a foreign language (in this case, 

French) to students with academic difnculties, considering there are some who believe 

that foreigdsecond language study should only be reserved for the academic "elite". 

1 Fa students here m Canada. the sîudy of French is ccmsidered to be the study ofa second language, wberais in the 
Wted States, the mdy of French is coasidered to be the study of a k i g n  language. Despite this fimdamentai 
dinaence, there are enougb. simüarities baween the programs to j e  using bah tenns. "Second language'' wiU 
be wd m reférence to the Canarilanadlm coatcxt, while "foffign language" will be used in cekencc to the Amaican 
mtext 



Statement of the Research Ouestions 

in an effort to gain some of this insight, this study endeavored to examine one 

Ontario Grade 9 Core French tacher's beiief systems and accommodation strategies. 

Ultimately, it is my goal that insigùts gained fiom this study will enable foreign language 

educaton in the U.S. to make more iaformed pedagogical decisions regarding their 

students with learning disabiiities. Therefore, this research project endeavored to respond 

to the following questions: 

1. What does a Grade 9 Core French teacher believe about accommodating the 

needs of students with learning disabilities in hifier classroom? 

2. What types of curricuIar and pedagogical modifications are used to meet the 

needs of students with learning disabifities in a Grade 9 Core French 

ciassroom? 

3. How effective does the teacher perceive these modifications to be? 

Rationaie for the Studv 

1 became interested in the teaching of foreignkcond languages to students with 

leamhg disabilities in college when 1 tutored students enrolled in the mandatory 

inûoductory French courses. During my fieshman year, 1 tutored ~au l?  who had severe 

dysIexia. Up until this point in my Me, 1 had never known anyone who had a learning 

disability; not ody did 1 have no idea about the nature of dyslexia and its influence on 

daily life, 1 had no idea about how 1 should go about trying to help Paul. Most of the 

tirne, it was a M g  experience for both of us, as i grappled to simpl* a language 

that has aiways ken easy for me to Ieam and use while he stniggled to keep up in the 

2A11 names are pseudonyms. 
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class without having any idea as to what was going on. We somehow managed to tind a 

middle ground and he ended up passing the class, but 1 reaiized that 1 n d e d  to l e m  

m m  about helping students like Paul. 

The opportunity to Ieam more about teaching French to students with learning 

disabilities came two years Iater, during rny junior year of college. During the h t  week 

of classes, Ellen, a fieshmzui enrolled in an introductory French course, coatacted me. 

She told me that she had a iearning disability and knew that it would pose a problem in 

her study of French. The course professor had referred her to me because of my (iiited) 

experience working with students with leaming disabilities and hoped that 1 could find a 

way to help her. At first, 1 went about tutoring Ellen lüce 1 had other students-providing 

additional practice activities, holding short conversations in French, and so forth- 

because 1 still was not sure of how 1 n d e d  to teach a student with learning disabiiities 

French. However, 1 soon found that the tutorhg sessions had evolved hto ''reteactiing" 

sessions, as 1 spent each meeting ce-explaining everything that the professor had gone 

over in the previous class. Initiaily, 1 attriiuted the "reteaching" to the fact that Eilen 

had no prior knowledge of French, making it M c u l t  for het to entirely understand the 

abFrench lectures, but when I asked Eiien what she thought to be the suurce of the 

troubtes, she said that it was her kmhg  disability more than anything else. in 

elementary sçhool, Ellen had £ïrst been identifiecl as having difficdty pmessing 

information auraüy, and d e n  she graduateci h m  high schml, her auditory pessing 

skilis were at a third grade level. The orai proficiency empfiasis of the French program 

was beyond her pmessing capabilities. Again, 1 found myseifin a tutoring situation in 

which hth the student and myseifwere fiustmted beyond kiief. 
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In an effort to alleviate some of tbis frustration, 1 did some mearch, located some 

suggestions for teaching strategies thaî had ben found to be effective for teaching 

students with learning disabilities in French classes across Canada, and totally revamped 

how I was tutoring Ellen. Her progress in French increased so much that the French 

department enûusted me with being Ellen's primary French uistnictor during the second 

semester. By the end of the mandatory second semester of study, Ellen had earned a 'B" 

for the course, could understand and contribute to simpIe conversations in French, and 1 

had the beginnings of a manual of strategies to help students like her in the tùture. 

When 1 began teaching French at the secondary leveI in Maryland, 1 was faced 

with more students like Ellen and David, The study of a foreign language in a Maryland 

high school is usually reserved for those students wishing to pursue higher education, a 

practice that undoubtedly contributes to the perception in the U.S. that foreign language 

study is for "elite" students and has perhaps impeded the htegration of students with 

special needs into these classrooms. The first three years in the program usually fulfill 

this requirement; thetefore most of the students enrolled in my introductory ciasses were 

in Grades 9 and IO? However, there are some school systerns in Ellenland that allow 

students to begh studying a foreign language once they reach middle school and 

consequently, studefi'ü can füXll this requirement prior to entering bigh school. In my 

experience in the school system where I taught, only those students with strong academic 

skills are pennitted to begin studying a foreign language in Grade 8; the remaining 

The sdiool in which 1 taught was on a m&d semester farmaî, which made it possiik for same students to 
complete rn French oourses m me acadeaxic yeat. 
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students interested in learning a foreign lmguage must wait until Grade 9 to commence 

their studies. 

The majority of students with learnùig diditities enroiied in my classes were 

interested in pursuing higher educatioa, but there were some who enrolled in the course 

because they wanted to profit ftom the more "mainstrearn"curriculurn or because they 

had an empty slot in their schedule and the guidance counselors thought it would be 

beneficial for them to l e m  French. Even though the resources I had developed while 

working with Ellen and Paul were helpfid, they were by no means adequate for the 

demands of a secondary school French program. My ïntroductory classes (French I and 

ü) wouId have students h m  Grades 9 through 12 enrolled in one class, and the average 

class size was about 28 students. The moditications that 1 had developed prior to teachimg 

in a high school were designed for a one-onae teaching situation, and with such large 

classes, many of the accommodations clearly were not feasible to implement with so 

many other students around 1 becarne convinced that 1 could not h o m e  an effective 

teacher for these students without Iearning more about what can be done to help them 

l e m  French. In the pst, research and practices that had been most helpfiil to me in 

guiding the development ofactivities and strategies to help students with learning 

disabilities in the French clasmm had orighted in Canada, so it became a logicd 

choice for me to fllrther examine this issue in my thesis. 

The next chapter wüt present a review of the relevant literature regardhg the 

teaching of students with leaming disabilities in the fo~igdsecond language classroom. 

The snbsequent chapter wiü ouuine the methodolo~ used to impiement the study, 



including a discussion of the observation scheme (Modi€ications in the Language 

Classrmm W C ] )  specincaiiy designed for this research. The results of the study will 

be presented over the course of two chapters; Chapter 4 presents the findings Som the 

tacher interviews, and Chapter 5 ptesents the results of the classroom observations and 

document analysis. The thesis wiIl conclude with a discussion of the implications of the 

results, liitations of the current study, and possible directions for fbture research. 



CBAPTER 2 

Litetature Review 

While the corpus of research devoted to students with leamhg disabilities in the 

foreign/second language classroom has been steadiiy growing over the past twenty years, 

there has yet to be any sort of exambation of precisely how teachers are accommodating 

the needs of these students; most of the research has been devoted to identifiing which 

students will experience more dficulties in the foreignJsecond language classroom and 

to justiijhg the inclusion of these students in foreigdsecond language classes at the 

university level in the U.S. However, in order to appreciate the research questions, the 

methodology, and the implications of this study, it is imperative to consider other issues 

related to learning disabilities as well. This literature review will include 1) a discussion 

of the constmct of leaming disabilities in the U.S. and Canada; and 2) an examination of 

the literature regarding students with special needs in the foreign/second language 

classroom. 

The Constnict of Leamina Disabilities 

Definitions and L e d  Obligations 

in 1975, Resident Gerald Ford signeci the Mzicatronjhr Al1 Handiapped 

Childen Act (Public Law 94-142), thus markuig the advent of federally mandated 

support and tesources for children with handicaps and disabüities. Although the 

legislation did not take effect until 1977, this law addressed the ciiffereut approaches of 

each state to accommodating people with handicaps, and ailowed for federal financial 

assistance in implementing the necessary remedial programs. During that same year, the 

USOE pubiished the Fe&raI Remer, which pniviâed parents and ducators with 
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guidelines to idenîify those students with leamhg disabiiities under PL 94-142. The 

defbitioa provideci by the Federaf Re@ter was very similar to the defbition £kt 

proposed by the National Advisory Cornmittee on Handicapped Children (NACHC) a 

few years carlier and remains the only defition of Iearning disabiiities with legal status 

in the United States: 

"Specific learning disability" means a disorder in one or more of the basic 

psychological processes involved in understanding or in using language, spoken 

or written, which may manifest itself in an imperfit inabiliîy to Iisten, think, 

speak, read, write, spell, or to do mathematical calculations. The term includes 

such conditions as percephiai handicaps, brain injury, minimal brain dysbction, 

dyslexia, and developmentai aphasia The term does not include chiIdren who 

have leaming problems which are prirnarily the result of visual, hearing, or motor 

handicaps, of mental retardation, or emotional disturbance, or of environmental, 

culturai, or economic disadvaatage (USOE, 1977, p.650). 

In addition to providing a definition of leaming disabilities, PL 94- 142 also 

pmvided teachers with criteria that must be considered when îïrst evaluating a student for 

learning disabiiities. These criteria include: the student's abiiity to read andior do 

mathematicai calculations cornpared to other students of the same age, the discrepancy 

between the student's projected aptitude and actuai achievement, and the exclusion of 

mental retardation, visual or hearing impairments, motor diniculties, emotional probtems, 

or environmental factors as direct causes of the leamhg disabilities (i.e. the 

acknowledgement that Learning disabilities are the result of some sort of 
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neuropsychological disorder) (Kirk, Gallagher, & Anastasiow, 1997). Using these 

guidelines, educatom were able to begin pinpointhg specinc characteristics in students 

with learning disabilities for the fkst time since the term "leaming disabilities" was used 

to describe the challenges these students faced in the classroom. These criteria were used 

to identifL 5.5% of the total U.S. school population as having learning disabilities during 

the 1996-1997 academic year (U.S. Department of Education, 1998). 

in 1990, the U.S. Congress passed Public Law 101-476, which renamed the 

Educa~ion for Al1 Handcapped Chilhen Act of PL 94-142 the Individuals with 

Disabiiities Education Act (IDEA). The new law did not change the essentid definition 

of Iearning disabilities that had been included in the original law, but did rephrase a 

portion of it to say: "a learning disability in one or more basic psychological processes 

involved or in using spoken or written language, which may manifest itself in an 

imperfect ability to listen, think, speak, read, write, spell, or to do mathematical 

calcuiations" (National Information Center for Children and Youth with Disabilities 

W H C Y ] ,  1994). "Disorder" was replaced by "leamkg disability," and while that 

created a somewhat redundant introduction to the definition, it validated the argument 

that a learning disability is not caused by external forces but does not exclude the 

influence of the student's life and leaming situation on the manifestation of his/her 

leaming diiilities (Kirk et al., 1997). However, when reading Literature that discusses 

the dehitions of learning disabüities in the U.S., IDEA and the Education for Ail- 

Handicapped Children Act are ofien cited interchangeably. 

Since ail federal program in the United States reiating to leaming disabilities use 

the USOE/Pubiic Law 94-142 definition as the starting point, and since most States, have 
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adopted it as their definition of learning disabilities, it is the most widely accepted 

dethition of learning disabilities in the United States (Hailahan, Ka-, & Lloyd, 

1985; Hammill, 1990). The definition of leamhg disabilities used by Canadian educators 

is slightly different. 

Because of the mandatory policies regarding Ontarian students' study of French 

and because of an increased awareness of leaming disabilities that began in the 1970s, 

ehcators of French in Ontario have been actively hvolved in the issue of including 

students with learning disabilities in the second Ianguage classroom for many years 

(Trites & Price, 1976; Morton, 1985; Majhanovich, 1993). Policies adopted in the 

Province of Ontario, for instance, require that al1 students, regardless of ability, enroll in 

Core French between Grades 4 and 9, (Oatario Ministry of Education, 1998; Ontario 

Ministry of Education, 1999a). Therefore, an obligation to modi@ the second language 

curriculum in order to meet the needs of students with Ieaming disabilities exists, as 

required under the ûnîario Education Act of 1980: 

In 1978, the Ontario Association for Children with Leamhg Disabilities submitted 

a report to the Minisûy of Education in Ontario calling for the mandatory special 

education of students with leaming disabilities in the province. The report was based on 

a s w e y  conducted by the chapters of the American Council of Leamhg ûisabilities 

located in Toronto, Ontario, and revealed that the ovmhelming majority of students who 

were beiieved to have lemhg disabiiities were not king extended special education 

4 In Canada, mWre the United States, the f i  goverment dœs not determine the policies and Iaws ihat govem 
the educatim of studenîs. This responsiiüity is givai to the individual proviaces and territdes, and conse~watly, 
ihey determine the pmtoml for educating sidents with speciai needs. T h e d k ,  since tk research snidy was 

out in the province of Oatanq ualy the Odanan paspectives on Ieaniing disabtlities wiil be presentd 



services (Ontario Association for Chiidren with Learning Disabiiities, 1978). Part of the 

problem surroundhg neglect of the needs of these students was the Iack of a uniform 

definition of learning disabilities. Therefore, in November of that year, the Ontario 

Ministry of Education issued a definition of learning disabilities to its provincial school 

boards (Wayne, 1978): 

A learning disorder is evident in both academic and social situations that involves 

one or more of the processes necessary for the proper use of spoken language or 

the symbols of communication, and that is characterized by a condition that is not 

the primary result of: impairment of vision, impairment of hearing, physical 

handicap, mental retardation, primary emotional disturbance, or cuItural 

diffaence; results in a significant discrepancy between academic achievement 

and assessed intellecd abiiity with defects in one or more of: receptive language 

(i.e. listening, readiig), language processing (i.e., thinking, conceptuaIizing, 

integrating); expressive language (i.e. taiking, speiiing, writing), or mathematical 

computations; and may be associated with one or more conditions diagnoseci as: a 

perceptual handicap, a brain injury, minimal brain dysfûnction, dyslexia, or 

developmentai aphasia (Ontario Ministry of Education, 1982). 

Mile this definition was authored in 1978, its fiiii impact on the education of 

students with Ieaming disabilities m Ontario was not entirely appreciated untiI the 

passage of the Education Act of 1980. Under this law, the schooI h d s  in Ontario were 

not only required to pmvide aay and aii necessary services for the education of students 

with speciai needs, but adopt policies and procedures that wodd enable educaîors to 
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ideatfi those students with speciai needs within five years of its passage (Ontario 

Minisûy of Education, 1982; Gauthier, 1988). Therefore, the definition of leaming 

disabihties that was released by the Ministry in 1978 quickly became an important tooI 

for i d e n t w g  which students codd be eligiile for special education s e ~ c e s  under this 

law. However, at this point, it should be mentioned that once these students have been 

identified as having special needs, teachers undoubtedly view and treat the students 

differentiy, and there consequently may be some reluctance to fully "incorporate" them in 

to an "elite" class such as a second/foreign language, no matter what the law may require. 

Wayne (1978) points out that the definition of leaming disabilities that was 

published by the Ministry of Education of Ontario was based upon the defuiition of 

feaming disabilities that was authored by the National Advisory Cornmittee for 

Handicapped Children (NACHC). This latter definition of the NACHC was also the 

foundation for the United States Office of Education (USOE)/Public Law 94-142 

deftnition, and directly comparing the Ontario Ministry and U.S. defkitions will 

therefore reveal few differences. Al1 of the criteria and specifications of a Iearning 

disability that are mentioned in the Ontario Ministry defuition are included in the U.S. 

definition, but the U.S. dekition also discusses the impact of environment, economics, 

and culhue on the identification of a leamhg disability. Since is not clear what impact 

these three factors have on the manifestation of learning disabilities, the possible rote of 

these thfee factors will not be considered during this research study, as this study is ody 

designed to examine the practices used by teachers once students have been identified. 

Whiie there have been some critics (Kau5an & Hailahan, 1979; Lynu, 1979; Myers & 

Hammiu, 1990) of the definitions used by the two educational systems, mostIy as they 
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relate to the use of specüic concepts and ternis (Le. minimal bruin dysfimction) and the 

challenges in detennining a discrepancy between aptitude and achievement (Le. aptitude 

and intelligence tests yield différait results), the defmitions are nonetheless the Iegal 

basis for determining ifa students can be considered learning disabled. 

Tms  of Learnina Disabilities 

in order to gain a complete understandhg of the accommodations used in a Grade 

9 Core French classrmm for students with learning disabities, it is important to 

understand the variety of leaming disabilities that can manifest themselves in the second 

laquage classroorn. While the learning disabilities of the students in the cIassroom of 

the participating teacher were not assesseci in any way, a basic understanding of the 

problems the leaming disabilities pose is necessary in order to understand the justification 

fm tfie modifications îhat were implemented by the teacher I observed for this study. 

in the discussion of the following types o f  learning disabilities, 1 assume a 

medicaYpsychologicd approach that maintains that there is an innate deficit in the 

cognitive faculties o f  the student that is impeding his/her successfu1 iearning. While this 

discussion is more foçused on the deficits that these students exhibit, the discussion is by 

no means attempting to c lah  thaî these studeats do not have strong abilities as welI. in 

fact, most student. with leaming disabilities have average or above-average IQs (Kirk et 

al., 1997). However, as the students' deficits are what pose the most problems in the 

clasmm,  tbey are the focus ofthis discussion. 

Lesrning disofders of lanmiaae and communication. 

Accmding to Wug & Semet (1980), be twm 70 % and 800h of the children who 

have been diagnosed with learning disabilities have diflicuity pmessing @or 
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expressing language. Such disorden are not the result of sensory impairment, mental 

retardation, emotional problems, environmental deprivation, or motor problems (Lahey, 

1988). The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association authored a definition of the 

term language disorder in 1992 thai wiil be used as a ceference in this section for 

understanding this type of leaming disabiiity: 

A language disorder is the impairment or deviant development of comprehension 

andior use of a spoken, written, a d o r  other symbol system. The disorder may 

involve (1) the form of Ianguage @honoIogic, morphologie, and syntactic 

systems), (2) the content of language semantic system), andfor (3) the hnction of 

language in communication (ptagmatic systern) in any combination (p. 949). 

As this definition points out, language disorders can rnanifest themselves in one or more 

of the components of language: phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and 

pragmatics (Hailahan, Kaufhan, & Lloyd, 1985). Understandably, problerns Vary fiom 

one component of language to the other, and in the Core French classroom, it is very 

possible that any or al1 of these learning disabilities are present. 

It is important to note chat students who have language-based learning disabilities 

(commonly refecfed to as "specific language impairment (SLI)") are very likely to have 

diaculty learning to read and to p l i  because of the strong relationship between spoken 

and written langwge (Leonard, 1998; Prior, 1996). In generai students with leaming 

disabilities read at a much slower rate than their non-leaming-disabled peers, and do not 

comprehend nearly as much materiai (Masters, Mori, & Mori, 1999). Because of the 

dose rapport betweex reading and writhg ability, students with learning disabilities who 
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have difnculty reading often experience considerable difficulty writiag. Newcomer and 

Barenbaum (1991) fouad that students with leaming disabilities do not pedorm nearly as 

weii as their non-leaming-disabled peers on written-expression activities at the spelling, 

punctuation, or grammatical levels. 

Obviously, any of these deficits can manifest themselves in the foreign language 

classroom. Many of the aforementioned specific language impairments are very subtle 

and do not occur on a singular basis; a student with language leaming disabilities ofien 

has a combination of two or more of those impairments, dong with diiculties in reading 

and spelling (Mercer, 1997). 

Reading disabilities. 

According to Harris and Sippay (1990), between 10% and 15% of the school-age 

popdation has some sort of reading disability, which, if ignored, can senously 

complicate the individual's life as time passes. Bond, T i e r ,  Wasson, and Wasson 

(1990) identi@ eight general classifications of reading difficulties: (1) erroneous word 

recognition and identification; (2) ditliculty pmcessing written directions; (3) deficits in 

basic abilities of comprehension; (4) diicuity in comprehending and retaining specific 

pieces of information; (5) lack of or limited study skills; (6) d i c d t y  in adapting to 

reading requirements of specific areas of study; (7) slower rates of comprehension; and 

(8) p r  oral reading skiils. These categories adequately ad- aü of the issues that are 

associated with general reading disabilities, and the most common reading disabihty, 

dyslexia. 

The Iiterai meaning of the t m  ~sI'u is "dif£ïculty with words;" so, under that 

dennition, most individuais with learning disabilities would be considered diyslexic 
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(Kamhi & Catts, 1989). However, the term is o h  associated with individuais who have 

poor reading skills; most American psychoIogists and educators consider dyslexia to be a 

reading disabiiity of individuah with average or above-average intelligence (Kamhi & 

Caîts, 1989; Mercer, 1997). While much debate of dyslexia centers on a definition and 

the identification of subgroups of types of dydexia, there are four traits of dysIexia that 

most researchers and educators a g m  u p :  1) dysIexia has a biological bais and is due 

to a congenital neurological condition; 2) the problems associated with this reading 

disability continue into adolescence and adulthood; 3) there are perceptual, cognitive, and 

language dimensions; and 4) dyslexia has considerable influence on other aspects of life 

(Le. self-esteem) (Hynd & Cohen, 1983). Students with dyslexia are aiso very Iikely to 

exhibit difficulty in writing and spehg, and there usually is a history of delayed fk t  

language acquisition and development (Bryan & Bryan, 1986). Some students may also 

have difnculty leamhg the words and langage structures associated with telling tirne 

and giving directions, but the most common characteristic of students with dyslexia is the 

tendency to reverse letters or whole words (Bryan & Bryan, 1986). 

Attention s m  disabilities. 

WÎth the passage of the hdividuals with Disabilities Education Act (DEA) 

Amenciments in 1997, students with attention span disabiiities, such as Attention Deficit 

Disorder (ADD) and Attention Deficit Hypetactivity Disorder (ADHD) are now in the 

position to receive speciai services in the public schools in the United States under the 

category of Other Heaith Impaired (OHI). However, because ADDIADHD kquently 

occurs concurrentiy with at least one anothet learning disability, most educators in the 

U.S. incorrectly perceive this to be a type of learning disability, when in fact it is actually 
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classiîied as a type of healîh impairment @mer, 2000). It is believed that between 

twenty-five and forty percent of children with learning disabilities in the U.S. display 

some symptoms of ADD/ADHD (Silva, 1998; Shaywitz, Fletcher, and Shaywitz, 1995). 

En addition, attention span disabilities impact more individuals than any other learning 

disability because the other students in the classrmm are o h  affected by the behavior 

of the student with attention span disabiiities. In Ontario, students with ADD and ADHD 

are considered to have a behaviorai disorder. While the Ontaian classification of ADD 

and ADHD is diff~ent  kom the one d by the United States, students with these 

disorders are also eligible for special education services (Ontario Miistry of Education, 

1999b). 

For the most part, the characteristics of ADD and ADHD are very similar. The 

student is oflen inattentive, easily distraded, highiy dimganized, and a poor Iistener 

(Lemer, 2000). The student who has ADD may not exhibit any outward behavioral 

problems, such as excessive talking. Conversely, students who have ADHD also exhibit 

some or al1 of the following traits: impulsiveness, a constant desire to ask questions and 

make commentddernands, and poor impulse contmi (Kirk, et al, 1997; Lerner, 2000). It 

is not uncommoa for these -dents to interrupt others who are talking, or to speak very 

loudly (Lemer, 2000). Fmdly, as the name impiies, the ADHD student is hypmctive. 

These students are bouncing off the wdls, are coastaotly out of their seats, andior 

fidgeting- Not surprisingiy, the student with ADWD is very hard to teach, and the teacher 

o h  spends considerable the and effort trying to squelcb this student's behavior (Kirk, 

et al., 1997; Lerner, 2000). These students are constantly being disciplined, aad because 

of the considetable distraction they cause, these snidents are o h  rejected by their peers 
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and fail most of their classes (J-.emer, 2000; Masters, Mori, & Mori, 1999). In addition, 

Lenier, Lowenthal, and Lemer (1995) indicate tbat students with ADD/ADHD 0th 

experience considerable difficulties with written-expression tasks because of the arnount 

and inteasity of focus required to cornpletc the activities. 

Currently, many of students with ADHD are on medications that "slow down" the 

child in the hope that his/her attention wilI be able to be "grabbed" by the teacher, the 

most recent figures produced by the National institutes of Health [U.S. J (1998) indicate 

that 96.4 % of students with ADD/ADHD are prescriid some sort of psychostimulant 

drug to help conîrol their behavior. Otlen, these medications subdue the chiid to such an 

extent that they are almost lethargic, and teachers are forced to change their pedagogy in 

a new way in order to compensate for the needs of the students (Lerner, 2000). Not 

surprisingly, this approach to treating students with ADD/ADHD has generated a 

considerable arnount of controversy. 

Accordiig to some research undertaken in the past fifteen years, there is a new 

category of leaming disability in which the innate cognitive language processhg deficits 

of the individuai impede hi& ability to successfùlly leam a foreigdsecond langpge. 

Because this type of learning disability directly impacts the students' ability to 

communicate in a second Ianguage, it would be reasonable to assume that this type of 

learning disability is essentially a variation of a (general) language learning disability- 

However, there are some key differences. Students are believed to have a foreign 

Ianguage Iearning disability if there is a sharp discrepancy between the students' 

performa~lce in the foreigdsecond laaguage class and thek measured aptitude for 
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leaming a foreign language, as demonstrated through a test like the Modern Language 

Aptitude Test (as opposed to a general aptitude test used in diagnoses of Iearning 

disabilities) (Lenier, Sparks, & ûanschow, 1991; Ganschow, Sparks, & Javorsky 1998). 

The deficits can occur in many ams-smantics, phonology, prapatics, morphology, 

syntax, memory, spelling, writing, reading, listenhg or speaking, but some research has 

indicated ttiat the deficits are primarily resûicted to linguistic coding deficits in one or 

more of the phonoIogical, syntactic, or semantic aspects of the laquage that irnpedes 

theu abiIity to acquire the new sounds and structures of the target language (Mercer, 

1997; Sparks, Ganschow, & Pohlman, 1989; Gaoschow, Sparks, & Javorsky, 1998). It is 

believed that these aspects of the new language (phonologicai, syntactic, and semantic) 

ernphasize differences with the native language and contain severai levels of meaning 

that malce it difficult for the student to properly process the new language Gerner, 

Sparks, & Ganschow, 1991). However, at this point, it should be mentioned thai these 

students ofien experience difficulties processicg their tïrst llanguage (LI) as well, but 

their challenges are more readily managed because of the constant exposure to the LI; the 

students have more opportunities to process and practice probletnatic aspects of the LI 

(Ganschow, Sparks, & Javorsky, 1998). 

Further research has revealed that a student who has phono1ogica.i deficits in 

hislher native language (as opposed to the syntactic or semantic deficits) is most liieIy to 

exhiiit considerable f i cu l ty  in hidher study of a second/foreign language (Spa& & 

Ganschow, 1993; Sparks & Ganschow, 1993b). Obviously, such knowledge could 

becorne a factor in determinhg whether or not to admit such a student mto a 

foreign/secorid language program, but it could &O provide the necessary Uiformation to 
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help the teaçher and the student plan a course of action that would work with the 

student's abilities and leam the secondforeign language nonetheless. 

Sociolopjcal Concems Regarding 'Zeaming Disabilities" 

Even though it may appear at times that the research, educationai, and general 

populations wholeheartedly accept the existence and implications of "leamhg 

disabilities," there are critics of the field and of its impact on education that are worthy of 

mentioning. Sigmon (1987) argues that the majority of students identified as having 

Iearning disabilities come fiom ethnic andlor economic minorities and have k e n  

identified as such by the ethnîc and economic majorities. Gailagher (1986) contends that 

"learning disability" has become more heterogeneous in nature because administrators 

and teachers tendency to refer students with difficulties in school for special setvices-it 

has become a 'BIanket" term to idenm students who chailenging the scholastic statu 

quo in one way or another. Tm often, he argues, educators assume that a learning 

disabitity is the cause of problems in school and ignore the possibility of a student's 

environment (at home and at school) and social experience as having an impact on the 

student's learning. Coles (1987) also argues for educators to consider social context in 

the identification of students with l e m h g  disabiiities. Furthennote, he contends that 

researchers in the field of learning disabilities have not paid adequate attention to the 

processes involved in learning and too much attention to the products. Obviously, what 

the child is doing to help fùrther his/her leanillig is more indicative of hiSmer abiiities 

than the end result of his/her efforts. 

While these may be viable concems that undoubtedly impact the identification 

and treatment of students with specid needs, this study will not be exarnining the impact 
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of such sociolcultural innuences. 1 do not dispute any of the claims made by Sigmon and 

his colleagues, as my personal experience as a teacher fhd many of their concem to be 

vaiid. However, no matter what social concem may anse out of the identification and 

education of studenîs with leaming disabilities, the essentid issue of this study is that 

these students have been identified as havhg leaming disabilities and are consequently 

entitled to help. 

Leamina Disabilities Research in ForeidSecond L a n w e  Pro- 

In 1998, White conducted a national survey of adult education centers in the U.S. 

in which he endeavored to idente the most prevalent accommodation strategies used to 

help special needs leamers and how effective the instructors perceived these 

modifications to be. mile this study was not implemented in a second language setting, 

it appears to be the only study at this point that has endeavored to examine how teachers 

are modifjhg their pedagogy and cirrricula to meet the needs of their students with 

various types of disabilities (including learning disabilities). The survey, which was 

developed and implemented courtesy of a grant h m  the U.S. federal government, was 

based on the Ecology of Human Pwformance (EHP) Framework of Duun, Brown, and 

McGuigan (1994). This h e w o r k  has its origins in occupational therapy and d e s c r i i  

various ways in which the context in which an individual with speciaI needs operates can 

be modified in order to help the individual achieve his/her goals. White incorporated 

four of the five classifications h m  the EHP h e w o r k  into hîs survey: 

EstablishRestore stmîegies (which ad* remediation of the individuai's skills and 

abilities), MwfAdapt  strategies (which address supportive measures), Alter strategies 

(which address changes in the physical environment), and Prevent strategies (which 
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addms strategies that are used to 'kard off potential problems). Al1 of the 

a c c o m m ~ o n  sîrategies tint were inciuded in the survey could be classified into one of 

the four categories. 

The survey itselfwas organized moud 13 common characteristics of adults with 

disabilities (as identifid through an extensive Iiterature review) and the accomrnodau'on 

strategies that had been rnost frequently recommended to help the lemers. The 

instructors were asked to indicate if they had ever used any of the indicated 

accommodations, describe those they may have used but were not included in the survey, 

and frnally, assess the perceived effectiveness of the strategies on a nine-point Likert 

scale. White found that the most ûequentiy used accommodation strategies involved 

modifications to the learaing task, as opposed to changes made to the learning 

environment or overall expectatiom. Some common modification strategies reported 

include: providing directions in very d l  steps, providing written back-up to o d  

directions, and breakhg up work time into smailer amounts. 

in 1995, Schwarz and Burt publislied a short article designed to help EngIish a 

Second Language (ESL) instntctors of addts with leaniing disabilities better meet their 

students' needs. Their article was based on Schwarz's experience as an adult-ESL 

instnrctor, but most of the article was devoted to describing the nature of Iearning 

bisabilities, the identification of students with Ieaming disabilities, and impacts of teacher 

training in regards to sîudents with leamhg disabiiiies. The section outiiig some 

mociScation strategies was the shortest and there was no information pmvided on the use 

or effectiveness of these accommodations. in addition to Scbwarz and Burt, there have 

been other mearchers and educaîoa in the U.S. who have endeavored to address how 
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example, M e s ,  1994; Arries, 1999; Demuih & Smith, 1987; Frost & Emery, 1995; 

Gersten, Baker, & Matks, 1998), but for the most part, these publications offer little, if 

any, indication of whether or not these strategies have ever ben used in the classroom 

andfor the effectiveness (teacher- d o r  student-perceived or empirically vaiidated) of 

the strategies. 

As previously stated, it is believed tfiat most students with leaniing disabilities 

who experience difficulty mastering the target language have sorne sort of phonoIogica1 

coding deficit- Therefore, in order for the student with Iearning disabilities to master the 

target langwge, helshe needs some sort of explicit phonologicai training to compensate 

and hopefiilly overcome these deficits. Consequently, efforts have been made to develop 

methods for teaching the target language's phonology to students with learning 

disabilities. The most welI-knom approach to teaching the phoaology of the target 

language is known as the ûrton-Giliingham Method, and is descriid as a %ultisensory, 

stnictured languagen approach (Sparks et ai., 1991). in the Orton-GiIlingham method, 

students are explicitly and directiy taught the phonology of the target language by 

simultaneously interacting with the target language at the oral, a d ,  Wntten, reading, and 

kinesthetic levels. Students address one sound or sound combination at a tirne; oniy when 

they have mastered this sound do they move on to the next (Sparks et ai., 1 991). Sparks, 

Ganschow, Pohlman, Skinner, and Artzer (1992) fond chat students with phonologid 

codîng deficits improved both theh native and target Ianguage phonologicai skiils when 

instructed in the multisensory approach of the Oaon-Giingham method, but those 
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students with phonological coding deficits who did not receive the multisensory training 

did not improve their phonologicai SUS. Kenneweg (1998), Hurst (1996) and Schneider 

(1996) offer anecdotal evidence of the positive impact the Orton-Gillingham method had 

on the acquisition of the phonology of the target language of their respective classrooms. 

However, despite the apparent favorable impact the Orton-Gillingham Method has on the 

acquisition of the target language phonology, it appears that it is still not a widely-hown 

pedagogical approaçh in the foreign language field. In the iùîure, it would be worthwhile 

to better publicizc the approach, as it may help FUSL teachers better address the needs of 

their students with learning disabilities 

At this juncture, it appears that Hunt (1996), is the only author to have endeavored 

to describe accommodation strategies (beyond the &ore-mentioned Orton-Gillingham 

Method) that she has used in her own teaching of Spanish to rniddle school students with 

leanillig disabilities and hm perceptions of their effectiveoess; for the most part, other 

publications on this topic have only made recoaunen&tions about which accommodaiion 

strategies to use-no evidence of their impact has been provided (see for example, 

Demuth & Srnimith, 1987; Frost & Emery, 1995; Gersten, Baker, & Marks, 1998; Schwarz 

& Burt, 1995). If FUSL teacben ate expected to iaclude students with leaming 

disabilities in theu c l 8 ~ ~ r ~ ] m s ,  and have been traditiody denied the opportunity to 

l e m  more about special eâucation in relation to their content area @mer, 2000), more 

research is needed to idenüj. which teaching practices have been found to be respecttùl 

of both the needs of these students and the goals of the foreignfsecond language program. 

Betancourt-Smith (1992) pubtished a study that examined hi& school teachers' 

perceptions of the effectkeness of accommodation strategies th& had been recommended 
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by the United States Office of Education for students with learning disabiiities, but of the 

38 teachers who responded to the survey, oniy one had part-tirne experience in teaching 

d e n t s  in a foreign language classroom. In a 1995 Mesa Redon& (Round Tabk) 

discussion carried out in Hipmia, a publication for Spanish teachers, Bamett and Jarvis- 

Sladky outlined theu beliefs related to teaching Spanish to students with learning 

disabilities and offered some suggestions for better includiig this student population in 

the learning experimce. There is no information offered about the extent to which these 

strategies have been used or their perceived or vaiidated effectiveness- 

Here in Ontario, almost aii of the research regarding students with leaming 

disabilities in second Ianguage programs has been restricted to the French immersion 

classroom, mostly at the primary level. By 1973, only a few years afler the immersion 

programs had begun in Ottawa, there had been a considerable increase in the number of 

students h m  the immersion program king referred for testing of leaming disabilities 

(Trites and Price, 1976). As it was uncertain if the students' difficulties were attributable 

to the program's organization or an actuai learning disabiIity, Trites and Price (1976) 

conducted a study to determine what factors were preventing thirty-two children h m  

primary French immersion programs Erom successfirlly acquiring the language, 

examining both the program itseifand the abilities of the students. Using an extensive 

neuropsychological examination, the authors found that students who experienced 

difnculty in the French immersion programs had a possibte neuropsychoIogical deficit 

that prevented them h m  successfùliy leaming the Imguage. They recornmended that 

these students be removed fiom the immersion program. A foilow-up study the next year 

(Trites & Price, 1977) redlkmed these fhdings, but the studies have been somewbat 
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controvaial. Cummins (1 984) argued that Trites and Price failed to provide convincing 

evidence that the developmental lag in the tested students was the reai source of the 

jxoblem. The study oniy considered those students who had been refened for testing 

because of their diiculties; there was no testing done to see if students who did not have 

problems in the program were more cogpitively mature than those who had experienced 

the difficdties (as the findings would imply). 

Cummins (1984) proposed that the students who experienced difficulty in 

immersion had some sort of processing deficit that was evident cross-linguistically, and 

the students needed to be provided with appropriate remediation in both English and 

French. French immersion, wiih the appropriate strategy instruction, should therefore be 

a beneficial experience for these students. A previous study by Bruck (1978) also argued 

that French immersion was a suitable learning environment for students with "language 

disabilities," as the students' LI and L2 skills seemed to develop accordingly. Wiss 

(1987) implemented a case study that vaiidated Cummins' (1984) common underlying 

proficiency theory, and suggested th& the participant, Jenny, be offered remediation in 

both English and French. She argued that since the native language and target language 

skills were interdependent, remediation in boîh Ianguages would have a positive, 

interdependent, and tramferable effect on  MY'S !inguistic capabilities. In 1999, 

Rousseau published her case study of a primary French Immersion prograin in Aiberta 

devoted to students with Iearning disabiiities. Her findings indicate that the students' 

Iinguistic abilities in both languages were positiveIy impacted by their involvement in 

this program that was tailored to their special needs. 
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In 2001, the argument has now shifted to whether or not students with learning 

disabilities should be exemptai fiom the Core French requirement of al1 students in 

Ontario (Personal Communication, Asha Mohi, January 27,2001). Even though this 

debate is led by a minority of parents and teachers, it does c d  into question what 

teachers have been doing to help theu students with leaming disabilities in the Core 

French classroom, as it seems to insinuate that the needs of these students are not king 

adequately addressed; if the students with learning disabilities are able to successfùlly 

leam French within the support system currently king offered to them, 1 do not believe 

that this debate would be happening in the fint place. W l e  the White (1998) study does 

shed some light on what accommodation strategies are king used to help students with 

special needs, it was restricted to adult leamers, and more importantly, was not 

implemented in a second language context. Most of the other American articles 

regarding modification strategies in the foreign language classroom were resûicted to the 

university setting, and the two-page Hurst (1996) article is obviously insufficient for 

completely ident*ing helpfiil practices pertinent to the teaching of foreignhecond 

languages to students with leaming disabilities. Furthmore, those studies that have 

addressed students with leamhg disabilities in the French immersion programs in h m  in 

Canada have focused on the lemer, not how the teacher was addressing the needs of the 

student. In addition, di of these studies were restricted to the primary level and to a 

program in which only a smaii portion of the student population is enrolled; 

approxhately 90% of ail French students in Ontario are enroiied in the Core French 

progtm (Calman & Daniel, 1998). Obviously, a considerable need exists to l e m  more 

about how seçondary levei teachers of foreigdsecond languages accommodate the needs 
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of theù students with leamhg disabilities if there is ever to be a resolution to the 

exemption debate. Hopeiùily, this study will begh to address this need. 

The foiiowing chapter will outline the design and methodology used to implement 

this research study. 



CaAPTER 3 

Design and Methodology 

As the literature review demonstrateci, there have been severai publications that 

have endeavored to recornmend which accommodation strategies are most appropriate for 

students with leaming disabilities in the FUSL classroom (see, for example, h i e s ,  

1999; Demuth & Smith, 1987; Frost & Ernery, 1995; Gersten, Baker, & Marks, 1998; 

Nuttall, 1996; Schwarz & Burt, 2995), but these articles offmd little, if any, insight as to 

whether or not these recornrnendations had ever been implemented andior whether or not 

they had a favorable impact on the students' learning of the target language. Furthermore, 

of the studies that have been implemented to descrii teachers' perceptions of the 

effectiveness of the modifkation strategies in the classroom, only one incorporated the 

beliefi of a foreign language instnictor (Betancourt-Smith, 1992). With the exception of 

Hunt (1996), there have not been any viable attempts to move beyond recommendations 

and suggestions and actually detennine andlor describe which practices FUSL teachers 

are implementing in their classrooms to accommodate the needs of theu students with 

learning disabüities. Therefote, my snidy was designed to idenw: a) which pedagogical 

practices were king used by a second language teacher to accommodate the needs of 

his/her students with Iearning disabilities; b) hisher perceptions of the effectiveness of 

these strategies; and c) hisrnef betiefs about teaching French to students with learning 

disabiiities. My study included an observation period of 700 minutes (10 cIasses) in 

which an observation scheme specifically designed for this study, Modifications in the 

Language Classroom (MXC) was used (Appendix A). 1 also conduçted a series of seven 

semi-sînictured mterviews with the teacher participant and completed a document 
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analysis of all paperwork provideci to the students during the observation period. Prior to 

cornmencing the study, the observation scheme and document andysis scheme was 

piloted in two other Grade 9 classes taught by the participant. 

Participant 

The participant selected for this study teaches five Core French classes at a public 

high school in a rneîroplitan area in Ontario. Upon the recommendation of my 

supervisor, 1 contacted her about pssibly participating in the study once I had obtained 

approvai h m  the school board where my study was implemented; she was the only 

teacher from the school board who was interested in participating. Both she and the 

principal at her school signed letters of informed consent (see Appendices B and C for 

these letters). 

claire5 has been a teacher for over twenty years, but has spent only the past two 

years at the secondary level; prior to moving to the high school level, she was a primary 

French immersion instructor. She has achieved Specialist certification in French, French 

Honors, and Special Education and has published several articles in various teacher 

development publications on error correction, kinesîhetic leaming, and character 

education within the French clasmm. Claire is a native speaker of English, but has 

achieved native-like fluency in French; according to Liddicoat (1991), Claire is 

considered to be a "baianced bilinguai" as she bas achieved the same level of proficiency 

in both languages. In addition, Claire revded to me during one of our initial meetings 

that she herseif had been diagnosed with dyslexia and Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) 

about fifteen years ago. 



The Applied Core French classroom was chosen as a site for this study because 

most Grade 9 students with learning disabilities enrolled in Core French are placed in this 

stream (Personal communication, Miles Tumbull, November 28,2000). Theoretically, 

students are not to be directed towards a particuiar stream based on their abilities, but the 

practice has become that students with stronger awmbmic skills and potentiai are placed 

in the Academic courses, whereas students with weaker academic skills and potential are 

placed in the Applied couses. The Applied course is more oriented towards having the 

students use the French language in more practical, concrete manners (Ontario Ministry 

of Education, 2000b). 

As previously mentioned, Claire was teaching five Core French classes at the time 

of the study, but only one of these classes was at the Grade 9 Applied Core French level. 

This class consisted of twenty-eight students, eight of whom had ken formally identified 

as having learning disabilities and another ten students whom Claire felt should have 

been formally identifTed as well. For Claire, she considered a student to be 'Tonnally 

identified" when an hdividualized Educaîion Plan (IEP) had been completed and 

implernented by the special education department at the school. The iEP is a written 

plan, usually revised every three months, that outlines a student's needs and abilities, any 

modifications to the g e n d  curriculum that are to be made to accommodate these needs, 

any special services that the student is to receive, and whaî measures are to be taken to 

evaluate the student's progress and achievement at the end of each thtee month period 

(Lemer, 2000; Ontario Ninistry of Education, 2ûûûa). Teachers are provided with copies 

of a student's IEP, so that they can become f d i a r  with the student's abilities, and 
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incorporate the suggested modification strategies into k i r  teaching or evaiuation 

procedures (Lemer, 2000, Ontario Ministry of Education, 2000a). While it is possible for 

a student to have an iEP as a "pmventative measuce" and consequently, not be fomally 

identifiecl as having leamhg disabilities, al1 of the students in Claire's class with an iEP 

had been formally identified as having leamhg disabilities (KVk et al., 1997; Lerner, 

2000, Ontario Ministry of Education, 2000a). 

At this juncture, it is worthy of mention that 1 did not classifj the behavior of the 

students for ihe purposes of this study--the focus of the study was entirely on what 

Claire was doing to accommodate their needs, not how the students were reacting to the 

strategies. Occasionaily, I would make notations about how many students were offered 

a modification strategy, but I did not include any sort of identifjing descriptors in these 

notations. 1 received parental consent fiom six of the eight formalIy identified students to 

leam about the types of leaming disabilities with which they had k e n  fomalIy 

diagnosed and the recommendations that had been made in the IEPs to accommodate the 

abilities of these students. I did not have access to the students' IEPs; Claire reveaIed the 

Somation about the six students to me during the initiai teacher intewiew and a mid- 

observation in te~ew.  1 used this information to draw relationships between the types of 

Iearning disabilities and the types of accommodation strategies used by the teacher (see 

Appendix D for copy of the letter of parental informed consent)& 

Claire taugtit the class every oîher day; each class lasteci 75 minutes. Dependhg 

on the day, the class was either held imrnediately foilowing lunch or at the very end of 

the school day. Claire was the itiaemt teacher within the French department at the 

school. This means that, instead of having her own classroom, Claire had two carts Ml 
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of materials that she pushed h m  class to class. For the 6rst five observation periods of 

the study, Claire taught the Grade 9 Applied class in an English classroom, but when a 

new teacher was hired in the French dqmtment, the classrmm allocations w m  changed. 

The class was then held in a cIassroom within the French department for ttie mainhg 

five observation periods. During the t h e  of the study, Claire implerneoted lessons from 

Units 3 and 4 of the Applied Core French program, Autour de Nous (Coulbeck, Agro- 

DeRosa, & Faulds, 2000). 

Classmm Observations 

The initial goal was to observe Claire for a total of 750 minutes (10 fiil1 classes), 

but during the latter portion of the study, Claire had a student teacher and consequently 

did not teach each cIass in its entirety. Therefore, this study inc luded 700 minutes of 

classroom observation (10 75-miaute classes) conducted over a period of six weeks 

towards the end of the school year. Tumbull's (1999) study of Core French teachers 

implementing a multidiiensional project-based curriculum also inchded a ten-class 

ohmation Wod. The observations were guided by an observation scheme, 

Modifications In the Language CIassroom W C ) ,  developed specifically for use in this 

study. 

The Observation Scheme 

From COLT to MOLT to MILC 

WhiIe the number of studies king conducted in the Core French classroom is on 

the rise, otdy a small percentage of these studies have used an established observation 

scheme as part of the research methodology. Prior to 1987, only six of the appmximately 

100 studies that had ken implemented in the cure French classroom used an observation 
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scheme (see Foley, Harley, & d'Angle@, 1987, for a list of these stuclies). In most of 

these pmjects, the observatian schemes had been developed specifically for the study and 

have not been used shce (see, for example, McLean, Traub, & Gaudino, 2983). mer 

1987, it appears as if oniy two more observation scheme-based studies have been catried 

out (Allen & Carroll, 1988; Turnbull, 1999). 

The COLT 

Spada and Frtihlich's (1995) Communicative ûrieotation of Language Teaching 

(COLT) scheme is perhaps the most weil-known observation too1 used in second 

language classroom research. This scheme was initialy developed in the 1980s. for use 

in the Development of Bilingual Proficiency (DBP) project undertaken at OISEKJT (for a 

general oveMew of the project, see Harley, Allen, Cumrnins, & Swain, 1990). As the 

communicative approach to language teaching bad k o m e  popular during the earIy 

1980s, the COLT scheme enabled researchers to examine concurrently the prucesses" 

and "products" of this "newl' approach to second language teaching and leanhg (Spada 

and Frtihlich, 1995). The Core French Observation Study, a cornponent of the DBP 

project, was the h s t  research project to implwient the COLT on a Iarge-scaie, examinhg 

the classroom practices of over fw Core French teachers (Men, Carroll, Burtis, & 

Gaudino, 1987). Each tacher was observeci for one dass period, and the data were used 

by the researchers to identitj which teachers were more "communicatively oriented" than 

otbers. 

The resesuchers' use of the COLT in this study, in addition to th& mettiodological 

structure, sigdicantiy influenced Tmbuii's (1499) deveiopment and implementation of 

bis Mdtidimensional Orientation to Language Teaching (MOLT) observation scheme. 



The MOLT 

Tumbull's MOLT scheme was devetoped to determine the extent to which four 

Core French teachers fiom Eastern Canada had incorporated a multi-dimensional, 

project-based approach in to their pedagogy. The scheme combined a revised and 

expanded Part A of the COLT scheme with criteria recommended by the National Core 

French Siuày (NCFS). The criteria recommended by the NCFS were inspired by Stem's 

(1982, 1983, 1994) fou syllabi of a multidimensional project-based curriculum 

(LeBlanc, 1990). Using the MOLT, Turnbull coded (in real-tirne) the activities and 

episodes in the participants' classeooms as they Mplemented the sarne thematic unit. 

Tumhull argued the limitations of making generalizations about a teacher's classrocim 

practiced based on only one visit to hislher classroom (as demonstrated by the Allen et 

al., 1987 study), so with the exception of one teacher in the study, Tumbull observed ten 

of each participant's approximately 40 minutes-each classes. Tumbull's study marked the 

fkt  t h e  in which an observation scheme had been used for repeated analyses of a 

teacher's classroom. 

The MILC 

1 drew on both the COLT and MOLT schemes to develop and implement the 

Modifications in the Language Classroom (MILC) observation tool (Appendix A). As 

was the case for Tumbull's design of the MOLT, Part A of the COLT provided the 

kmework for the overail organization of the Ma,C. in addition, 1 also closely followed 

the COLT'S guidelines for the impIemeiltation of the scheme. 

AU of the classifications hcluded in Part A of the COLT are evident in the MEC, 

however, I have made some modifications and expansions to the criteria. The 
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ciassifications in the MOLT regadhg t&e use of the target language and the types of 

assessrnent used in the classtoom are also evident in the MILC; again, I made some 

adjustments to the criteria In general, the criteria included ftom both schemes served to 

h e  the general context of the classroom where the study was implemented. 

The remaining classifications of the MILC scheme (Columns 52-129), those that 

date  to the pedagogical and curricuIar modifications used by the teacher, are taken from 

a checklist of suggested modifications (Dover, 1996) that was provided to regular 

education teachers at my former school. In my personal experience teaching students 

with speciai needs in the foreign language classroom, 1 have found this checkîist to be a 

comprehensive list of the types of modifications that can be found and feasibly 

implemented in a "typicai" classroom. As this study is the h t  to endeavor observhg the 

specific modifications made by classroom teachers, there is no empirical basis that wouid 

justify the inclusion/exclusion of certain criteria. However, as mentioned in the previous 

chaptw, there have been efforts made to suggest which types of pedagogical strategies 

would be most efféctive in the FUSL classroom, the evidence of the inclusion of these 

accommodation strategies is, at best, anecdotal (e.g, Ames, 1999; Demuth & Smith, 

1987; Frost & Emery, 1995; Gersten, Baker, & Marks, 1998; Hurst, 1996; Ke~eweg, 

1988; Leruer, 2000; Nuttaii, 1996; Schneider, 2996; Schwarz & Burt, 1995). While there 

has ken, however, one questionnaire study (White, 1998) that asked regular education 

teachers to indicate which type of accommodation strate@ they used with their aduit 

leamers with special needs, White's classification system was tm general to be of use in 

my study. Therefore, the modification criteria that are included in the MILC scheme are 

bas4 on persand practicai howledge and experience (Clandinin & Connelly, 1996) and 
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recommendations made in various publications about how to accommodate the needs of 

students with learning disabilities (e.g., M e s ,  1999, Hurst, 1996, Lenier, 2000, Mener, 

1997). 

MILC: The Observation Categories 

As was the case with both the COLT and MOLT schemes, the MILC scheme 

describes classroom events at the level of activity and episode. According to Spada and 

Frohlich (1995), the beginning or end of an activity is indicated by a change in theme or 

content, whereas an episode is one component of an activity and is usually indicaied by a 

shift in focus of an activity, but the episode is still organized around the centrai theme or 

content. There are a total of seventeen macro-category headings in the MlLC scheme, 

incorporating 129 specific criteria In the following pages, 1 will outline the macro- 

categories and provide some additional information about the descriptors within each 

macro-category 

Tie. (Column 1) 

The beginning and end of each activity and episode is recorded in this column. 

Activities and misodes. (Column 2) 

A brief description of each activity/episode is written in this column; no 

predetermined criteria are used. 

Taken directly from the COLT, the three sub-categories in this macto-category 

provide information about how the teacher and students in the cIasmom are organized, 

and cm be used to determine the extent to which the class is teacher- or student-centered. 

The first sub-category, "class" (columns 3-5) includes tbree descriptions of bow 
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information can be presented when a class is working as a whole unit. The teacher cm be 

presenting the information to a particuiar student or the whok class (T+ S K ) ,  a student 

can be presenting the information to another student or to the whole class (S + SIC), or 

the students can be engaged in some sort of 'Choral" activity, such as when the students 

are to repeat a mode1 given by the teacher or the text. Jfthe students are working in 

groups or pairs, columns 6 and 7 are used to describe whether or not the each student 

within the group or pair are working on the same task as hidher parmer@), or on a 

different task. if the students are working individually, colwnns 8 and 9 are used to 

indicate whether or not each student is working on the same task or on different tasks. 

Content- (Columns 10-1 8) 

For the most part, the critena in this category were taken directiy tiom the COLT 

and are used to descrii the general contenthheme of the activitiesAanguage king 

presented to the students. Again, there are three sukategories within the macro- 

category. The fht criterion under the "xnanagementYT sub-category, "procedure", refers 

to directives given to the students. The second criterion, discipline, refers to disciplinary 

statements or comments made by the teacher about the class behavior or performance. 

Since teachers make numerous proceduraüdisciplinary remarks throughout the course of 

a given class period, these categories are checked only when the episode lasts longer than 

a minute. Colwnns 12-16 are devoted to the type of Ianguage upon which the emphasis 

is placed during the activityfepisode: 'Torm," (e.g., grammar, pmnunciation, vocabulary), 

%nctionY' (cg., communicative acts such as requesting, apologizing, and explaining), 

"discourse" (e.g., organization of sentences into a cohesive and coherent sequence), 

"sociolinguistic" (e.g., references to forms or styles suitable for various contexts), and 
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~ l a t i o n "  (e.g, translating h m  the L1 to the L2 or vice versa). The h t  four 

categories were hcluded in the COLT, but the last category, 'hsiation," was added 

fier my piloting process, upon observing severai translation activities. The final two 

criteria, Iisted under the sub-category "ûther," are hown simply as '"narrow" and 

"broad" and serve to classi& the type of topics that are discussed within the cla~~~oorn. 

W~arrow" refers to topics tbat are cürectly relateci to the students' immediate 

experiencelenvironment, including events within the classroom, whereas %road'' refers 

to topics that go beyoncl the students' immediate setting and experience (eg., 

international events). 

Assessment. (Columns 19-25) 

This ca tegq  was fmt included in the MOLT scherne, but for the MILC scheme, 

has ken revised. In ihis category, the type of assessment king implemented, (formative, 

summaîive, diagnostic, and "othef'), as well as the person who is doing the assessing 

(tacher, Fer, self) is checked off by the observer. HarIey, d'hglejan, & Shapson, 

(1 990: 3) d e h e  formative assessment as %e ongoing gatherhg of information which 

wil1 inforni teachers and students about the degree of success of their respective efforts in 

the classroom," whiie they describe summative assessrnent as '?he assessment of 

studenîs' performance at the end of a course of stuby." Diagnostic assessment is used to 

determifle which skilis or knowledge a student knows or doesn't know (Füchards, Platt, 

and Platt, 1994). The 'Qiher" assessrnent category was included for portfolio, 

observational, and perfofmtlllce assessments. While these classifications (podolio, 

observationai, and performance) have separate coiimuis in the MOLT scheme, 1 decided 

to inchde hem under one urnbrella in the MILC scheme because 1 did not anticipate 
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them to be prominent assessment methods6. 1 aiso excluded the columns fiom the MOLT 

regardhg the specific criteria king assessed because I felt that later column'i on 

assessment modifications would provide me with ùisight about what was being assessed, 

in addition to the information pmvided in the "Activities and Episodes" description on 

my MILC scheme. Columns 23-25 determine who is doing the assessment-teacher, 

self, or peer. The columns in the MOLT scheme that deterrnined how the feedback was 

presented to the student were omitted h m  the MILC scheme because later categories on 

assessment adaptations address these issues. 

Content control. (Columns 26-29) 

This category was taken in large part kom the COLT scheme, with some 

modifications, and was used to describe who selected the topic king discussed or the 

task king implemented. 'Teache?' was checked when the teacher brought up the topic, 

without help kom the text (tg., a s h g  students about what they did yesterday). 

"'ïeacherltext" was checked when the task4opic was selected by the teacher and the text 

(e.g., asking the students to discuss a certain passage from the book). The 

b'Teacherltextlstudent" was checked when the taskltopic was jointiy selected 

(fiom)/initiated by the three (e.g., asking the students to pick one of a select number of 

passages to read and discuss). Findy, "student" was selected when a student or a group 

of students initiated the topic or task 

L a n m e  use. (Columns 30-35) 

This category was taken d i i y  fiom the MOLT and was used to determine the 

extent to which the L2 is king used in the classmm. Tunibuil (1999) included this 
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category in his scheme because of the amount of time the target language and L1 are used 

is a ''typical but not delïning feature of muitidimensionai project-based teaching" (p. 17). 

This category was included on the MEC scheme because 1 wanted to determine if the 

amount of L2 king used by the teacher was affectecl by the special needs of the students. 

Botb the teacher's and students' use of the target language was examined, and was 

categorized as either exclusive "Ll", exclusive %2", or a "mix" of the two. 

Student modaiity. (Columns 36-41) 

This category examined which skills the students were using during a particular 

activity and ultimately determined the mode in which students operate most frequently. 

In addition to the ûaditionai categories of listening, speaking, reading, and writing, I 

included a "physicai" descriptor, as it has been sujgested that students with learning 

disabilities can benefit fiom %amis-on" interaction with resources, such as acting out 

materiai (Lerner, 2000). There is also an "(Mer" category, included to cover such 

activities as singing, arranging displays, organizing notebooks, etc. 

Materials 1. (Columns 42-50) 

This is the 6rst of twt, categories that use the heading of "Materiais". For easier 

distinction, this macro-category is known as ''Maténals i" and was used to describe the 

type and the origin of the materi& king used to ppresent the Iesson information to the 

students. WhiIe this macro-category exists in the COLT and MOLT schemes, its purpose, 

especiaily as it relates to the sub-category of "source," is somewhat different in both the 

COLT and MOLT schemes, the "source" micfo-category is used to indicate whether or 

not the lesson materials has been developed by native speakers in order to determine how 

the nature of the Linguistic input (authentic vs- simplified) may affect learner outcornes. 
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In the MILC, the sub-category was designed to simply determine who or what 

provided îhe Iesson maîeriais; 1 was interestai m determinhg the extent to which the 

teacher was responsible for generaîkg the materiais used with the students with leaming 

disabilities. 

Under the sub-category of'Type," there are four possible ~Iassific~ons-text 

(e.g., textbook, written materiais), audio (e.g., verbal information fiom a speaker, 

cassette), visual (e.g., pictures, videos), and tactile (e.g., manipuIatives such as models of 

foods). The other sub-category, "Source," includes five categories-teacher, student, 

textbooklworkbook, resource teacher, and other. The f h t  h e e  categories are self- 

explanatory, but the fourth category, resource teacher (Column 49), was added because of 

personai experience in which a resource teacher provided me with materials to use with 

some of my special needs students. The "other" category was included to cover materiais 

that may be provided by the Minisûy of Education or another teacher. 

Pacinp, ( C o l m s  51-55) 

This category marks the first of the categories takm from the checklist developed 

by Dover (1996). As Mercer (1997) points out, many students with learning disabiIities 

are ofien challenged by tirne constraints andlot by activity timing. Some s?ridents reqire 

additionai t h e  on assignments and activities in order to properly process al1 ofthe 

Uiformatioa, while other students are stymied by devoting too much time to a particuIar 

task In addition, some students may require the teacher 1.0 constantly remind them of an 

assignment's time requirements to help them with manage theù work, which is a 

common problem of students with learning disabiiities (Lemer, 2000, Gersten et d., 

1998)- Finally, some students, accordhg to Lemer (2000) just "shut down" when faced 
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witb a timed assignment (e.g, , make a list of al1 the verbs you know in 60 seconds), and 

consequently, should not be expected to participate. The categories in this column take 

al1 of these factors into consideration. 

Environment. (Columns 56-67) 

Aiso drawing on Dover (1996), this category includes classifications to help 

describe the classroom setting, fiom both a physicd and emotional/supportive standpoint. 

The first three criteria (columns 56-58) include mfications made to the usual 

classroom layout to help accommodate a student's needs. There are times when a student 

with leaming disabilities may need to be seated near the teacher or the fiont of the 

classroom, so that the teacher is able to refocus his/her attention or provide additionai 

support. Lemer (2000) also recomrnends that tachers îake steps to rninimize potential 

distractions in the classroom, including Iimiting the nurnber of posters hung on the wdls 

and the level of noise in the mon The dassif7cations related to distractions are included 

in this sub-category (Columns 59-61). The "other" classification within this micro- 

category was included to cover instances in which a fellow classrnate distracts the student 

or if a student "plays" with materiaIs at his/her desk The next two columns (62 and 63) 

descrii occasions in which special education perso~el enter the cIass to help the 

student, providing one-on-one attention andior additional support. Columns 64 and 65 

are devoted to using signais (hand, sound, sign) to cefocus the student's attention or to 

iadicate that an activity has changed. Lemer (2000) and Mercer (1 997) both recommend 

this practice, as it catches the attention of ttie target student without necessady drawing 

attention fiom the whoIe c h .  
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The last identified desctiptor, Time Out" (Column 66), is checked if the student 

needs to step out of the class for a few minutes should he/she become too stresseci. Some 

educators may this as a discipümry tactic if a student, particularly one with ADD, 

becomes unnily. However, Lemer (2000) argues that this strategy is much more 

effective when it is used to help a student calm down if hdshe becomes too anxious. 

Ofien, if the student does not have a chance to 'bdecompress," hdshe often manifests 

hifier aaxiety by "acting out" inappropriately ( L e m ,  2000). The "othef' category 

(Colwnn 67) is included to cover the instances in which a student is pulled out of the 

classroom to receive additional support or ifthe regular classroom teacher meets with 

special education personnel to discuss ways to better address the student's needs. 

Presentation of materiais. (Columns 68-80) 

This macro-category addresses the modifications made when presenting course 

material to students. The sub-category "Emphasis" (Columns 68-71) d e s c r i i  which 

form of input (auditory, visual, tactile, other) is used, and during the analysis stage, this 

sub-category is separated fkom the other classiflcaîions. The method of input is a crucial 

factor for students with Iearning disabiIities, as many of them can only rely on one 

approach to accurately process information (e-g, students with audiolingual leamhg 

disabilities reIy on written input to gak information). 

The subsequent category ''Taphg tacher tak" is for those episodes in which a 

teacher tapes M e r  cIass so that a student c m  listen to it again at home for additional 

reinforcement. "Change curricuium" refm to episodes in which a student is kept in the 

classroom, but is placed on a Werent learning path, with different outcornes (e.g., 

instead of a student king expected to be able to know and use five tenses conectiy by the 
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conclusion of a course, a student with leaming disabilities is expected to be able to h o w  

and use two of those five tenses). Arries (1994) advocates this approach as a means of 

including the student with learning disabilities in the univmity foreign lauguage class. 

The remaining classifications in this category are simply aitemate ways of presenting 

information to students-demonstrating concepts, using manipulatives, highlighting 

(emphasizing oraily) certain key infbrmîion, pre-teaching vocabulary, and writing in 

large script on the board. In the second/foreign language classroom, using Engiish to 

clari@ a point may also be considered a modification, especially if use of the L1 is 

considered "tataboo" by the classroom teacher, as is the case in many situations (Cook, 

2000). The "other" (Column 80) category was inchded to cover episodes where the 

teacher entrusts a fellow student to explain a concept to the student with leaming 

disabilities or when the teacher uses a different t ex thk  for the student with leamhg 

disabilities. 

Materials II. (Columns 8 1-88) 

This category was taken h m  Dover's (1996) original checklist, with some 

modifications. It was not combined with the fht Materials category because 1 wanted to 

maintain a distinction between origin and type (Mateciais 1) and modifications made to 

the materials (Materiais iI). Three of the eight modifications (highlighting text, typing 

handwritten material, and rnodQ4ng the text) address physical changes to materials. 

Three of the eight modifications (providing supplements [e.g., extra practice handouts], 

providing special equipment [e.g, a Iaptop for the student to type on], and providing 

manipulatives) d&be outside (in reIatim to resources pmvided with the origind 

program) murces used to help meet a student's particular needs. The "assist note- 
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taking" category refers to the episodes wtiere the teacher provides a student with an 

outiine of the tesson or the activiîy, with prompts for the information needed to complete 

the notes. The b a l  category, "othef' (Column 88) was included to cover episodes where 

the tacher uses a maWied textbook, provides the student with special writing utensils, 

or uses laminated materials that the student cm write on with a wax crayon. Lemer 

(2000) and Mercer (1997) have recommended di of these sîrategies, as they contend that 

most materiais are not suitable for students with leamhg disabilities as they are designed 

andlot hplemented, and consequentiy require mocüfications to be better suited to the 

students' needs. 

Grading, (Coiumns 89-92) 

This category, slightly modified kom the original checklist by Dover (19%), 

describes episodes wbere gradhg system used to assess a snident is modified to take 

his/her needs into considdon. For instance, if a dyslexic student is unable to 

participate in read-aloud sessions, then the teacher should not include grades h m  these 

activities in hisiher final grade because the student is at an obvious disadvantage. 

The last category in the coIumn, "Students help determine total value," (Column 

92) was ïncIuded because of Mercer's (1997) recommendation ihat students with learning 

disabilities should be able to hetp identi@ which assigaments best reflect the students' 

abiIities. 

Assi~~1i11enîs. (Colums 93-I OS) 

The "Assigments" category was also adapted h m  Dover's (1996) checklist. 

The ~Iassifications within îh.is category refm to modifications made in the presentation of 

a spedÏc assignmentltask to the student (e.g., reading directions aioud to the students, 
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providing directions in steps, givïng the assigrnent in steps, recording/typing the 

assignment, providing written back-up to orai directions, and giving the student oral 

cuedprompts to help him/her determine where to look for answers), how the student is to 

keep track of hidhec assignments (e.g., assignment notebooklsheet), and modiications 

made to the o v d l  organizatiodcontent of the assignment (e-g., shortenhg the 

assignment, adapting worksheets and packets [providing more examples, simplify 

language], giving the student an alternate assignment, lowering the level of difficulty, or 

lowering the reading level). 

ReinforcementiFollow-Throua. (Columns 106- 1 1 8) 

The ~Iassifications in this category, again taken fiom Dover (1996), address 

modifications made to the teacher's pedagogy while reinEorcing material, assignments, 

and assessments. Some of the strategies are designed to provide follow-up (e.g., positive 

reinforcement, concrete reinforcement, immediate feedback, checking for understandimg) 

to students who attempt to con tn ie  to a discussion, complete a task, or hish an 

assessment activity. Some of the strategies relate to reinforcing the requirements a d o r  

contents of an assigpment (e.g., student repeats directions, reinforcing assignment 

tirnelines, repeat/ceview/driH, and providing additional practice). This is supported by 

Mercer, (1997), who points out that students with leaming disabilities need to be 

fimished with many opportunities that reinforce the content and goaIs of a particular 

task The Orcon-Giiiingharn method advocaîed by Sparks et al., 1991 aad Sparks et al., 

1992 to teach the phonology of the target language to students with Iearning disabilities 

also advocates extensive repetition and review as a meaus of reinforcing the material. 
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A few of the classifications in this category relate to student learning habits and 

practices that are implemented to help the students with learning disabilities be more 

effective in their studying (e-g., teaching study skilis, providiing study guides, and having 

access to peer tutors), as many students with leamhg disabilities need assistance in 

deveIoping effective learning strategies that compensate for their difficulties (Lerner, 

2000). The classification "Behavioral contracts" refers to episodes where there is a 

written agreement between the student and the teacher to improve either Wher actual 

cornportment or study behaviormabits (e.g., the student will sign a contract in which 

hdshe promises to spend 20 minutes each night practicing Wher vocabulary). Lerner 

(2000) contends that these contracts equip students with a sense of empowerment, in 

addition to providing a somewhat ngid plan of action to guide hisher learningjbehavior. 

Assessrnent Adaptations. (Columns 1 19- 129) 

This final category is used when an assessment activity (test, quiz, oral activity) is 

king implemented, and is adapted kom the Dover (1996) checkiist. The strategies in 

this category have aiso been recommended by Lemer (2000). The modification 

classifications included in this category can affect either the format of the assessrnent or 

the presentation of the assessment to the student. Modifications in the former 

classification include: providing m e r s  oraliy instead of in writing, using a short- 

answer fomiat instead of a Iong essay, using a muitiple-choice format to limit the scope 

of the student's required knowledge base, giving the student a different test aitogether, 

shortenhg the Iength of the test, and requiring the student to complete only certain 

sections of the test. Modifications in the latter category mclude: reading the test to the 

student, using an audio recordhg of the test to help guide the student, or ailowing 
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additional tirne to complete the assesment). The "other" category (Column 129) was 

included to describe episodes where students work coUaboratively on an assessment task, 

and where the student is aiiowed to complete the assessment at home andlor with 

additionai resources/references, 

The pilot in^ Frocess 

Initially, the MILC scheme was to be piloted in the classroom of a teacher other 

than the one selected for the study. However, as the pilot classroom was in a school 

board where support staffwas on strike, it was not possible to do the piloting there. 

Therefore, the piloting of the observation scheme took place in other classes taught by the 

teacher who participated in this study. Over a petiod of approxirnately three hours, the 

MlLC scheme was piloted in two Grade 9 Academic Core French classroorns? and 

modifications were made to both its content and its organization. in addition to providiig 

me with the opportunity to practice and refïne the MILC scheme, 1 was also able to see 

the teacher's pedagogy in action in al i  of 0th classes. 1 was able to observe, informally, 

how Claire interacted with her 'hormaI" students. This informal observation provided 

me with a basis for cornparison; based on what 1 observed in her 'hormai" classes, 1 was 

in a position to more easily and readily identa which teaching practices in the Applied 

Core French class represented modifications to her traditional teaching habits. 

When the piloting began, there were Il4 ~Iassifications on the MILC scheme. 

During the process, some categories were e i i i t e d  [e.g., those that refened to the 

fhmework used by White (1998)] because they were too similar to other criteria or too 

1 wu unable to fhd anoîher Appiied Core Fraich cias m whkh I d d  pilot tbe scheme m time fÔr the study, so I 
decided that the Academic class was the next best @an because the stuâents were roughIy at the same 
deveIupmeatal leveIs- 
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difncult to observe. The "Assessment" category was revised extensively, as the former 

four-classification system was too narrow to provide adequaîe information about the 

types and origins of assessments king used in the classmm. The "Language Use" 

category was added upon realizing that the information regardhg the use of the native 

and target laoguages was needed to provide both a context for the classroom and for the 

modifications themselves. A few classifications were added to particular categories, such 

as "Translation" in the Content category, 'Teacher" in the Content Control category, and 

"Use of English to clarifjt' in the Ptesentation of Materials category because 1 had 

observed them king implemented several times during the piloting process. 

Inter-Rater Reliabilitv 

The inter-rater reliability of the MEC scheme was established once the revisions 

had been made. The second observer used to establish inter-rater reliability was the 

participant's student teacher, and 1 trained hirn over a one-hour period to implement the 

scheme. With the permission of the participating teacher, he observed one entire class 

(75 minutes) and coded the scheme accordingiy. Upon cornparison and analysis of his 

and my notations, 1 determined that he had classined a total of 191 behavicirs, while 1 had 

observed 196. There was agreement in 181 of the instances, therefore establishing an 

inter-rater reliability rating of 93.3%. 

in order to fiiily appreciate the impact of the modification strategies used by the 

participant, it was hportmt to determine- what motives and conditions prompted the 

teacher to implement specific accommodations. Thecefore, through a series of seven 

semi-structurecl interviews, this portion of the research project provided a f o m  for 
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discussing teacher beiiefk, types of learning disabiiities in the classroom, common 

classroom practices, ciassroom activities and events, modification practices, perceived 

student reaction to the modification strategies, and any other issues that arose during the 

observation period. Initially, 1 had only anlicipated six inte~ews,  but because of delays 

in receiving parental consent Ietters, the portion of the pre-inte~ew that addressed the 

types of Ieaming disabilities with which the students had been diagnosed and the 

recornrnendations that had been made to accommodate the students was implemented 

duriag a separate interview after the observations had begun and 1 had received parental 

consent. 

Essentiaily, the interviews took place at three different times: prier to the 

beginning of the observation period (one interview), during the observation period (five 

interviews), and after the observation period (one interview). 1 audio-recorded ail of the 

interviews and transcriid them within two days. The h t  interview lasted approxirnately 

30 minutes and was held prior to the begimhg of the observation period (see Appendix 

E for questions). This initial interview was used to gain insight into the Claire's 

pedagogical background, the generai demographics of the cIass (size, when it is held, 

boys vs. girls), a "lypicai" day in her classroom, her general approaches and beliefs 

regarding modification strategies, and what topics were to be covered in ciass during the 

observation period. She was aIso asked to descriibe her likes and dislikes regarding 

teaching French to students with learning disabüities. 

Because parental consent relating to the discussion of the types of leaming 

disabilities identified in the students in the class had ody been gtanted by a few patents 

at the time of this interview, the qyestions related to the number of students forrnally 
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identified as having learning disabiiities, the types of leamhg disabilities that had been 

identified, and the modifications thaî had been recomrnended were excluded. Upon 

receipt of ail of the parental consent letters, 1 intemiewed Claire during the observation 

period, asking her al1 of the questions that 1 had Initiaiiy excluded (see Appendix F for 

these questions). 

During the observation period, 1 interviewed Claire either at the conclusion of 

each week or after three classes had been obsewed (depending on Claire's schedule); 

each session Iasted between 15-30 minutes. These interviews were used to discuss the 

week's classroom events and activities while they were stiii fiesh in bot. my and Claire's 

mind (see Appendices G-J for questions asked at each mid-observation interview). 1 also 

used these opportunities to kam more about the formal teaching program, Autour de 

Nous, (Coulbeck, Agro-DeRosa, and Faulds, 2000) or about changes in the classroom 

"personality" that 1 had jotted in my notebook during the cowse of the obsewations. 

The final interview (Appendix K) occurred at the conclusion of the observation 

period, and provided Claire an opprtunity to discuss student reaction to the modification 

strategies (as she perceived hm), her perceptions of their effectiveness, and the 

resources avaiiable to her as a French teacher to help accommodate students with 

learning disabilities. This interview aIso provided Claire with an opportunity to make 

tecornmendations about particular strategies, techniques, resources, or supplements that 

couid be of use to teachers of French in the United States who have encountered students 

with special needs in their classrooms. 

The questions that were asked during the pre- and pst-interviews were based on 

personai interest about the topic, information reveded in schoIarly publications about 
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mod8cations and strategies that have been suggested (e-g., Amies, 1999; Hurst, 1996; 

Lenier, 2000, Mercer, 1997; Schneider, 19%), empirical resemh about teacher 

perceptions and beliefs regarding the accommodation of students with Iearning 

disabilities and the strategies used to accommodate the students, (Betancourt-Smith, 
a 

19%; Kavale & Reese, 199 1 ; Schumm, Vaughn, Gordon, & Rothlein, 1994) and the 

Ontario legai h e w o r k  used for accommodating students with leaming disabilities in 

the foreign language classroom. The questions that were posed during the weekly 

interviews were based primarily on the events and activities implemented during that 

week. Once I had transcribed each interview, 1 e-mailed a copy to Claire, who had the 

opportunity to read over the interviews and make annotations to them ifshe felt that she 

had not fit11 articulated her position during the interview. 

Document Anahsis 

An important feature of a classroom is the materials with which the students are 

provided. In many instances, these documents are taken fiom the textbook program that 

is king used to implement the curriculum. ûthers are developed by the teacher in order 

to address a specific topic in the lesson, as written explmations of oral matecial, 

reinfiorcement activities, quines, or tests. The h a i  portion of this research study 

examined the various documents that were provided to the students during the 

observation period in order to determine the extent to which these documents had 

considered the needs of the students with learning disabilities. Mûdification sttategies 

are not restricted to explicit teachhg practices; ofien the materiais provided the to student 

take into account tiis/her special needs (e.g., a textbook that contains the same 

information as the one used by other students, but is wriüen at a Iower reading level). 
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These documents included handouts outlinhg what was to be on a test, assessrnent grids, 

behavior conûacts, a quiz designed by Claire, and activities that were done in the 

workbwk and textbodc8 It was my intention that an aoalysis of these documents would 

serve to provide a better understanding of the natures of the documents needed in order to 

fdly accommodate students with Iearning disabilities in the foreign language classroom. 

During the observation period, 1 requested a copy of each handout provided to the 

students. 1 was also given a personai copy of the textbook and workbook king used in 

the Grade 9 Applied Core French program (Coulbeck et ai., 2000). When the students 

worked fiom the textbook or the workbook, 1 placed a pst-it note on the page, listing the 

date and cortespondhg activity fiom the observation scheme. Furthemore, 1 noted on 

the observation scheme that a handout or workbook/textbook activity had been used 

during this particdar episode. These pages were aiso considered in the document 

andysis. 

AI1 of the documents were aaaiyzed using a modified version of the observation 

scheme, which essentially listed the types of modincations that could only be made to the 

document or to the irnplementation process, as indicated in the initiai checklist by Dover 

(19%) (see Appendix L for scheme). The categories for the document anaiysis scheme 

include: 

Document Tiie (Column 1) 

The title of the handout or workbooWtextbook page is listed. 

Datehl Used (Column 2) 

8 For the purpose of aaalysis, these "documents" were phatocapied fiom the wotkbook. A -derabte portion of 
the students' m e n  work was doae in the worlrbook, hence the mclm*m of these activities m the document 
anaiysis- 



The dates on which the document was used are noted here. 

Source (Columns 3-5) 

The origin of the document is indicated; either the teacher, the textbook/workbook 

or school board/resowce teacher are possible sources. 

Function (Columns 6-9) 

The purpose of the document-supplementlstudy guide, homework/classwork 

assignment, test/quiz, or other-is indicated 

Pacing (Columns 10 & 1 1) 

Modifications made to the time requirements of the assignmeni, or to the format of 

the assignment that effect its t h e  requirements are listed hm.  

Presentation of Material (Colurnns 12-20) 

Em~hasis. (Columns 12-1 5) 

Written documents can be used to complement or emphasize another form of 

expression. The classifications within this micro-category are not actual modifications, 

but they do provide additional context for the function and goals of the document. 

Other modifications. (Columns 1640) 

The mod'ications listed in this category addtess possibie changes that could be 

made to the imptementation procedures for the dccument. Ptimariiy, this information is 

delivered orally, so field notes are needed to clarifL the modifications. 

Materials (Columus 21-24) 

The modifications listed in this category address changes that could be made to the 

document prior to or during the implernentatim p e s s  and require some sort of written 

alteration to the document, 



The modifications within this category address various components of an 

assignment or an assessrnent that may be modined during the implementation process. 

Grades (Columas 36-37) 

The classifications within this category address possible changes that could 

be made to the grading process, either the system used to determine the final grade, or the 

percent composition of the final mark. 

inter-Rater Reliabilitv 

The checklist undenvent a test of reliability similar to that for the observation 

scheme. A second rater (a fellow masters' student) coded a mdom sarnple o€2S% of the 

documents provided to me during the course of the study. Prior to my malysis of these 

documents, I had made a photocopy of each handout so that any sort of notations that 1 

had made on the handouts did not influence the second rater. However, E did provide the 

second rater access to my field notes, as they ofien contained additional information/ 

clarification about the types of modifications that were made to the documents. Upon 

cornparison and analysis of her and my notations for the six documents, 1 detemiined that 

she had classified a total of 55 descriptors, while I had noted 57. There was agreement in 

52 of the instances, therefore establishing an inter-rater reliability raîing of 9 1.2%. 

The following two chapters present the results of the study. Chapter 4 presents the 

resuits of the seven tacher in te~ews that provided insight into the classroom setting, the 

types of Iearning disabilities Claire was required to accommodate, and the knowledge and 

praciicai experience that has corne to influence her pedagogy as it relates to students with 
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leamhg disabilities. The foUowing chaptef, Chapter 5, presents the results of the 

classrmm observations and document analysis that revealed the specific modification 

strategies Claire used to meet the students' needs during the study. The implications of 

the hdings presented in the next two chapters will be discussed in Chapter 6. 



CBAPTER 4 

Resuits: Teacher interviews 

This chapter wiii present the analyses of the series of seven semi-stnictured 

in t e~ews  1 had with Claire during the course of the study, One interview took place 

prior to the commencement of the classroorn observations, five were held during the t h e  

of the observations, and the h a 1  interview was held once al1 of the observations had k e n  

completed? The seven interviews lasted a combiwd total of 3 hotus and 40 minutes. 

The interviews were desigrred to elicit information about Claire's professional 

development as it relates to teachhg French to students with learning disabilities, her 

thoughts on the formai curriculum, her conceptions'0 of the modifications she used in her 

classroom to accommodate her students' needs, her perceptions of the effectiveness of 

these m&cations, her thoughts about cIassroom events, and her personal beliefs about 

teaching French to students who have dEculty processing andlor communicating in theu 

native language. 

Upon the recommendation of Seidman (1998), 1 Eûst read through the transcripts 

and highiighted those passages 1 felt to be most relevant to the research questions. I 

identified six general themes in the comments: professional development and support, the 

Appiied Core French program materials, conceptions of students with leamhg 

disabilities, conceptions of modification strategies wiihin Claire's teaching, perceptions 

9 As had b m  previousIy mentimed m the methodology ctiapter, part of the prpobsavatiaa mtemiew had to be 
miplanenteci during the observation period, as I had ne& to abtam parental consent pnor to disnissmg the nature 
and needs ofthe types of leamhg disabüities tbat had bcai fOrmally identiticd in the classoom. This mterview is 
amsidered to be m e  ofthe midobservati~ interviews, but unIike the fan other mteMews conducted during that 
the, there was no discussion of classoom evaits and procedures. 
Io Throughout this chapter, 1 use the term "amcepîiais" to 6 s  to Claire's understanding ofa partïcular issue (cg. 
Iearning disabüities). 
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of the effectiveness of the modification stmtegies, and Claire's personal beliefk about 

teaching French to students with l e d g  disabibies- Withia each theme, 1 looked for 

common patterns, mostiy as they related to phrashg and word choice. 1 ais0 examuied 

Claire's reflections about her teaching practices in relation to what 1 had observed during 

the ten class periods, in order to detennine how her personal philosophies seemed to be 

impacthg her pedagou. At times, 1 consultexi the audio recordings of the intemiews in 

order to gain more insight about the Claite's tone of voice, her rate of speech, and the 

i&orrnatjon on which she placed an emphasis during the interviews. 

Professional Develoriment and Su~wrt 

Over the course of the interviews, 1 asked Claire about aspects of her teacher 

training that she believed to be crucial to her teaching French to students with learning 

disabiiities and the type of support she received that firrther enabled her to be an effective 

teacher to these students. A few of her comments regarding this topic are included in 

Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1 : Selected Comments on Professionai Developrnent aad Support 
In the time that 1 have been at this school, i b w  of no special trammg for fanguage 
teachers to help them serve the needs of the sp i a l  needs students. 

1 know very fkw French teachers who bave th& Specialist certification iu French and m 
Special Education. 

If we go specificaiiy to the special education people, and ifwe ask for ideas, we can get 
them. 

There are older documents [hm the Mmistry] that are available for speciai education 
that we can access, but for French, basic*, we only have infiormation on classicd 
languages and on French as a second h g u g e ,  but none of it takes special education into 
consideration. 

In t e m  of being abIe to hdîtate language learniag, there reaüy isn't an outside person 
who can provide support. 1 think the k t  that 1 have my special education specialist, with 
a focus on behavior, as weil as gifted, as weil as ianguage, kind of made me the ideal 
candidate for getting more of these needier kids. 

1 am basicaüy my own support person, although 1 can go to the special education 
department for suggestions if1 have any questions, and 1 do have idormal discussions 
wiîh cokagues m that department. 

Graduaiiy, it is brought to my attention by the people who are m guidance d o t  special 
education about which students need modifications. (Claire does not refer to the OSR at 
the be-g of the year to see which students require modifications). 

Cl& believed that because she has earned Specialist certification in French and 

in Special Education (with an emphasis on @ed siudents, speech pathology, and 

behavior problems), she is adequately quaiiied and prepared to teach French to students 

with learning disabilities. To the best of her knowledge, she is one of a small group of 

French teschers who have earned this dual ~~ecialization." Over the course of her 

twenty-one year career, she has had at Ieast one student with special ne& enrolled each 

year, and she cited this practical experience as an additional qualification for teachiog the 

Applied Core French class. She ais0 stated that she does her best to keep "abreast of the 
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most ment literahire," regardhg leaming disabilities and laaguage development in order 

to help develop aodlor mise strategies for accommodatmg these students. 

Regarding professimal supprt, Claire indicates that there are more opportunities 

for outside assistance at the school Level than h m  the Ministry of Education. The 

special education department at Claire's high sçhool offers some support, mostly as it 

relates to i d e n w g  the strengths and weaknesses of a student with learning disabilities 

and offerùig suggestions as to whaî types of accommodation strate& should be used to 

help students meet their academic goals. Claire describes this proçess: 

1 do regularly get sheets to fil1 in on students who are subsequently discussed at in- 
school team meetings. The s p i a i  education department collects information 
h m  al1 subject teachers on a given student at least three times a year in order to 
gain a global picture of the child's performance acms the curriculum. 
Subsequently, we get a sheet with suggestions of modifications based on that 
student' s needs. 

The process CIaire outlined is the course of action for reviewing and revising a student's 

Individuaiized Education Plan (IEP). As stated in Chapter 3, Both in the United States 

and Ontario, any student îhat has ken f o d l y  identified as having special needs is 

required to have an Individual Education Plan (EP), but it is possible that a student who 

has not ken  formally identüïed will have an E P  as a 'preventative" measure (Kirk et ai., 

1997; Lemer, 2000, Ontario Ministry of Education, 20ûûa). For Claire, and any other 

tacher for that matter, the IEP is the pt.imary resource for identiwg the needs of the 

student with learning disabilities and learning of the types of modifications she should 

use to accommodate these students. Support reiating to the implementation and revision 

of a student's iEP is standard in school systems in Ontario and in the United States; it is 

required by law (Laer, 2000). 
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Claire also indicatd thai she could approach the special educatim department at 

my time if she needed help in better mderstanding a student's needs or in 

developiug/~evising/ implementing a m&cation strategy. While not required by law, 

this is aiso a common form of support for the classmm tacher, especially those at the 

secondary level (Mercer, 1997). Lemer (2000) argues that this can be the most important 

form of support offered to content-area secondary scfiool teachers because many Iack 

appropriate training in and knowledge of the pedagogy related to teaching students with 

special needs. However, as previously mentioned, Claire has received additional training 

in both her content area and in special education, so it wouId be reasonable to argue that 

Claire may be better-9repared than most of her colleagues. 

Some students with learning disabirities or other special needs may require 

additional support personnel" in the clasmm, but Claire did not have any such students 

at the time of this study. However, she mentioned that there was an aide that offered 

support to other members of her department, but since the aide is unilingual, she could 

not offet assistance in the target lmguage. Therefore, the aide's ptimary role was to 

monitor behavior. Claire seemed to be troubled by this Iack of support personnel who 

couId off= assistance in French, even staîing at one point, "In dl fairness, given that 

support would not be available to my students in French, 1 would not request a support 

person. 1 believe that such a person would be better utiüzed in a class where Engfish is 

the major focus." 

12 Some students wiih speciaI needs who are in a generai ducation classroom may require asskiance h m  a qecial 
edrPcati011 t d a  or a @al educaticm teachds aide These personnet can be used to rnaiitm student behaviar, 
provide mare mdivi* 'uisbuctioa, or help to facilitate communicatim between the c i a s m m  kacher and 
student (eg. sign laugmge mraprder). 



The Amlied Core French Proeram Materials 

During the interviews, Claire made it abundantiy clear that the t e x t h k  program 

currentiy king used for Applied Core French in Ontario, A u î w  de Now % (Coulbeck, 

Agro-DeRos, & Faulds, 2000), is not adequately addressing the students' abilities, needs, 

interests, and leaming styles and requires considerable modifications to make iî, in 

Claire's words, "paiatable" to the students. The textbook was approved for use in the 

Grade 9 Applied Core French classroorn in May 2000; the 2000-200 1 academic year was 

the fïrst year in which the program was used. The publisher of the textbook, Pearson 

Education Canada (2000), claims: ?Autour de nous 9C addresses 100% of the 

expectations and meets the spirit of the Ontario French as a second language, Core 

French, Grade 9 Applied curriculum.. .Each unit provides for the different learning styles 

and capabilities of a range of students." 

Claire did not make one positive comment about this program during any of the 

interviews. While it may be reasonable to argue that the newness of the program may 

have contributed to some of the challenges and fiutcations Claire expetienced while 

implementing it with her AppIied studeats, informai discussions with otkr  teachers 

familiar with the program reveakd similar concerns about the program's inability to 

appeal to students, present information in a clear and logical manner, and take into 

consideration a heterogeneous student population in terms of academic abiiity. Figure 

4.2 includes some ofthe comments Claire made about Autour de Nous V (Coulbeck et 

al., 2000). 
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Figure 4.2: Seleçted Thoughts on the Applied Core French Program Materials 
I'm always thinking of the fhces in the class, what they need, and how 1 can take a 
program that reaIEy doesn't suit the needs of these students and make Ï t  more palatable to 
them 

What bothers me is that the exïsting program requires sigdicaut momodifications to be 
palatable to the students because it doesn't meet their aeeds, it doesn't meet kir 
interests, and it doesn't meet k i r  learning styles. 

There are some things that are focused on m the program and m the MHiistry expectations 
that redy aren't aii that important in the end for them as communicators. 

This program throws m ali kmds of stuffthat's confkhg for them. 

The book and workbook alone doesn't work, They don't work for the kids. 

Weü, if you have an Appiied program, it should contain idormation that they can leam 
by do&. This program we have doesn't meet that practical need, and we have to moditi, 
it significaotly ifwe expect to hook the students   IL 

SometmKs 1 have a problem with the order m which the program presents the topics. 

The program also has a tendency to introduce tenses within the texts and readings that 
they wüi not learn over the course of the year and haven't learned in the past-like the 
conditional and the miperfect. 

There are also words and expressions that are taught in the program that are just s w i y  
wrong. The workbook is full of mors. 

1 also 6nd that the text is aot visuaI e n o e t h e s e  are kinesthetic leamers and they need 
that visuai stimulus. 

This program is geared to heavy wnting and heavy reading, and that's not ther mode of 
- 

leanimg- 2 

When one speaks of modifications that are implemented to accommodate the 

aeeds of the students, it is implied that the current program, as it is, is not suitable for the 

student and M e r  abüities, and shouid thus be "modified". However, h m  what 1 

ga;thered h m  Claire during out interviews and fiom what 1 gathered h m  observing the 

class, the modifications that Claire made to the program were even necessary for the 

"normal" students to understand what was going on. In fact, there was even an instance 
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in which Claire had difficulty understanding what the textbook was presenting to and 

asking of the students. Towards the end of the observation period, the stuâents had been 

assigneci to read a passage fiom the textbook about the disappearance of a young man 

wMe he was on a trip to an amusement park, and 1 noticed that Claire was more explicit 

than usual when working with the material. 1 asked her about this activity during the 

final mid-observation interview, and she stated, "Well, even for me as a teacher-this is 

ernbarrassing to admit4  had to read the passage four times before 1 realized what was 

happening. The text and the accompanying pictures were not clear, but since 1 had 

finally figured it out, 1 could walk the students through it and help them understand." 

Claire has native-like proficiency in French, and the fact that she needed to read tûe 

passage four times in order to understand what was happening seems to indicate that this 

program is not appropriate, especiaily for studenîs with speciai needs. tf the teacher has 

problerns understandimg the material, making it relevant and accessible to students with 

learnjng disabilities is a very daunting task, Next year, Claire would like to collaborate 

with her colleagues and create a workbook that would be more suitable to a cIassroom 

with a myriad of student needs; they would use this workbook to supplement the current 

Concmtions of Students with Leaming Disabilities 

Kavaie and Reese (1991) argue that what a teacher believes about leaming 

disabiliîies and his/her conceptions of the students with learnuig disabilities in hi* 

classroom exert a formidable influence on how a tacher accommodates students with 

learning disaôilities. In Claire's instance, 1 wouid contend that her conceptions of the 

students with leaming disabiities in her class are also iduenced by the fact that she 
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herself has Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) and dyslexia She believes that having 

learning disabilities herseifmakes her more empathetic to the experiences her students 

are having in her class. 

Overail, it appeats that Claire has a very solid understanding of the general nature 

of 1e-g disabilities and the effects that leaming disabilities have on student 

motivation, behavior, interest, and performance. She seems to be aware that these 

students need more individualized instruction and attention, that they prefer structure and 

consistency, and need to be constantly reminded of "what they know," because they have 

diniculty retrieving the Uiformation. 1 excluded fiom analysis those comrnents in whicti 

Claire discussed the specific types of learning disabilities that had been formally 

identified in this class; these comments were used in a factual manner in order to provide 

me with an understanding of the classroom context I was observing. These interviews 

were designed to provide me with information about Claire's personal beliefs and 

undetstanding of learning disabilities. Therefore, only general comments about students 

with learning disabilities were considered in this aaalysis. 

During the transcription process, there were occasions when 1 developed the 

impression that Claire had a somewhat negative opinion of these students. However, I 

wonder if the negativity 1 perceived during the transcription process was borne of the 

finistration with poor student behavior on a particular day andlor overail fatigue and not 

necessarily indicative of her actual perceptions of these students. Some of îhe comments 

reveal very f b k  conceptions of the abilities and needs of students with leaming 

didiIities, and throughout the interviews, it was clear that Claire rnaintained a very 
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objective, matter-of-fact approach to her discussion. Figure 4.3 presents some of the 

comments Claire made regarding her conceptions of students with leaming disabiiities. 

Figure 43: Selected Comments on Claire's Conceptions of Students with Leamhg Disabilities 
They just brget what they b w ,  so they needed to be reminded what they know. 

Those students with learning disabiiities who try to be succed~I, those who have a fàitly 
good level of understandmg of the basic concepts will be successfiil Those who chose 
not to Men actively, who choose w t  to foUow the lesson, are going to struggle more. 

These students need mdMduai contact. 

And I think that it's really miportant to see them w t  as l e a .  problems or khavioral 
problems, but as people who have chanenges in dfirent areas. 

1 enjoy their personaiities. I enjoy their storytellnig. I enjoy their energy. 1 enjoy seeiog 
them get excited when they do somethmg they think they couidn't do. 

A couple of these students have difncuity thinking bide their heads. 

Most of these students display a hi& prefeteace for kinesthetic Iearning. Most are not 
strong auditory Iearners and many display task avoidaaçe when it cornes to paper and 
p e d  tasks. in order to help these students pmcess oral information, there have to be 
other forms of support that invofve the othet senses. 

These are students who have attention de& and just plain forget. Even ifit is w d y  
important-like domg weil on a test-they stîU forget to study. So if they forget what is 
miportant to them, how likeiy are they to forget when it is important to me? 

I w t e d  to feel tbat there wodd be enough of a trust level that if 1 gave tbese students 
manipulat~es to work with, they wouldn't disappear into the pockets and get wrecked. 1 
haven't klt that 1 have reacbed the pomt wfiere 1 c m  necessariiy have them working weli 
doing that. 

I guess for me, with the special needs students, you have to be focused, 

Any kind of change seems to upset them. 

aware of their loud language. 
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Claire ais0 remarked that these studentsl3 seemed to be upset by change, and 

research on students with learning disabilities supports that assumption (Lemer, 2000). 

However, during the observations, 1 noticed several instances in which Claire changed 

the goals of an activity h a h a y  through or did not foliow-through on an activity. 

Students with learning disabilities need consistency and structure, and although Claire 

seems to be aware of this, I did observe some instances in which she did not put this 

phiiosophy iato practice. 

There are two other themes within this category that 1 believe need to be addresseci 

in more detail: student behavior and trust. As previously mentioned, Claire would often 

be ht ra ted  by the overall poor student khavior in this class, and stated at one point that 

her colleagues believed that, 'The Applied program has become a dumping ground for 

bebavior problems". While 1 was not aware of which students had k e n  formally or 

informally identified as having ADD or other learning disabilities, 1 developed the 

impression that Claire was most fhsirated by those students who seemed to display 

characteristics of ADD and ADHD. Many of these students would talk throughout the 

entire class, constantiy fidget, have difncuity staying on task and appear hsüated by the 

lesson or activity. At one point, Claire mentioned that she felt these students' dismptive 

behavior prevented her fiom implementing more coliaborative activities. 

One of the comments listed in Figure 4.3 indicates that Claire did not trust these 

students to use manipulatives, but every week, when I asked her about what types of 

modification strategies she wanted to implement or planned on Mplementing but did not, 

she always mentioned actnrities that used manipulatives. I am not sure why there was 

By "these sidents,'' 1 mean those students who appeared to have chacteristics of ADD or ADHD. 
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this contradiction, but 1 believe that part of her reluctance to use manipulatives with this 

class resulted fiom past episodes in which her materials somehow got damaged or 

destroyed by the students. 

Conce~tions of Modification Strateaies 

Extending Kavale's and Reese's (1991) philosophy about the ways teachers' 

conceptions of Iearning disabilities impact their teaching of students 4 t h  learning 

disabilities, 1 wanted to identifY what Claire thought of modification strategies 

themselves, to determine how these ideas may have impacted her pedagogy as well. 1 

used three types of questions to gain this information; 1 asked her about the strategies that 

had been recommended in the students' IEPs, 1 asked her which strategies she believed to 

be prominent in her teaching at the end of each week of observations, and 1 asked her 

about the types of mdïcations that she wanted to incorporate in her teaching during the 

week, but did not and why. It was my intention that these questions would provide 

insight about Claire's conceptions of îhe modifications that had k e n  recommended at the 

school level, and therefore decontextuaiized h m  the second tanguage classroom, and 

those modiiications that she conceived to be a part of her regular pedagogy that may have 

better addressed second language learning ne&. 1 aiso inquired about whether or not 

Claire believed that some of these modification strategies directly compromised her 

beliefs about how French should be taught. A few of the comments on this topic are 

included in Figure 4.4. 



Figure 4.4: Selected Coninients on Claire's Conceptions of Modification Strategies 
In terms of modification m the cIassroom, 1 encourage wotking m pairs as much as 

If you look at the lists of modifkatiom ttiat are recomnaended for students with leaniing 
disabilities, 1 think, weii, this is just common serise. This is just basic good teachmg, 
whether you have speciai needs d e n t s  or not. 

For some of them, the suggestion is that they need to take theii agendas and write down 
m their agendas what the homework assignnient is. 

You'U notice that 1 make the letters on the board r d y  large and 1 priat. 

1 am conscious of about ten Werent modifications per class period. 

One of the modification strategies th 1 wouM say that 1 learned fiom a professor at the 
University was the üttle meditation strategy to calm them down at the beginning [of cias] 
because they can corne into the classroom bigher than a ide. 

This week, 1 wanted to be able to have snidents workbg m groupq with activities to help 
them leam their verbs. 

1 would say that repeating hstmctions is one of the most prevaient modiiications 1 make. 

So basically, 1 modi m terms of expectations, m terms of length [of assignment]. 

1 went aromd and gave a lot of mdividual help to students with understanding 
instnictions, even though those mstnrctiom were e x p W  to them clearly m advance. 

1 articulate clearly and slowiy, a d  1 repeat, 1 th& patientiy, imtii they get it. 

1 prefer positive re~rcement. 

You have to give the tèedback right away. 

This week, 1 was making a conscious e&rt to accliniatize the students to the new 
Ieaniing environment, making reference to mataials on the walls, and helpmg them work 
coiiabratively m paired groups. 

1 feel that the major progress tbat we d e  this week was m the area of them working 
collaborativeiy, on-task-mure f m n - t a &  but knowhg that there was individual 
support coming around h m  the teacher, as well as ha* each other. 

1 develop and use mocühîions instinctually, based on what 1 observe& m terms of how 
stude&express themsehes over the year. 



According to Claire, her use and perception of modiacation strategies is based on 

what she instinctuaily believes is needed or wananted by the situation. While she 

mentioned that she k e d  to keep current on the research regarding learning disabilities, it 

seemed that her approach to teaching this student population was dso based on "what feIt 

right" to her. 

Claire identiiïed severai modification strategies that had been recommended in the 

individualized Education Plans of the students with leamhg disabilities, including 

"minimal noise," "use of an assignment sheetlagenda," "repeating insûuctions," 

"providing written reinforcement of oral directions," ''writhg in large script on the 

board," b%oldiig, italicizing, highlighting, andor underlinhg to help reinforce key 

points," Of these modifications that had been recommended, she felt that those related to 

making directions clear (i.e. repeating, providiig written back-up) and reducing the 

amount of distractions in the classroom were the most commonly suggested strategies. 

Claire felt that al1 of the recommended strategies were reasonable, but there was one in 

particular that Claue believed was malistic to implernent at times in a second language 

cIassroom-the minimal noise recommendation. 

As Claire reporte4 this was one of the most commonly recommended 

modification strategies, particularly for those students with ADD and ADHD. It is 

believed thai the fewer distractions in the classroom (Le. noise, visuai, physicai), the 

easier it will be to keep the student with ADD or ADHD on task and attentive (Leruer, 

2000)- Also, for those students with audio-linguai processing deficits, a reduced amount 

of audio distractions is believed to make it easier for the student to '?rack'' what is 

happening (Mercer, 1997). However, Claire believes that since this program is designed 



to have a communicative orientation, it wodd not be possible to rneet the goals of the 

program if she implemented this strategy on a consistent basis, even saying at one point, 

For some of the students, they Say 'minimal distractions of any kind'-minimal 
noise. Though, we know as language teachers, ifyou want to have students 
Ieaming language, they have to work in pairs and converse and dialogue. So, for a 
number of students you have this minimal noise recomrnendation, but how do you 
have students communicate and use a second language if everybody is supposed to 
be quiet? 

Claire raises a valid concern of many teachers of students with leamhg disabilities- 

what happens when a modification strategy directly contradicts the pedagogical goals of 

the classroom? For Claire, she indicated that compromise was important-use the 

strategy when it does not severely impede the program's goals, but limit its use during 

activities in which it is imperative that the goals of the pmgtam be attained. However, 

despite her misgivings about implementing this modification strategr, it is worthy of 

mention that this 'hiinrrmzin 
. .  . .  g audio distractions" modification was one of the most 

kquently observeci strategies that Claire used during the course of the study, often in 

combination with other modifications. While she did not offer a clear explmation for 

this prevalence of this modification, she mentioned at one point that she could not 

implement a lesson or an activity if the students or outside noises were too loud. She did 

not like to yell ovet the students, so she would wait for them to quiet dowu or make 

attempts to minimize the outside noises before she began teaching. 

During each mid-observation interview, 1 asked Claire to identi@ which 

modilications she believed were most promine~~t in her teaching ovet the course of the 

past w&'~ In ai l  of the inte~ews,  she mentioned three general types of 

Sane audents with speciaî needs who are m a gmeral educaticm c w  may require assistance h m  a speciai 
educatrcatrcm tacher or a spial eduatim teacber's aide These pasauieI can k used to mmitor sludent behan'a~ 
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rnodincations-tùose to the classroom environment, those related to the directions of the 

assignments, and those related to the organization of the students during activities. 

Claire believed that she devoted a lot of the tirne to creating a classroom 

environment that was more conducive to leaming for the students with learning 

disabilities, whether it was through changing the room Iayout, changing the seating 

assignments, providing the snidents with access to relevant resources, or altering the 

iighting in the classroom. She rnaintained that she wanted to create a safe, respectfbl 

Iearning environment for the students, and was constantly making changes to the 

classmm in order to foster such an environment. The following summary of Claire's 

conceptions of the effectiveness of these modifications will provide additional insight 

into the role of these modification strategies in Claire's classroom. 

Claire also felt that she made considerable modifications to the organization, 

presentation, and implementation of the directions to various assignments. She cited 

"repeating instructions" as one of her most kquently used strategies, and the findings 

fiom the observation portion of this study support that claim. 1 observed numerous 

instances when Claire would repeat the instructions for an activiîy more than three times, 

and in those instances in which the directions were given in French, Claire would 

translate them into English to make surie tbat the students understd She ofien provided 

written reinforcement for the directions on the board, and she would sometimes have the 

students tmderline key words in the directions for their workbook activities so they wodd 

know precisely what the task was asking of them. 

provide more hdividuaüzed instruction, a help to facilitate communication between the classoom teacher and 
student (eg. sign language interpreier). 
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The final type of modification stratepy that Claire mentioned she felt she 

incorporated into her teaching on a regular basis related to the organization of the 

students. She often stated that she felt she had succeeded in incorporating collaborative 

activities uito her pedagogy, but during the observation period, i observed oniy a few 

instances in which students were given opportunities to work on assignments with one 

another. However, on a few occasions, Claire indicated that she did not incorporate as 

many collaborative activities in to this class as she did her other classes because of poor 

student behavior. 

During other mid-observation interviews, Claire mentioned other modification 

strategies that she felt were evident in her teaching, such as "positive reinforcement" and 

"immediate feedback". During the observations, I noticed that Claire provided consistent 

immediaîe feedback to the students whenever they attempted to tespond to a question and 

would always praise the students for their efforts. Claire also mentioned her tendency to 

write in large script on the chalkboard, and fmdings fiom the observation period indicate 

that she used this strategy kquently as well. However, one of the modifications that had 

been fiequently recommended in the students' EPs, ''use of assignment 

notebooWagenda" was rarely observed during the course of the study. 

During the mid-observation interviews, 1 asked CIaire about the modifications she 

had wanted to incorporate in her teaching over the previous week, but did not, for one 

m n  or another. in three of the four mid-observation interviews, she mentioned how 

she had wanted to incorporate rnanipuiatives into her Iessons as a means of reinforcing 

vocabdary and grammatid concepts, but indicated that it was not possible. in one of 

. * 
these interviews, she referred to administrative issues that prevented her h m  devoting 
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the necessary tirne to Iocating the manipulatives and developing lessons that incorporated 

them- In the other two inte~ews, Claire attributed her inability to implernent the 

manipulatives into her teachig to poor student behavior. Even though Claire seemed to 

recognize that these students needed kinesthetic reinforcement of concepts, (see Figure 

4.3 for some comments), Claire felt that the poor student behavior impeded her ability to 

impiement a more kinesttetic approach. 

During one of these interviews, Claire also expressed regret at her inability to 

implernent more collaborative activities during the previous week. As previously 

mentioned, Claire ofien regarded this as one of her more prominent strategies for 

accommodating the needs of those studenîs with learning disabilities, but in the interview 

where she stated that she wanted to have a more collaborative orientation, she again cited 

poor student behavior as the reason for the lack of collaborative activities. 

Perce~tions of the Effectiveness of the Mdication Stratenies 

I wanted to l e m  whether or not Claire believed that the modifications that had 

been recommended andior implemented in her classroom had a positive effect on the 

students' Ieaming and second Ianguage proficiency. Like the Betancourt-Smith ( 1992) 

survey study, 1 was only interested in learning more about Claire's perceptions of the 

effectiveness of the modifications. Howwer, Betancourt-Smith used a written survey to 

ask one part-time foreign language teacher about his/her perceptions of the effectiveness 

of the modification strategies; to the best of my knowfedge, these interviews were the 

first attempt to have a foreign/second laquage teacher offer in-depth insight about the 

impact modification strategies had on second language development. 
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Before proceeding to the discussion of her perceptions of the effectiveness of the 

modifications, 1 tbink it is fïrst necessary to identify wbich indicators Claire used to 

cietetmine whether or not a m&cation strategy was helping a student. For Claire, there 

were tbree primary indicatm: student performance on au activitykst, student 

behavior/motivation, and personaVgend inqwies to the students. Claire looked to see 

if the student's performance on a particular group of activities had improved; for 

instance, when they were studying the p s é  composé, Claire would check to see if there 

was improvernent in their ability to recall and provide the pst participles for those verbs 

that used être as the auxiliary verb, either by h a h g  the students List the verbs oralIy, or 

by quickly giancing over their workbook activities, Not surprisingiy, the students were 

provided with numerous opportunities to practice a particular concept, so Claire was able 

to se how they have progressed. Claire mentioned that most of the students in this class 

were failing or near-failing, so it was a struggie to provide them with opportunities to 

improve their performance significantly. 

Claire would also look at a studmt's behavior/motivation d e n  doing a particuiar 

task, as she beIieved that their body Ianguagdcomportment could provide some insight 

on their feelings about a topic. She stated, "Ifthey're not motivated, and their behavior is 

redy out of whack, it could be because they are not understanding and they're 

indicating that she must constantly be aware of student behavior and possibIe 

rasons for aiisbehaviot' when working with these *dents. Cullinan and Epstein 

(1985) found that hÏgh school studeats with Ieaming disabilities had higher levels of 

auxiety and hûa î ion  than theu ''normaln pers, and it seems that Claire tries to be 

coascious of their personalities and atlxieiies Men making pedagogical decisions. 
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FinalIy, Claire used personal and general inquiries to determine how the studenîs 

were handikg a particular assignment. She often asked students for "a show of hands" to 

indicate whether or not they understood directions, needed help with a particular 

question, needed more time to complete a task, and so forth. During small group and pair 

activities, Claire would circulate around the class, asking each student if helshe had 

understood the task or needed help in any way, often repeating directions and providing 

concrete examples of what the task was asking. Claire made a considerable effort to 

provide students with opportwiities to give her feedback about what they needed help 

with in completing a task 

Figure 4.5 includes some of the comments Claire made about her perceptions of 

the efktiveness of the modification strategies, including some more of her thoughts on 

the indicators she uses to evaluate how the students were dealing with a particular task 



Figure 4.5: Selected Coniments on Claire's Perceptions of the Effitiveness of the Modification 
Strategies 

a To determine ifa rnodincation is actuaiiy helping the student, 1 look to see if the student 
is king attentive and is focused 

0 You sort of see fkom the body language if the student knows and understands what's 
gomg on. 

a Sometimes these students are conscious of the modifications. Sometimes they take 
advantage of them, but as a general d e ,  they don't. 

1 will a b  speak mdividuaüy with students to help determine if a strategy is working. 

1 feel that the strategies 1 used this week adequateiy addressed the students' ne&. 

When the lights are off m the class, the d e n t s  are more focused. 

0 From the show of hands, 1 would say that as they went through the pages m the 
workbooks, they were gettmg a stronger idea of what direct object pronouns were. 

a Wah the old seating arrangement, l couid not have covered as much as 1 did today. 

And 1 found what he$s, if 1 bave that c h  ngfit der lunch, 1 should do the meditation 
first thing, but if1 have them at the end of the school day, 1 should do the meditation at 
the end to help calm them down. 

1 think the conference calls are a big pl us... because they give the tacher a lot more 
power and support. 

For this anaiysis, I decided to look at the modifications at two levels: the 

ciassroom level (changes to the o v d  dassroom environment) and the activity level 

(changes to a particular activityhk). As Figure 4.5 seems to indicate, Claire had more 

favorable perceptions of the effectiveness of the modilïcations that were implemented at 

a classroom level, particuiarly those related to the lighting and seating arrangement. Once 

Claire realiied how much the sunlight seemed to influence the moods of the students, she 

made every effort to Iight the ciassroom naturally, even changing the location of the class 

at the midway point of the observations so the class could be held in a part of the school 

where more natural Iight was available dduring the aftemoon. There was a considerable 
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différence in the students' behavior and overall attitudes after this switch occurred, and 

Claire seemed to beiieve that the lighting was partiy respoosible for this change." 

Claire also believed that the layout of the classroom had an impact on the 

classrmm environment. When the study began, the desks in the classmm Claire was 

using were organized in a double-horseshoe pattern and poor student behavior was a 

considerable problem. After the layout was changed, the students' overall behavior 

improved noticeably. Claire Ermiy believed that the new layout (which she retained when 

she changed classroorns), combined with the natural lighting helped to create a leaniing 

environment that was better suited for the needs of her students with learning disabilities. 

Surprisingly, Claire did not seem to have a positive perception of the effectiveness 

of those modifications that irnpacted particular tasks and activities (e.g. collaborative 

tasks, additional tirne to work on an assignrnent). On several occasions, Claire expressed 

her htrat ion at the students' reluctance to take advantage of the modifications she had 

made to an assignmertt to help the students succeed. She M y  beiieved that the students 

must choose to take advantage of the opporhmities made available to hem; she can make 

the m&cations as much as she wants, but it is ultimately up to the student ifhdshe 

wants to use them to Wher advantage. She referred to instances in which she provided 

the student with additional time to complete a task, but the student mhed through the 

task so that he/she could have some fixe time, therefore submitting work, in Claire's 

opinion, that was below his/her capabiiities. 

As discussed in the previous section on Claire's conceptions of students with 

Ieaming disabiiities, Claire mentioued that she believed that these students needed to take 

'5 For m m  on the e&& of naturai iighting on d e n t  Iming and behavior, see Ch* S. 
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more ownership in theù learning. hitialiy, 1 interpreted these comments to mean that the 

students should become more active participants in the leaming process-they shodd 

make more concerted efforts to complete assignments, participate in class, study for tests, 

and so forth, but it appears chat Claire beiieves thaî part of this responsibility related to 

the students maximizing the modification opportunities made available to them. Claire 

believes that it is ultimately up to the student to make the most of a modification 

strategy-her efforts to accommodate the students can ody go so fat. Chire felt that she 

offered the modifications to the students as options; if the students felt they needed the 

additional support, they could choose to use the modification (e-g. additional time for an 

assignment) and ignore it if they did not think it would help them. if a student had not 

completed an assignment, Claire then felt that the student had not taken deliberate and 

direct advantage of the changes Claire had made to an assignment in deference to the 

-dents' needs. 

However, Claire did have positive perceptions of the effectiveness of several 

mdication strategies that she implemented in her classroom. included in Figure 4.5 is 

a reference to a meditation that Claire did with her students on a daily basis; she believed 

that this meditation was one of her more effective mocüîïcation strategies, as it has a 

caiming influence on the students' anxieties and M o n s .  Claire had adapted the 

meditation fiom one that was given to her by a former professor (Dr. Jack Miller, 

OISE/UT). During the meditation, the students closeci their eyes and piaced their heads 

on the desks as Claire recited the meditation. On average, the meditation lasted for three 

minutes, and for the tint few minu- d e r  tbe medbtion was complete (at least on those 
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days when Claire did it at the very beginuing of class), ihe students were noticeably 

caher and more receptive to the information she presented to them. 

Claire also believed that phone calls home are an effective strate@ for helping 

students with special needs succeed in her classroom. Every week, Claire made phone 

calls home to the parents of those students she felt needed extra attention. Both the 

student and the parent would be on the phone, because she believed that the student had 

just as much of a stake in the conversation as she and the parent. During these calls, 

Claire stated that she would fïrst discuss the student's strengths for the week before 

pmceeding ont0 a discussion of those behaviors she thought needed b'fhe-tuning". She 

felt that it was imperative to have consistent communication with parents to demonstrate 

to students that others care about their performance and achievement, thus fostering 

student ownership in the learning process. 

Personal Beliefs about Teachine French to Students with Leamhg Disabilities 

Again extendmg the philosophy of Kavale and Reese (1991), it would be 

reasonable to argue that what a teacher believes about teaching foreigdsecond languages 

to students with learning disabilities is going to impact his/her pedagogy to some extent. 

in Ontario, such a perspective is very important, as there is a small, but growing 

movement direcîed towards obtaining exemptions fiom the Core French requirement for 

those students with learning disabilities whose challenges are too great to overcome, even 

with modifications (Personal Communication, Asha Mohi, January 27,200 1). Figure 

4.6 presents a summsiry of Claire's personal beliefk about teaching French to students 

with learning disabilities. 



F i  4.6: Selected Cornments on Claire's Personal Beliefs About Teaching French to Students 
with Leaming Disabilities 

And thete are some students wtao take the Grade 9 French who have so m c h  di£Ecuity 
even stniggling in their L 1,I personally donyt see why tky dony t have them take 
somethmg like "Leamiag Strategies" or Test-Taking Strategies" that couid actuaiiy help 
them. 1 mean, those particular students that are m ihat situation are not necessarily even 
coliege-bouud, right? 

If first language learning poses such signi6cant difticdties to the learner that second 
ianguage learning is a nightmare for them, we need to be ready tu make exceptions and to 
aiiow such individuais to be exemptai ifthat is what is best for then 

I do not beiieve that we have the nght to exclude people who want to bene& tiom 
ianpuage learning. 

1 have a leamhg disability ami I'm proficient in a second language. Whether or not a 
student is capable of becamhg proticient in h target language depends on what type of 
leaniing disability it is and the amount of desire in the kart of the sou1 of the learner. 

I have students w b  are ADD and ADHD. There are people who have behavioral 
problems that can stem fiom a variety of areas, so the question is, given wbatever the 
student's exceptionaiity, is bemg in the classroorn somehow having a positive effèct on 
the leaming and the development of the student? Does the content of the program have 
sornething to of f i  them? 

It's realiy important to look at mdividuai students and identa their strengths and 
challenges befôre deciding whether or wt they can succesdhiiy leam the ianguage. 

For some snidents, they are struggIing so much in E@kh tfiat there's no point in having 
them suffi in French. 

As Figure 4.6 indicates, Claire has a primady positive view of including students 

with learning disabilities in Core French. in addition, for Claire, the fact that she herself 

has Attention Deficit Disorder and dyslexia exerted a considerable influence on her 

beliefs about students with l d g  didiiities in Core French. She M y  betieves that 

it is possible for most students with learning disabilities to become proficient in a second 

language wiîh the appropriate assistance because she became a balanced bilingud despite 

having dyslexia and ADD. She argued that learning disabilities manifest themselves 

differently in each individuai, so it is possible ttiat a student with formaüy identifid 
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learning disabilities in another area (Le- mathernatics) could easily learn a second 

language. She also thinks that the powers-that-be consider d l  aspects of language 

le-g before decidhg whether or not to exclude a student; the student may struggle 

considerably with the linguistic content of the course, but may greatly enjoy the cultural 

aspect of the class. Claire asserted on several occasions that the student should remain in 

the class as long as there is some coqment of the class that has a favorable impact on 

the student's leamïng and development. Research in the French Unmersion programs in 

Ontario has suggested that the LD students can benefit f?om the program and they can 

successfùlly leam the language (Bnick, 1978; Cummins, 1984; Majhanovich, 1993; Wiss, 

1987). By extension, it would be reasonable to argue that LD students would also benefit 

h m  French instruction in the Core program, 

As optimistic as Claire seemed about including students with leaming disabilities 

in the foreigdsecond language classroom, she dso acknowledged that there could be 

instances in which a student with leaming disabilities should be excluded fiom the Core 

French requirement." Claire contended thst those students who had considerable 

difEculty processing and expressing themselves in English probably should be exempted 

fiom the class, because she did not think it would be fair to essentially double the amount 

of language-based htrations in the student's He. In those cases, Claire believed that 

those students should be enrolled in We-sttategies or study-strategies courses. She 

asserted that these students were probably not college-bound, and wouid benefit f?om a 

16 in Ontario, ifa parent beiieves that M e r  child wouid bentfit more hm a course dha than Core French, the 
parent can reqwst a course suWtuhtuhat The principal wüi cansult with the parents and the relevant schaol staff 
(eg. French kacher, speeiai educatim teacher) befPrt deciding to gmnt the substitution (htario Ministry of 
Educatim, 1999~). 
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type of instruction that would have an mimediate impact on their scholastic experience 

and perhaps help them secure employment &er high school, Many mearchers acivocate 

the explicit teaching of learning and Life sûategies to students with learning disabilities, 

as it would serve to help them make the trausition to pst-secondary employment 

(Bender, 2001; Laer, 2000; Mercer, 1997). Two-thii of the respondents in the 

Kavale and Reese (1 99 2) study believed that students with l e d g  disabilities should 

receive explicit strategies training. This study also concluded that most of the 

respondents believed th& even those studenîs with mild learning disabilities shoutd be 

rmoved fiom the regular classroom for at least a portion of the class; total inclusion was 

not favored by the rnajority of the teachers. Therefore, it seems that the ideas and beliefs 

that Claire expressed during this study are representative of the minority position found 

in the Kavaie and Reese (1 99 1) study. 

Claire also indicated that she was not particularly fond of labels to describe 

students with leamhg disabilities; this belief that may originate fiom her own experience 

with learning disabilities. Throughout our interviews, whenever we discussed beliefs or 

ideas related to students with learnîng disabilities, Claire would aiways say "these 

students" or ''ththose students," and it was rare for her to use the tenn "disability" when 

descrihg the studenîs. She preferred to use terrns such as cbchailenges" and "styles" to 

describe the different aptitudes of the students with learning disabilities. While some 

could argue thaî the use of such terminology is simpiy "politicaliy correct" phrashg that 

has characterized the field in the past few years, 1 developed the distinct impression that 

Claire used such terminotogy because she adamantly wanted to maintain that these 

students were people with feelings* too, and should be accorded the same respect and 
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treatment as "normal" students. While Claire ackuowiedged bat these students needed to 

be "singleci out" in order to help them succeed, it was obvious that she was 

uncornfortable with the fact that these students were ofien treated differently once the 

teacher or their peers reaiized thsir tfiese students bad special needs. 

summarv 

According to the ûntario of Ministry of Education (1998; 1999a)' Core French 

teachers are to use their 'professional judgment" when modiQing curriculum or materials 

to help accommodate sîudents with leaming disabilities and other special needs in their 

classes. in these interviews, [ learned what beliefs and conceptions have corne to shape 

Claire's "professionai judgment" regarding the accommodation of students with learning 

disabilities. Not only has her forma1 training in speciai and French education and twenty- 

one years of practical experience iduenced her current belief systems, but her 

experience as an individuai with dysIexia and Attention Deficit Disorder have influenced 

her as well. Claire appears to be highly aware of the challenges students with learning 

disabilities in her classroom face and of the steps she can take to accommodate them. In 

the next chapter, 1 present the results of the classroom observations and the document 

analysis, which identified the specific modifications Claire made to accommodate the 

needs of the students with learning disabilhies in her class. 



CEWrER 5 

Results: Classroorn Observation and Document Analysis 

In the previous chapter, the knowledge and kliefs that have helped to shape 

Claire's pedagogy were revealed This chapter will present the results of the classroom 

observation and document anaIysis portions of the study in which 1 identified the specifïc 

modification strategies Claire, used to accommodate the needs of her students with 

learning disabilities. 1 wili first present the results of the classroom observations before 

moving on to a discussion of the hdings tkom the document analysis. 

Classroom Observations 

As mentioned in the methodology chapter, my total observation tirne was 700 

minutes (8 full class periods and 2 partial cIass periods). Al1 ten of the observation 

periods were coded in real-tirne, and in between each coding p e ~ i ~ d ,  1 made extensive 

field notes that served to provide M e r  information about the context and events of the 

classroom. Drawing on Spada and Frühlich (1995) and Turnbull(1999), 1 identified one 

of three levels of focus for each of the activitiedepisodes. Exclusive focus (identi fied by 

a single check mark on the observation scheme within a particular descriptor category) 

indicated that Claire had spent al1 of the time of that particular activitylepisode on a 

single descriptor. Ptimary focus (identified by a circled check mark on the observation 

scheme within a particuIar description caiegory) indicated that Claire had devoted most, 

but not dl, of the time of a particdar activityfepisode to a specik descriptor. Overall, 

there were very few episodes in this study in which there was a prhary focus on a 

particular descriptor, a trend which is unlike those uncovered in previous studies that 

have used the COLT or COLT-based obsmation schemes. Perhaps the low frequency of 
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ptimary focus episodes is related to the fact that the classroom has such a high population 

of student with speciai needs who have dEculty attendhg to more than one issue at a 

the.  Equal focus (identified by two or more check marks on the observation scheme 

within a particular descriptor category) indicated that Claire had devoted the 

approximately the same amount of time to two or more descripton within a parcicular 

category . 

The data were analyzed foiiowing Spada's and Frtjhlich's (1995) 

recommendations, in which the percentage of time devoted to each classification was 

calculated in relation to total observation tirne. At the conclusion of each observation 

period, 1 caiculated the time (in minutes) devoted to each activity/episode and to the 

various descriptors. 1 determined the percentage of time devoted to each descriptor in 

relation to the total time obse~ed for each class penod, and in relation to the total 

observation tirne for the complete study. Other studies that have used observation 

schemes have used this same method of caiculating and anaiyzing the results (see, for 

example, Allen, Carroll, Burtis, & Gaudino, 1987; Turnbull, 1999). 

This method of analysis thus provides insight about the overall organizaîion and 

content of the class in relation to the types and prevalence of the modifications that were 

made in order to accommodate the students with leamhg disabilities, I wili present the 

hdings h m  the observation scheme that pertains to the classroom context before 

discussing which modifications were implemented during this study. 



Classroom Context 

Table 5.1 sutumarizes the average perceotage of observed time devoted to 

paaicular ways of orgmhhg the students aad the interactions in the classroom. As the 

table clearly dernomirates, this Core French classroom appears to be teacher-centered. 

Table 5.1 
Participant ûrganization: Percentage of Observed Time (Exclusive & Equal Foci) - 
Participant Organization Percentage 
Teacher + student/class (T+S/C) 34.3 

Choral O .3 

Group, same task 

Group, different task 

Individual same task 

individus!, diflerent task 

T%/C & S+S/C 

T+SK & choraI 

T+S/C & gnwip, same task 1 .O 

T i S I C  & individuai, s ~ m e  task 25.8 

T+S/C & mdMdual diffetent task 0.9 

T+S/C, chorai, & individuai, same task 5.7 

For over 34% of the the, the teacher was the exclusive leader of the interaction in 

the classroom and for aimost 40% of the remaiaing time, the tacher was somehow 

involved in initiaihg andor guiding the interaction within a particuIar activity/episode. 

However, it should be noted that none ofthe instances m which Claire was the exclusive 

leader of an activiîy lasted for longer than 10 minutes. 
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Even thuugh teacher-led interaction was the most common approach to participant 

oqpb î ion  during the course of this study, there were still oumerous episodes when the 

students exçlusively or coliaboraüvely initiaîed andlor maintained the interactions wiîhin 

the classrm. Nearly 26% of the interactions in the classmm observed during the 

study were chatacterized by the sîudents assuming the sole responsibility for initiating 

and/or maintainhg the cIassroom interaction, and in another 39% of the 

activitieslepisodes, the students shared this responsibility with the teacher. The 26% 

figure encompasses five dierent organizational structures îhat pennit the students to 

initiate andor maintain the interaction, three of which (accounting for 23% of the 

participant groupings) have the students wonking individually or in smdl groups or pairs. 

In only 3% of the interactions that tmk place during this study did the students have the 

exclusive opportunity to iritroduce and continue the interaction in a whole-class setting, 

whereois the teacher exercised this option nearly twelve times over. 

Finally, for slightly over 2% of the observed time, the students worked on 

individual tasks. This occurred during the third day of obsemtion, when the students 

were taicing a quiz ou the formation of the future tense. Claire had developed the quiz 

spontaneously, as a d t  of how the students had responded to a review activity on the 

future tense. As she wrote a question, she read it aloud to the students, and the students 

were thm given adequate rime to *te theu respouses. There were no episodes drrring 

the observation period in whicfi the students were assignecl different individual tasks. 

Content. 

TabL 5.2 provides a summary of the types of content th& were presented to the 

students during the obsewation period. As chapter 3 indicated, the content could be 
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classified into one of three categories: Management, Laaguage, or Mer. W i t b  each 

micro-eategory, tbae were s e v d  classifications. In the table, the micmategory for 

each descriptor is incikatai in parentheses. 

Table 5 2  
Focus: Perceniage of Observe. The (Exclusive ad Equal Foc0 
Content Focus Perceniage 
Procedure (management) 6.6 

Discipline (management) 0.3 

Function (Imguage) 

Translation (language) 

Discourse (language) 

Sociolmguistic (language) 

Narmw (other) 

Broad (other) 

Procedure & discipli  

Procedure & narrow 

Disciplie & narrow 

Procedure, diiciptine, & m w  

F m  & translation 

Form & n m w  

Function & translation 

Function & narrow 

Form, M o n ,  & WOW 14.0 

Form, translation, & narrow 6.7 

In terms of c lasmm management, the tabIe indicates that Claire spent almost 7% 

of the totaI observed time on procedurai issues in the cIass. My field notes indicate that 

most of these instances involved explaining the acrivities ta the students, but there were a 

couple occasions in wtiich Claire outüned procedures regardhg the correction and 

submission of assipents. Disciphle was rarely the exclusive fofus of h a  pmentation 

to the students, but even when comb'ied with other categories, it had a minimal presence. 
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Such results wouId seem to indicate that discipline was not necessarily an issue in this 

class, but that was not the case. In order for a classi£ication to be checked off on the 

MILC, the descriptor needed to be evident for a continuous 60 seconds, and under such 

guidelines, there were defmitely very few instances in which Claire had to discipline the 

students for longer than a one-minute period. However, my field notes indicate that there 

were usually at least a dozen episodes in each class when Claire had to quiet the students 

dom, change the seating arrangement, or correct students for inappropriate language or 

behavior. None of these instances took more than thirty seconds to resolve, so they were 

not included on the obsemtion scheme as separate activitiedepisodes. 

As Table 5.2 indicates, the majority of the content presented to the students during 

the course of the smdy had a linguistic focus. Of those activitieslepisodes in which there 

was a linguistic focus, an emphasis on the form of the language (in either an exclusive or 

combined focus) was the most prevalenî, accounting for nearly 55% of the tirne. At the 

time of the shidy, the students were learning the simple friture and passi composé verb 

tenses, with approximately five classes devoted to each topic. Approximately 34% of the 

activities incorporated some type of communicative functional focus (as indicated by the 

Function classification) that combined an emphasis on the use of the verb form (primarily 

in the fhtm orpassé c o m p é  tenses) with activities and tasks that required the students 

to communicate using the target form. Translation, which was used during 

appmximately 10% of the observecl time, was aiso used as a strategy for helping the 

students develop their hguistic knowledge, as Claire would have them translate passages 

in the textbook h m  French to Engiish h m  time to the, having them pay particuiar 

attention to the verb forms. None of the activities that were implemented during the 
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observation period focused on the sociolinguistic or discourse iùnctions of the French 

hüg~age. 

Finally, there were a few episodes in which the content had neither a management 

nor a Linguistic focus and was classified in the "other" category. In this micro-category, 

there were two possible classifications: narrow (refening to ideas or experiences within 

the students' immediate environment) and broad (referring to ideas or experiences 

outside the students' immediate environment). During the observation period, I noted 

some episodes in which there was a discussion or inclusion of ideas d o r  experiences 

fiom the studenîs' immediate envüomnents, as Claire used the students' immediate 

experiences to help clarif;l a point in the textbook or demonstrate a grammatical concept. 

In the fifh class, there was aiso a short discussion about the organization of the schoding 

system in Canada and why the students were cequired to stuc& French for five years; this 

discussion was classified under the "Broad" category (1 .O%). 

Assessment. 

The results regardhg the types of assessrnent (surnmarized in Table 5.3) 

implemented during the study indicate that Claire implemented some form of formative 

assessrnent in almost 47% of the activities, the overwhelrning majority of which was 

informai. During the course of the study, Claire implemented two summative 

assessments (13.8% of the obsemed tirne) related to the matenai h m  Unit 4 in the 

curricuIum: 1) a reading test, m which the students were requkd to answer questions on 

a particdar reading passage fiom the text; the studenîs had access to this passage during 

the test and it emphasized a particdix group of vocabulary and vert, f o m ;  and 2) a 

comprehensive chapter exam in which the students were tested on their knowledge of 
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vocabuiary, the form and hction of particdar verbs, and their ability to write a short 

composition on a topic selected h m  the chapter. Claire implemented an uiformai 

diagnostic assessment (1.9% of the time) on the 6rst day of the study. She went around 

to each student in the room, asked h i d e r  to pronounce a verb in the hture tense, then 

provided immediate feedback on hisher pronunciation strengths and weahesses. 

Table 5.3 
Assessment: Percentage of Observexi Time (Exclusive and Equal Foc9 
Type of Assessrnent Percentage 
Formative 46.9 

Summative 13.8 

Diagnostic 1.9 

Formative & other 0.3 

The results regarding who was responsible for the assessment of the students' 

performance are summarized in Table 5.4. The results indicate that Claire assumeci the 

role of assessor during nearly 50% ofthe observed tirne. There were a few episodes in 

which self-assessrnent was used; according to my field notes, these generally involved 

the students assessing their level of preparedness for an activity or a quiz by writing one 

or two sentences at the top of the activitylquiz, At the conclusion of Chapter 4, the 

students were required to complete a seK-evaluation fom (in French) based on what they 

felt they had Iearned fiom the chapter. These forms were ody checked for compIetion; 

Claire did not use them to gain any insight about what areas the students felt they needed 

to practice more before the chapter test. Peer-assessment was 0 t h  used when correcthg 

workbook activities. Students would often exchange workbooks with one another, 

checked each other's work, and assigneci a final point value. 



Table 5.4 
Assessment: Percentage of  Observed Time (Exclusive and EquaI Foc0 
kgsasor Perceatage 
Teacher 49.4 

Self 7.4 

Peer 63 

Teacher, self, & peer 0.9 

Content control- 

As Table 5.5 demonstrates, Claire was solely responsible for initiating and 

controlling the topicdtasks of the class for nearly 30% of the observed the.  In fact, for 

ail of the activitied episodes that were observed, Claire had some level of involvernent in 

introducing, maintaining, d o r  guiding the topics that were selected to present the 

relevant material. The students s h e d  this responsibility with Claire and the text for 

approximately 30% of the tirne. 

Table 5.5 
Content Control: Percentage of Observed Time @xclusive and Equal Foci) 
Content Control Percentage 
Teacher 29.1 

Teac her/text/student 29.4 

Tacher & student 7.9 

Table 5.6 summarizes the teacher's and students' use of French and EngIish for 

the obsetvation period. As the table indicates, a mix between the two languages is the 

most common practice (56.0% for the teacher, and 47.1% for the students, respectively), 

and my field notes indicate there was no pactî~ular %ggei' that caused the &ch fiom 
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one language to the other. For instance, Claire ofien asked a question in English, the 

students answned in French, and the foliow-up question was asked in French but 

answered in English. The higùer prevalence of student exclusive use of French 

(compared to the prevalence of the tacher's exclusive use of French) is undoubtedly 

aitri'butable to: 1) several activities in which Claire would prompt in English but the 

students were required to answer (orally or in writing) in French; and 2) the fact that the 

students had to perform several listening activities in French over the course of the 

observation period. 

Table 5.6 
Language Use: Percentage of Observed T k  

Teacher Percenta~e Student Percentane - " 
L2 (French) oniy 10.1 26.3 

LI (English) only 33.9 26.6 

Mi LI & L2 56.0 47.1 

Student modalitv. 

Tabte 5.7 presents an analysis of the students' modality during the study. In most 

instances, the students were required to use more than one mode of communication at any 

given tirne, a hding that indicates an mtegrative approach to language leamhg, Students 

were exclusively engaged in listening for just over 12% of the t h e  and in writing for just 

under 12% of the tirne; during the study, I did not observe any instances in which the 

students were exclusively engaged in any of the other modes of communication. 



Table 5.7 
Student Modal@: Percentage of Observed Time (Exclusive aiad EquaI Focii 

Listening 

speaking 

Readig 

Writing 

Physical 

ûther 

Listening & speaking 

Listening & reading 

Listening & wnting 

Listening & physical 

Listening & o t k  

Student Modality(ies) Percentage 
12.1 

Listening, speaking, & writing I .O 

Lisîening, speaking, & reading 3.7 

Listening, speaking, & other 1.4 

Listening, d i &  & wtiting 11.0 

Listening, reading, & other 0.4 

Listening, speaking, reading, & writing 3.3 

Writing & other 0.3 

The resuits mipiy that the class had a stmng aurai emphasis; in nearly 60% of the 

observed activitiedepisodes, the students were ~quired to listen in combination with one 

or more of the other modes of communication-speakuig, readiig, writing, physicai, or 

other. 

Regarding student speech, my field notes indicate tbat when students were 

provided with the opportunity to speak, they rareIy provided more than one-word or one- 
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sentence answers to the questions ifthey were tequved to use French in their responses. 

Ifthe students were allowed to use Engiish in their responses, to d e  a comment, or to 

ask a clzirification question, the students' utterances were much longer and more 

LinguisticalIy complex. The episodes in which students were able to respond or commeat 

in English outnumbered the instances in which the students were expected to use their 

oral French skills. Mile this may seem contradictory to the findings regardhg student 

language use (especially as it pertains to the overall perceotage of activities in which 

French and Engiish wete used in equal combination), many of these equal-focus activities 

permitted the students to Iisten in French and respond in English, thus developing their 

intertanguage skills. 

When the students were required to write, my field notes reveal that they were 

required to use French the overwhelming majority of the tirne; English was used in those 

instances in which Claire asked the snidents to indicate at îhe top of an assignment or 

quiz how much thne they had spent preparing. For the most part, the students' writings 

in French were restricted to one-word or one-sentence responses in the workbook. 

Howwer, for the summative assessment for the chapter, the students were expected to 

write a shoa paragraph in French; this was the only instance of s h e d  writing in 

French that I obsmed during the sîudy. 

Episodes of student reading oçcurred ia combination with one or more of the other 

modes of commrmicaîion, and rarely reqyired the student to read more than one sentence 

at a t h e  before having to use another mode of communicatioa to respond. There were a 

coupie instances in which the students were requited to read a Ionger passage h m  the 
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textbook, but Claire usuaiiy read the passage a l m l  as the students followed dong 

skatly. 

My field notes indicate îhat the use of the "othei' classi£ication refers to instances 

in which the studenîs were peer- or self-comting assignments or quizzes. At the 

beginning of the study, I decided that correcting assignments impiied the students 

criticaily read and analyzed the responses, pior to making written annotations to the 

answers. During the piloting period, 1 had classifieci such instances under "reading" and 

'kiting" as well, but because of the critical dement involved in correction, 1 decided 

that it would be best to dassify these episodes in the "other" micro-category- h m a t  

instances, Claire provided the answers orally to the students as they conected, thus 

explaining the high ptevaience of the Listening & ûther classification (23.2% of the 

time). There were also some limited occasions in which the students were required to 

either speak or read in addition to Listening to the answers and correcting the assignment, 

and my field notes indicate that these were activities in which the students were either 

developing or refetring to study guides on a particuIar topic as they correcteci the 

assignment. During the study, there was one activity in whicfi the students used motion 

to heIp carry out the task; ?O help develop their abiiity to develop questions 

spontaneoudy, Claite threw a beach bail to random audents. in only 3.3% of the 

episodes did 1 observe the students to use all four of the standard modes of 

communication. 

As Table 5.8 reveais, thete were sevetal instances in which one of the four primary 

modes of communicaîio~listening, speaking, reading, or writinewas the primary 

focus of an activity, My field notes indicate that these instances d y  resuited when 
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Claire had begun an activity, discoveted thai one particular mode of communication was 

more effective than others in either conveying the materiai to the students or king used 

in the response, and turned her remaining attention to the particular mode (e.g., Claire 

initially introduced the information to the students orally, but realized that a written 

presentation of the material would be more helpful). 

Table 5.8 
Shident Modality: Percenage of Observed The  (Primary Fucus) 
Student Modality(ies) Percenîage 
Listening 6.5 

Materials 1. 

The bal issue regardmg clasmm context to be presented pertains to the ongin 

and types of materiais used in the classroo~n. Table 5.9 presents the anaiysis of the types 

of materials Claire use4 either excIusively or with equal emphasis, during the 

implementation of her lessons. 

Table 5.9 
Materials 1: Petcenîage of Obsmed Time (Exclusive & Equal Focil 

Type Pacentage 
Text 57.8 

Audio 26.0 

V i l  0.0 

Tactile 0.0 

Text & audio 3.7 

Audio & visual 0.4 
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As the table indicates, tex-&-based materials were the most cornmonly used type 

(57.8%) during the tirne of the study, foilowed by audio materiais (26.0%). According to 

my field notes, the majority of the auditory materials were texts or scripts fiom the 

textbook that had CD accompaniments, but because Claire did not have access to the 

necessary equipment because she was an itinetant teacher, she had to read the dialogues 

aioud herseif. At this point, 1 should note that if Claire read aioud what was on a page 

that did not have an audio accompaninient, I did not consider this to be "audio" materiai 

because that was not the original format of the materiai. Text and audio were rarely used 

in combination, even though the high prevaience of activities in which students were 

engaged in multiple modalities would make it reasonable to initiaily believe otherwise. 

My field notes suggest that Claire used either a text or audio activity as a basis for tasks 

that required the students to engage in more than one mode of communication; she did 

not like to combine sources of material, but would present the material to the students in 

various modes of communication. For instance, when correcting a homework activity 

fiom the workbook, Claire ofien read the questions fiom the workbook (Listening), the 

students would refer to a study guide for clarification of a particular grammatical point 

(Reading), and the students would cmect the assignrnent (Other). 

Witbin this micro-category of Materials Type, there was a classification tbat 

described a primary focus, Text (12.4%). My field notes indicate that all of these 

episodes incorporated a visual type of maieriai, usually something that had beeu written 

andor dram on the chalkboard, to supplement what had been presented in the textbook 

or workbook. 
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Table 5.10 presents the percentage breakdown of the source of the materials used 

to implement the lessons with either an exclusive or quai focus. Again, the results 

indicate Claire's high level of involvement in the classroom intmctions, as she 

contributeci either a portion or the total number of materials beiig used for a particular 

activiiy whereas students provided less than 1% of the matenal king used in lessons. In 

addition, nearly 14% of the instances saw the textbook or workbook as the primary 

source of the material. My field notes indicate that, in many of these episodes, these 

materials were used as starting points for the activities. 

Table 5.10 
Matenals 1: Percentage o f  Observed The (Exclusive and Equal Foc0 
Source Percentage 
Tacher 47.9 

Resource teacher 0.0 

Teacher & textbook~workbook 

Teacher & student 

Teacher, siudent, & textboo Wworkbook 0.4 

Modifications 

Now that the classroom context has been established, it is possible to examine the 

modifications that were used during the implernentation of the activities to accommodate 

the needs of tk students with learning disabiiities. Ail of the modificatiations included in 

the MILC have been recornmended by educators and mearchers as strategies thai are 

beneficial to the Ieaming experience of a student with speciai needs (see for exampIe, 

Ames, 1999; Dover, 1996; Hurst, 19%; Lemer, 2000; Mercer, 1997; White, 1998). Most 
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of the students with learning disabiiities in Claire's class have ADD or ADHD, dong 

wiîh either audidingual or reading disabilities; al1 of the students were diagnosed by 

private or school psychologists/specialists. The percentages in the modification 

categories rarely add up to 100% because they were not aiways implemented during 

every activity/episode. 

As Table 5.1 1 demonstrates, the most lÏequently used modification in this 

category was "reminding students of the time h e "  for an assignment (23.4%). 

According to my field notes, Claire reminded students every 15-30 seconds about how 

much time they had remaining on a task, telling them where they should be in their 

progress at each stage. However, 1 dso noted that some students appeared fnistrated 

whenever Claire announced the "countdown" for assignments; the students seemed 

flustered as they scrambled to finish the assignment in the allotteci the, perhaps 

compromismg the quality of their work because of the more hmied pace. 

Table 5.1 1 
Pacing: Percentage of Observed Ti (Exclusive and Equal Foci) 
Moditicatiom Pefcentage 

Extend rime ailowed 0.0 

Omit tirneci assignments 0.0 

Re& students of timing 23.4 

Extended time allowed & omit tirned assignmenî 0.6 
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My field notes indicate that the "othei' classification (6.2%) almost always 

referred to instances where Claire would intentionaüy slow the Pace of an assignment, 

especiaiiy listening comprehension activities. As she was not able to use the audio 

materials that accompanied the program, she read the listening activities aloud to the 

students. She would delikrately slow her pace and enunciate more clearly, so that the 

students wodd have an easier t h e  understanding what was king said. Student. were 

provided extra t h e  to complete assignments or to provide a response on a few occasions 

(2.4% with Remind Students of Timing, and 0.6% with Omit T i e d  Assignment, 

respectively). 

Environment. 

Primarily, the modifications in the "environment" category are intended to make it 

easier for the student with leming disabilities to focus on the task at hand by dtering the 

classrmm environment. The overwhelming majority of the modifications fiom this 

category were used in combination with one another, but as Table 5.12 indicates, there 

were also several instances in which Claire used one of the modifications exclusively. 

Most of these modifications occurred at the beginning of an activity, as a means of 

"setting" up the envitonment for the task at hand, but there were a few instances in which 

a modification was used during the execution of an activity as a resuit of student 

be havior. 



Preferential seating 

Gange r o m  layout 

Define physical lmits 

Minimize audio distractions 

M i n i m i  visuai distractions 

Miiimize other d i r n  

Specid educatim aide presnit 

Spial education teacher presmt 

Signai to r e f u  attention 

Signal to show change in activity 

Tirnesut 

ûther 

Reférential seating & change room layout 

Preférential seaihg & minimize audio distractions 

Rdmtial seating, change r m  layout, & rninimize audio distractions 

Referential seating, change toom taywt. & define physical limits 

Retérential seating, &the physicai limits, & signai to refocus attention 

Reférential seating, define physical limits, & rninirnize audio distraca'ons 

Referential seating, minirnize visual distractions, &signal to r e h  attention 

Refaentiai seating. change rom layout, mùlimize audio distractims, & signal to show 
change in activiîy 

Refmtial seating, define Iiits, minimize ~ t h e r d i ~ c m s ,  & signal to refocw attention 

Refaential seating, change room layout, dethe physical Iirnits, minimize audio & visual dimaions 5.3 

Change roam Iayoirt & minimize audio disaaca'ms It.0 

Change roan layout & signal to refocus atteution 1 .O 

Change mom laywt. minimize audio & visual disiractions 0.9 

Change rocnn Iayout, rninimize audio d i i * o a s ,  & signal to refiinis attentim 2.0 

Change r m  IaywS f f i e  physd limits, minimia audio distradais, & signal to reFoflls attention 4.1 

Define physicai Iirnits L minimize audio d i i o n s  2-7 

Define physical limits & signal to refionis attentioa 1.6 

Define physîcai kits, mmimize audio dhxtions, & signal to docus attention 0.4 

Miiùnize audio & vis& dktradiaas 1.7 

Mmimk audio & d e r  distracticms 3. L 

Mimimize audio ~ o n s  & signai to reîùcus artenth 10.0 

Minimize audio distractions, signal to tcfiinis attentitm, & signal to show chauge in activity 0.3 

Mmimizeaudiaudio& a&- disatctiolls & signal to ccfOcus attention 0 3  
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As Table 5.12 indicates, the '- . .  . Audio Distractions" strategy was the most 

kquently used modification at the exclusive Ievel(23.2%). in almost al1 of these 

instances, this modification ceferreci to Claire reminding the students to quiet down so 

that other students couid concentrate; more ofien than no& she had to remind students 

several times to quiet down within a short period of t h e  (les than one minute). There 

were aIso a few instances where Claire shut the classroom door or window to filter out 

the outside noises, thereby m . g  various audio distractions. 

The second most commody used strategy within the 'Tnvûonment" sub-category, 

at the exclusive level, was "Signal to Refocus Attention (2.1%). Accordmg to my field 

notes, if Claire noticed that a student was getting off-task during a seatwork exercise or 

during a whole-class activity, she wouid often quickiy tap one or two fmgers on the 

student's desk to indicate to hiffvher to get back on task There were occasions where the 

whole class had difficdty staying on task (usually towarck the end of the class) and in 

those instances, Claire would often raise her hand or stop what she was saying to the 

students as a means of attracting theu attention. There were a few instances where Claire 

would use a sirnilar signal to indicate to a student or a small group of students thaî tbere 

was going to be a change in activity, but this modification was oRen used in combination 

with other strategies. 

As previously mentioned, and as the resuits presented in Table 5.12 clearly 

indicate, most of the modifications within the %Wonment" sub-category were used in 

combination with one another. The most fiequent modification involved changing the 

layout of the room (partiaiiy or totally) and mhimkbg audio distractions (1 1 .O%). 

Often, Claire wouid re-position the desks ofstudents who were having difficuity staying 
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on task, seeing the board, or working with those around them; not one class passed where 

Claire did not have to change how desks were positioned. However, there were instances 

when changing desk position was not enough to calm the behaviot; occasionally, Claire 

wouId have to tell students precisely where they could be in relation to their desks (Le. 

whether or not they could be out of their seats) or in which direction their body should be 

k i n g  during an activity. Some of the students seemed to require constant reminders of 

their limits-physical or social-if they were expected to complete a task. 

On the third day of the observation period, when Claire was still teaching the class 

in an Engiish department classroom, she arranged with the regular teacher of that 

classroom to te-organize its entire layout. Claire felt that the double-horseshoe layout of 

the class made it difficult for her to quel1 behaviorai problems and make sure that those 

students who needed extra attention were in a position to easily receive it fiom her. The 

layout was changed to five horizontal rows, containhg six desks each. Two desks were 

placed side-by-side, with an aisle between each pair of desks. When the students arrived 

in the class that day, Claire gave the students new seating assignrnents, placing those 

students with more demanding needs (behavioral or academic) towards the fiont of the 

classroom (i.e. the Preferential Seating modification) where it would be easier for Claire 

to provide them with necessary suppoa. This new room layout and seating arrangement 

considerably diminished the amount of behavioral problems in the classroom. When 

Claire changed classrooms midway througb the study, she retained this layout in the new 

class with simiiar success. 

1 aiso feel that it is important to discuss a modification to the classroom 

environment that was not indicated on the observation scheme because there was not an 
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appropriate classification categoty. On the second day of the study (prior to the m m  

Iayout change), 1 noted that the students were much calmer and more receptive to whaî 

was beiig taught to them when the overhead lights were off and the class was king 

illuminateci by natural light. When the lights were somehow turned back on, the students 

had more difficuity staying on task and were generally more disruptive. 1 mentioned this 

to Claire, but she said that she had not noticed a difference. However, she decided to 

leave the Lights off for the next class to determine for herself whether or not there was a 

noticeable dietence in student behavior. At the conclusion of the third &y, she agreed 

that the natural light seemed to have a calming influence on the students, but it was 

dificult for some students to see everything clearly because the classroorn location 

minimized the amount of naturai light available during the afternoon. Men  Claire 

changed her ciassroom midway through the study, the new classroom was located on a 

side of the school where there were adequate arnounts of naturai light for the students to 

cornfortably w o k  For the remainder of the observation period, the ovdead lights were 

never used, and Claire M y  believed that the naturai light did have a favorable 

influence on the students' attention span. Estes (1984) repocted how the irnplementation 

of sky iights in an elementary school had a positive effect on snident behavior, as 

discipline problems decreased. in 1997, Lackney presented empiticai evidence to the 

U.S. House of Representatives Cornmittee on Science that provided hther support of the 

c1ai.m t h  natural lighting had a positive influence on student behavior, health, and 

academic achievement-110 matter what Ievel of student ability. Given such support, it 

would be ceasonable to suggest that using naturai lighting m a classroorn ofstudaits with 
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learning disabilities would be an eff'êctive strategy for quelhg disruptive behavior and 

encouraiging the students to work on task. 

Presentation of materids. 

The modifications fiom this category were used during the presentation of 

information to the students and were primarily used for emphasis or clarification of key 

points of information, 1 chose to analyze the 'Tmphasis" of the material separately fiom 

the modifications in the category for two reasons. First of dl, describing the emphasis of 

the materid provides M e r  insight to how CIaire implements her lessons in generd. 

Second, by definhg on which mode (e-g. audio) the emphasis is placed during the 

implementation of an activity, 1 was able to determine if the emphasis was congruent 

with the students' needs (e.g. students with dyslexia may be more challenged by an 

approach that places more emphasis on gaining knowledge visuaily). 

As Table 5.13 demonstrates, there was a very strong aura1 emphasis in this 

classroom; for just over 85% of al1 activities Claire used an o d a d  emphasis to present 

the informaiion to the midents." This finding is in accordance with the Chtario 

Ceculum, which promtes a predominantly odaurai core French cIassroom (Ontario 

Minisûy of Education, 1999). However, Claire reveaied to me during one of our 

interviews that most of the students with Iearning disabilities in ttïs classroorn have 

düticuity processing aura1 information, îhus creatuig a codict between the needs of the 

students and the gods of the program. She may recognize this confIict, however, as 

indicated by her tendency to continuously minimize the audio distractions in the 

Please keep in mind ihat this categay reférç to how Claire pteseated the infonnaîb to the studenîs, na to h m  
the çhidents respaided to the materiai. This nitmaiion was r d e d  m the categay of Studait ModaIity. 
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classroom (as indicated in the previous discussion) so that is easier for the students to 

concentrate. However, does this help explain why some students seemed ktrated 

whenever they were required to process aural information diuing the course of the study? 

Table 5-13 
Presentation of Materials: Percentage of Obsnred Time (Exclusive & Equal Focil 
Emphasis Percentage 
Auditory emphasis 85.2 

Visual emphasis 4.2 

Audio & visual emphasis 6.9 

Remaining Modifications Percentage 

Tape teacher tak 0.0 

Change curriculum 0.0 

Demonstrate concepts 0.0 

Use maniputatives 

Highlight Uiformation 

Use Engiish to clari@ 

Preteach vocabulary 

Write in large script 

mer 

Demonstrate concepts & use Engiish to clarifj 0.4 

Demonstrate concepts, use Engiish to clarifL, & write in large script I .4 

Higliiight Uiformation & use Engiish to clarifj( 2.0 

Highiight information, use Engiiih to clarifl, & write in large script 0.4 

Use EngIish to dari@ & pre-teach vacabulary 2.4 

Use Engiiiti to clarifl & write in large script 14.1 

Use English to c l d j  & other 2.9 

Use English to cl@, preteach vocabulary, & write in large script 3.9 

Use Engiish to chri&, write in large script, & other 2.9 

Pre-teach vocabuIary & write in large script 0.4 

Of the remaining modifications in the "Presentaîion of Maîerials" macro-category, 

the m m  ftequently implemented (eitber excIusively or in combination with other 

modiîicaîions) was "üsing Engiish to CIarïfy" (44.9%). This modification was used 
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whenevet Cl& was speaking French to the class (Le. it was the exclusive language of an 

activity), and she would provide a one or two-word clarification in English for a word or 

phrase that the students seemed to understand French. As mentioned in the discussion of 

language usage in this classroom, Claire believed that continuous support in English 

wodd enable the students to better understand the material. 

Claire would also write in clear, very large script (2.8% exclusively, and used in 

combination with other modifications) whenever she was required to write on the board, 

so that the studenis would not have difficulty reading or interpreting wbaî she was 

writing. During one of our interviews, Claire indicated to me that this modification also 

benefited her, as it decreased the likelihood she would reverse Ietter or word order while 

writing (Claire is dyslexie). She would also occasionally pre-teach the vocabulary to be 

used in an upcoming activity as a means of easïng the students' anxiety, especially if this 

activity had a considerable amount of new materiai, but such a praçtice was not a rqylar 

part of her repertoire. Claire's practice during this study of not stresshg the vocabulary of 

the target language may help to explain some of the reluctance the studenis seem to have 

when asked to use the target langusige. in al1 voçabulary teaching instances, CIaire would 

fht  give the students the word in French, followed by the Engiish equivalent. 

Furihennore, it was rare for Claire to demonstrate a concept to the students (Le. acting 

out vocabulary) if they were having difnculty understanding, as she often resorted to 

English since it was a more expeditious strategy. 

Materiais II. 

The modifications listed in this category tefer to how the materials king Claire 

used to Mplement a tesson or those used by a student to tespond to or complete an 
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activity were altered, or included in /excluded fiom the Iesson, in order to accommodate 

the needs of the studenîs with learning disabilities- As Table 5-14 indicates, not all of the 

modifications fiom this category were implemented during the couse of the study; 'Type 

Handwritten Material," and "Roviding Speciai Equipment" (e.g cornputer) were not 

observed at all. 

Table 5.14 
Materials II: Percentage of Observed T h e  (ExcMve and Equal Foc9 
Modification Percentage 

Supplernents provided 1.3 

Type handwritten material 0.0 

Special equipment provided 0.0 

ModiQ text 3.7 

Highlight tdguides & assist notetaking 1.4 

Highlight tdguides & supplements provided 6.6 

Highlight text/guides & modifj text 2.0 

Supplements prowded & assist notetaking 0.4 

Highlighting written information (e.g. information in the textlworkbook or on 

study guides) was the most common modification in this category (5.0% exclusively, and 

used in combination with other modifications). Claire would o h  have the students 

underline keys words or phrases on their assignments. For example, she had the -dents 

compiete several activities in which the students needed to change the verb h m  the 

present tense to the past teose. Before beginning the activity, Claire would waik the 
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students thtough the text, iden- which verbs needed to be changed, and have the 

students undedine those verbs. 

Occasionally, Claire would provide students with additional activities 

(Supplements Provided) on the lesson topic; however* since most of the students in the 

class had been either formally or infonnally identified as having special needs, she 

provided the activities to al1 of the students. ManipuIatives were rarely used to help the 

students l e m  or practice a concept (1.4%). It is important to note that the 

"Manipulatives" classification in this category differs fiom the "üse manipulatives" 

classification of the c'Presentation of Materials" macro-category in that the former refers 

to student usage of manipulatives, while the latter refers to teacher usage of 

manipulatives to help implement the lesson. 

Grading, 

As Table 5.15 indicates, Claire implemented only one modification within this 

category on a consistent basis; ailowing the students to help determine the point value of 

an assignment or a question on an assignment was used 12% of the tirne. Two of the 

modifications in tbis category, 'Modifyhg Course Objectives" and "Modi@ng Course 

Weight Components" were not observed at al1 during the couse of this study. 

Table 5-15 
Gradmg: Percentage of Observeci Time (ExcIusive Focus) 
Modification Percentage 
Modiîj gradmg system 0.7 

ModifL course weigbt componeats 

Modifj. course objectives 

Studenîs help deîefmine point value 12.0 
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Assipaments and tests. 

The modifications in this macro-category affect how the task was presented d o r  

implemented, and Claire used these modifications most fkquently when the class was 

working as a whole, indicating that she may have k e n  trying to individuaiiie the 

assignment/task without drawing considerable attention to the student in question. 

As Table 5.16 indicates, Claire seemed to be very conscious of the need to provide 

clau directions to students with leamhg disabilities. She would often read the directions 

for a task doud to the students, and der  she read each step, she wodd stop to see if the 

students understood what was king asked of them. Furthemore, if the directions were 

given in French (as was aiways the case in the workbook and textbook activities), she 

would provide the English equivalent as a means of ensuring the students understood the 

task If she implemented an activity she developed herself that had an aurai emphasis, 

she would write key points fkom the directions on the board. lfshe changed the goal of 

an activity, she would write the new d i t i o n s  on the board and require the stuclents to 

write down the changes as well. 
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Table 5.16 
Assigmnents and Tests: Percentage of Obserwd Tmte (Exclusive and Equal Foc3 
Modification Percentage 
Shorten assignment 

Read directions aloud 

Give directions in ch& 

Give assignment in chunks 

Recordtype assignment 

AQpt worksheets 

Assignment notebookls heet 

Altemate assignment 

Written back-up to oral diredons 

Lower level of difficulty 

Lower reading level 

Oral cuedprompts given 

mer 

Shorten assignment & rad  directions aloud 

Shorten assignment, give directions in ch&, & give assignment in chunks 

Read directions aloud & give directions in chunks 

Read directions aloud & give assignmnirs in cfiunks 

Read directions aloud & other 

Read directions aloud, give d i i i o n s  in chunks, & wriîten back-up to oral directions 

Read d i i i o n s  aloud, give directions in chunlrs, & oral cuedprompts given 

Read diitions aloud, give directions in ch&, wriîten back-up to oral directions, & other 53 

Give & assignments in chunks 4.7 

Give directions in chunks & written back-up to oral directions 0.7 

Give directions & assignments in chunks, & other 

Give directions in ch&, written back-up to oral directions, & other 

Give assignments in ch& & other 

Give assignments in ch&, assignment notebook/sheet, & other 0.4 

h l  cuedpmmpts given & other 2.4 

Lower level of difficulty & d e r  3.5 

Claire would also break down an activity into d e r  îasks, sometimes adding 

steps bat had not been included in the initial assigrnent (5.4% exclusively, and betwm 

0.4% and 11.5% when used m çombinatim with other modifications). As pfeyiously 
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mentioned, when the students were working on assignments ihat required them to change 

the tense of a verb, Claire wouid o h  walk tiuough the passage with them, identi&ing 

al1 of the verbs that needed to be changed. Such a task was never a part of the initial 

activiîy, and dwing one of out intewiews, Claire reveaied to me that she would often add 

steps to an assignment because she believed that the students were not capable of 

completing the initial task and needed help in identifying the areas to w h m  they should 

focus their attention. 

This category examines the modifications Claire made to help reinforce and 

foilow-through on materiai. There was a very higb prevalence of these modifications 

used in combiiation with one another. These modifications were usually implemented 

upon the completion of a task or activity, because as Lemer (2000) indicates, students 

with leamhg disabilities need to be constantly provided with opportunities to interact 

with the information in a variety of ways, in addition to king reminded of their progress 

within a particular topic. 



Positive remforcanent 

Coacrete reinforcement 

Immediate féedback 

Check for understandmg 

Student repeats W o n s  

Teach study skills 

Provide study guides 

Peer-tutoring 

Reinforce assigrunent tirnelines 

Repeatlreview/drill 

Behavior contracts 

Additional practice provided 

Other 

Positive reinforcement & immediate feedback 

Positive reinforcement & check for understandimg 

Positive reinforcement, immediate feedback, & check for understanding 

Positive reinforcement, check for understandmg, & repeatlreviewlddl 

Positive reinficement, immediate feedback, & other 

Positive reuiforcemenî, immediate feedback, check for understandimg, & repeat/review/drill 

Positive remforcement, immeûiate feedback, check for understandimg, & teach study skills 

Positive reuiforcemeat, immeûiate feedback, check for understanding, & other 

Positive reinficement, immediate feedback, check for understandimg, repedreviewldrill, 
& d e r  

[rmraediate feedback & check for understandimg 

Teach study skiils, provide study guides, & repeat/review/drill 

Teach study skilis, provide study guides, & behavior contracts 

Provide sîudy guide, & repeat/review/drill 

Table 5.17 
ReinfotcemaitlFoUow-Through: Percentage of Observed Time'(Exclusive and Equal Foc9 
Modifiatious Pncentage 

2.5 

Provide study guide, tepeatl~ewldrili, & addiional practice provided 1.3 

As Table 5.17 demonstraîes, the most prevaient modification stratepy h m  this 

category was providhg positive feedback to the students. Claire constantiy commended 

students for their efforts in class, w h e t k  or not their responses were correct- Claire was 
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&O certain to provide feedback immediateIy to students (between 1.2% and 1 1.6% when 

used in combination with other modification straîegies). Claire would aiso check with 

the students throughout the lesson to make stxre that they understood what was king 

asked of them and to see if they were "on the right tracK' with their responses. 

Accordmg to my field notes, one of Claire's preferred methods for obtaining this 

information was surveying the students. She would do this by asking a question and 

providiig three possible answers. The students were to raise their han& when the 

response that most applied to their situation was stated; however, my field notes ais0 

indicate that Claire never had more than eight students reply to one of these quick 

surveys. In most instances, it appeared as if the students were not paying attention to 

what Claire was asking or eise they were too finistrated by the task to respond. 

Repetition/review/drilIing activities were other common modifications fiom this 

category (3.0% exclusively; between 0.4% and 10.6% when used in combination with 

other modifications). In addition, Claire attempted to implement a behavior contract 

with the students. On one occasion when she was scheduled to be absent for two classes, 

she drew up a contract where the students were required to monitor and self-report their 

behavior and work progress over the course of tùose two classes. Upon her return, Claire 

was to coiiect the contracts and use them in her d u a t i o n  of the student's work during 

those two days. However, I did not observe her coliecting these forms fiom the students. 

The modifications h m  th& last category were ody coded when a formal 

assessment, such as a test or quiz, was Wmg implemented. Over the course of the study, 

four formal assessments were implemented, the h t  king a pop quiz on the future tense 
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given on the first &y of the study. The quiz was initiaiiy to be in a complete-sentence 

format, but because of student anxiety, Claire changed it to a short-answer format. in 

addition, as this was a quiz that Claire created spontaneousIy, she was the only source of 

the questions. Mer she asked a question, she wrote it dom on a piece of paper. Mer 

asking al1 of the questions once, she wmt through and read the quiz to the students two 

more times. The students did not perform weU on the quiz, so Claire decided to give 

them the opportunity to take the quiz over a few classes later, provided that the students 

agreed, in writing, at the top of the pop quiz, to study for the re-quiz. The re-quiz was 

essentialiy the sarne as the pop quiz, but Claire re-ordered some of the questions, changed 

some of the verbs, and made it entirely written (both the questions and answers were 

written on the same piece of paper and Claire did not read the quiz to the students at dl). 

The students again performed poorly. The students were also given a readiig test that 

lasted the whole period and an end-of-chapter test during the course of the study. During 

al1 of these assessrnents, Claire implemented some modification strategies, as presented 

in Table 5.18. 
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Table 5.18 
Assessrnent Adaptatious: Perceatage of Observeci Ti (Exclusive agd Equal Foc0 
Modification Percentaae 
Student answers o d y  0.0 

Short-answer format used 0.0 

Provide tapeâ test 0.0 

Read test to student 2.6 

ModifL format 0.0 

Use muitiple-choice format 0.0 

Write different test 0.0 

Shorten test length 0.0 

Requise only certain sections 0.0 

Allow more tirne 0.0 

Other 2.5 

Student answers oraliy, rad test to student, & allow more tirne 1.3 

Short-answer format & read test to student 2.8 

Short-answer f m t ,  rad test to studenî, & other 0.6 

Shorten test length, require only certain sections, & other 5 3  

Allow more time & 0 t h  8.5 

As the table indicates, many of the adaptations that were included on the 

observation scheme were not observed at ail during the course of the study. The 

relatively high prevalence of the "Read Test to Studmt" rndiflcation provides fùrther 

evidence of the strong auditory emphasis of the classroom. However, given the fact that 

severai of the students witb learning disabiiities had auditory processing deficits, this 

action may have caused more harm than good, especiaily in tûe case of the pop quiz on 

the future tense that had no written back-up for the shtdents. According to my field notes, 

the "othef' ciassification refened to instances where Claire gave students the opportunity 
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to cefer to some notes written on the board to help them respond to some questions. 

Again, this occurred during the pop quiz. 

it is also worthy of mention that the reading and chapter test were taken fiom the 

program king used to teach the Grade 9 Applied Core French course-Autour t& Now 

(Coulbeck, Agro-DeRosa, & Faulds, 2000). Theoretically, as Claire indicated, these tests 

had been designed with the less-academically4kted students in mind, but d u h g  the 

implementation of the tests, Claire was constantly explaining the directions of particular 

sections or modiij4ng them slightly because the -dents had difficulty with what was 

king asked of them. 

Document Analysis 

This section will present and discuss the results of the document analysis that was 

conducted on al1 written handouts/activities provided to the students during the 

observation period. The purpose of the document analysis was to determine what 

modifications, if any, were made to the documents in order to meet the needs of the 

students with learning disabilities in Claire's classroom. I chose to conduct a document 

analysis because handouts are an extension of a teacher's pedagogy; how a tacher 

accommodates the needs of students with leaming disabilities is not restricted to actual 

teachuig practices. For the purpose of this study, a document was considered to be any 

sort of d e n  handout given to or assigned to the student by the tacher, including study 

guides, tests, quizzes, and workbook activities. 

A document analysis scheme designed specificaliy for this study, the Document 

Modifications Analysis Scheme @MAS), was used in the assessment. This scheme was 
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organized in a manner similar to the MILC; the classifications on this scheme inciuded 

modifications made to the document prior to andor during its implementation. 

The DMAS was coded in a manner similar to the observation scheme, with a 

check mark indicating the use of a particdar stratea. The classifications were either 

implemented as a primary focus (e.g. it was the only type of cIassification/modification 

made to the document within a par&icuiar category) or a combined focus (e-g. two or 

more classifications/ modifications appiied to the document within a particufar category). 

For clanfication purposes, 1 also consuited my field notes for additional insight about the 

modifications that were made to the documents thetuselves andor to the implementation 

process. As was the case with the obserration scheme analysis, the data h m  the DMAS 

were analyzed in terms of overall kquency. However, unlike with the observation 

scheme analysis, time was not the unit of analysis; for this assessment, each modification 

was considered to be a separate unit of anaiysis. For insight on how to conduct this type 

of content-based document analysis, 1 referred to Beaud and Weber (1998). 

I will present the fïndings of the document analysis in the same manner in which 1 

presented and discussed the dassroom observation resuIts. Each sub-category will be 

presented separately. The first few categmks of the scheme identiQ the date(s) the 

document was wed, its source and its purpose, before addressing the modifications that 

were made to its orgnnization, content, or implementation. The data regardhg which 

daîe(s) a document was used to detetmine its overall prevaience within the study (cg, 

the document was used on two occasions). For those documents that were used over the 

course of several class periods, I only considered them once in the anaIysis, since the 
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document was used in the same manna and with the same type of modilïcations in each 

instance. 

Document Context 

Prevaience (''datels1 used'). 

A total of twenîy-three different documents were provided to the students over the 

course of the observation period. One of the documents, the Loving Kindness 

Meditafion, was used a total of six times duhg the study. Ciaire would 0th begin or 

end the class with this meditation, and she considered it to be one of her most effective 

strategies in heiping the students with speciai needs reduce their anxiety levels. Two 

other documents were used more than once during the course of the study-La Lecture 

Orale (guidelines related to related to reading doud and the assesment of such) and Qui 

furie? (a worktmk listening activity in which the students were to identi@ who was 

speaking) (Coulbeck, Agr+deRosa, & Faulds, 2000). The remaining twenty documents 

were used only once each during the observation period. 

Source. 

This category was designed to aaalyze who or what was the actual source of the 

documents provided to the students. There was a similar category on the observation 

scheme (Materials 1: Source), but iî was expanded to include students as possible sources 

of materid. 

There were thme possible classifications within this category. 'Teacher- 

developed" refm to Claire designed specificaily fw use in the class. "Provided by 

textbookfwodhmk," indicates that the activity/handout provided to the students came 

h m  the program used in Grade 9 Applied Core French. The find classification, 
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%videcl by the school boardlresource teacher," was used to describe handouts that had 

been developed by a resource tacher or the school boatd/llilinistry for the express 

purpose of helping to a d h  the needs of the students with learning disabilities. Table 

5-19 presents the percentage breakdowu of the source of the documents considered in thïs 

Table 5.19: Permtage Breakdown of Document Source 
Document source Percentage 
Teac herdeveloped 30.4 

Provideci by textboddworkbook 65.3 

Provideci by schwl boardfresource teacherMinisûy 0.0 

Teacher developed & provideci by textbook/workbook 4.3 

As the table indicates, the textbook/workbook was the most fiequent source of 

writcen documents h i s h e d  to the students, and in aü instances, the document was taken 

fiom the workbook The second most prevalent source of the documents was the teacher. 

These results are a reversal of the findmgs fiom the observation data; the 

textbooWworkbook was identified as the source of an activity's materiais on the 

observation scheme in just over 30% of the episodes while Teacher as source accounted 

for 47.9% of the observed tirne. While such results would appear to be contradictory, it 

is important to note that the MILC classifications included audio, tactile, and other visuaI 

materials as well, thus allowing for a higher prevatence of teacher involvement in the 

development and implementation of the materiais; the DMAS considered only text-based 

documents, so it is thetefore not surprishg that the majority of the documents were in the 

textbooWworkbook classification, as this is the most readily available source of d e n  
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There was one instance when the document provided to the students had two 

origins-the teacher and the textbooWworkbook. My field notes indicate that this refers 

to the chapter test the students were given during the eighth observation period. The 

majority of the questions that were included on the test were taken fiom the test database 

that accompanied the textbook, but Claite included some questions/tasks that she had 

developed on her own. In an interview, Claire reveaIed that she included ber questions in 

this assessrnent because she believed that they were more reflective of what the students 

had Ieamed over the course of the unit. 

Function. 

Table 5.20 presents the percentage breakdown of the types of tunctions the 

documents were designed to serve. There were four possible classifications: 

Supplement/Study Guide, HomeworklClasmrork Assignment, Test/Quiz, and Other. 

Table 520: Percentage Breakdown of Document Function 
Function Percentage 
Supp Iementlstudy guide 13.0 

- - - -  

Given the high prevaience of textbooidworkbook documents in this portion of the 

study, it is not surprishg that the majority of the handouts provided to the mdents were 

either homework or cIasswork. My field notes indicate that there were only tbree 

occasions when the workbook document fùncîioned as a homework assignment; the 

workbouk was thetefore the primary source of classwork activities. Two of the 

suppIements and study guides provided to the students d h g  the observation perioà 
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were orieated towards develophg ancilor assessing the students' oral proficiency, while 

the remaining guide provided students with Uiformation on strategies to study for tests. 

T h e  of the documents that were provided to the students during the course of the 

study were assessments-one quiz and two chapter tests. The quiz was actually a re-quiz 

on the hture tense; the students had done poorly on a hture quiz that Claire had 

spontaneously developed and orally implemented in a previous ciass. The quiz was 

handwritten and based, in large part, on the original quiz. The two tests implemented 

during the study were used upon completion of the chapter. One of the tests was 

designed to assess the students' reading comprehension, and the other test was a 

srnative assessment of al1 of the vocabuiary, grammar, and cultural topics they had 

covered in the previous chapter. The former was taken directly fiom the textbook 

program, while the latter included questions fiom the textbook program and others tbat 

Claire had developed. 

Within the ' 'ûthd classification, there were three documents. The fïrst document 

was the Loving Kindness Meditation (Dr. Jack m e r ,  OISE/üT) that Claire was fond of 

using in this ciass. Claite had fltrst been provided with this meditation by one of her 

former university profesors, and she had aQpted it (e.g. translated it h m  Engiish to 

French) for use in aii of her classes. However, she adapteci it M e r  for use in Grade 9 

AppIied Core French class (e.g. she wouid do the meditation at either the beginning or 

the end of this class-ùi her other classes, the meditation was always done f'irst). The 

second document was a behaviorai contract Claire wanted al1 of the students to sign prior 

to her two-day absence. The finai "Other" document refers to aa oral assessment rubric 

Claire provided to the students on the fïrst &y of the observations. Claire explained that, 
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at the conclusion of the school year, the students were to complete a final oral assessrnent 

of their spoken French proficiency. To help the students prepare, she provicieci them with 

this document so thaî they wodd be aware of what aspects of theu speech she w d d  be 

considering and assessing. Claire used this assessrnent rubric with the Grade 9 Applied 

Core French class during the following ctass, but 1 did not observe any other instances for 

the temainder of the study, which concludeci less than a month before the end of the 

school year. 

Modifications 

Pacing. 

A modification related to the pace with which the document was implemented 

occurred only once; here, Claire e l i ia ted  a portion of the workt>ook activity , Lisons! 

Ecrivons! (Coulbeck, Agro-DeRosa, & Faulds, 2000) because she felt it was too 

complicaîed for the students to hande. For al1 of the documents considered in the 

DMAS andysis that the students w m  required to complete, most of which tmk the form 

of some sort of written activity (86.9%), I did not observe Claire rnake any modifications 

for the tirne aflotments of the activity. 

As with the MILC observation scfieme, this macmcategory UicIuded a micro- 

category designed to identi@ the emphasis of the document (auditory, v i d ,  tactile, 

multi-dimensionai). Even though di of the documents were text-based, 1 redized dirring 

the pilothg pmcess thaî the written documents could be used as a complement to or as a 

means of emphasipng another form of expression. While these classifications do not 

refer to specinc m&cations made to the documents, 1 d&ded ta inchde theni in the 
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scheme because they serveci to better contextualize the function and goals of the 

document. Again, I separated the analysis of the "Emphasis" h m  the other 

modifications in the category. 

b h a s i s .  

According to Thle 5-21, most of the documents that were provided to the students 

during the time of the study were designed to incorporate andor complement a visual 

emphasis. A cursory examination of the documents that were placed in this category 

revealed that al1 of the documents relied on pictures to heIp clarifL1reinforce what was 

king asked of the students andor provided additional reinforcement for other text-based 

materiai (e-g. a question-and-mer activity that was based on a reading firom the text). 

The documents that were classified in the "Auditory7' emphasis category were ail 

listening comprehmion activities taken h m  the worktmk. Claire would read a 

dialogue to the students, and they would indicate their mponses to the questions on the 

dialogue in the workkmk. The workbook did not provide any sort of Uifonnation or 

clarification about the text king read to the students; only a list of the possible answers 

was included on these handouts. Two of the documents provided to the students had an 

equaI emphasis on audio and visual idormation. Both of these handouts were workbook 

activities tbat combined an aura1 component with a texî-based component. Again, Claire 

would read a dialogue or question prompts to the students, and using the information 

provided in the workbook, the students were to indicate their responses. None of the 

documents provided to the students during the observation period complemented andor 

reinforced a tactile or multi-dimensional approach to the matenal. 
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Table 5.2 1 : Petcentage Breakdown of Document Emphasis 
Emphasis Pacentap 
Auditory 34.8 

V i l  56.5 

Auditory & Viiual 8.7 

m e r  modifications. 

Within this category, there were five possible modifications: "Emphasize Criticai 

Information," "AddRemove Steps," "Explain Expectations," "Read to Student," and 

''ûthef' that could be used during the initial presentation of the materials to the students. 

In most instances, the modifications were implemented in combination with one another. 

In support of Claire's statements during our interviews about the constant need to modi@ 

the materials in the Autour de Nous program (Coulbeck et al., 2000), those documents 

that were taken fkom the textbooWworkbook program had higher numbers of 

mudifi cations across al1 categories. However, not al1 of the documents required 

modifications from this micru-category (Presentation of Materials), so the perceotages do 

not add up to 100%. Table 5.22 presents the fîndiigs h m  this portion of the analysis- 

As the table indicates, the most common modification within this category was 

Wead to Student". This category does not consider iistening comprehension activities, as 

CIaire had to read these activities to the students since she did not have the audio 

recordings. Ali of the documents that were classified in this category had much more text 

than other documents considered in the analysis, and Claire would read these to the 

students to help them with their tracking of the questions and their responses. Dtning one 

of our interviews, Claire indicated that she strongly beiieved that teading documents to 

the students provided them with additional reinforcement of the material and whenever 
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the students were codionted with a document that had a lot of written information, CIaire 

made a point of reading it to the students, sometimes up to tbree times, before proceeding 

with the task At this point, it should be mentioned that even though Claire implemeuted 

many of these straîegies for the entire class, 1 still considered them to be modification 

strategies made for the students with leaming disabilities. During one of our initial 

interviews, Claire indicated that because the majority of the students in the class had 

either been formally or informally identified with some type of learning disability, she 

would ofien extend modifications to the whole class. She acknowledged that doing so 

would somehes give the stronger students an even pater advantage, and thus 

compromise the very purpose of a modification strategy, but she believed that if she had 

to make a change for one student or a small group of students, the other students in the 

class should at least be given the option of taking advantage of the modification, as it 

may be better suited to their learning styles. 

Table 5.22: Percentage Breakdown of Presentation of Materials Modifications 
Modifications P m g e  
Emphasize critical information 4.3 

Addrernove step(s) 8.7 

Explain expecîations 8-7 

Read to student 26.1 

Emphasii criticai information & addlremove steps 4.3 

Emphasize criticaI information & explain expectations 17.4 

Emphasize critical Uiformatioa, explam expectatiow, & read to student 8.7 

Addltemove step(s) & read to student 4 3  

Read to snident & other 4.3 
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Claire was also certain to emphasize key points of information on the documents, 

either orally (as indicated in my field notes) or by physicaüy showing the students the 

portion(s) of the document to which they should pay specific attention. In most 

instances, this "critical information" was related to the directions of a task, usually a key 

vocabulary word or phrase that, if misunderstood, could prevent the student fiom 

accurately complethg the task 

Occasionaily, Claire would add or remove steps to an assignment (8.7% 

exclusively, 8.6% in combination with other strategies), and in ail cases, she 

spontaneously decided to add or rernove a step once she had begun to go over the 

directions andior expectations of the assignment. In al1 but one instance, Claire added an 

additional step to the assignment, usually requiring the students to go through the activity 

and ideni.@ al1 of the verbs prior to anmering the questions, even if the activity did not 

have an emphasis on verb fonns. Claire was aIso carefùl to ensure that the students 

clearly understood the expeciatïons of tsisks (8.7% exclusively, 26.1% in combination 

with other modifications), o h n  going over them more than once prior to letting the 

students begin. 

Materials. 

Table 5.23 presents the percentage breakdom of the modifications that were made 

to the documents prior to or during the implementation process. As the table indicates, 

the most fiequently used m&&m was "Give Assistance with Handout" (60.9Oh 

exclusive), During the implementation of many of these handouts/activities, Claire 

would circulate around the mm, dways stopping to check on a particular group of 

students to offer needed assistance, whether it was clarification of the directions, 
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checking answers, or offering encouragement. Again, while 1 did not know which 

students had been fomaUy or informaiiy idenîifïed with leaming disabilities, 1 assumed 

thaî since Claire usually concentrated ber efforts on this particular gcoup during these 

activities, these were the students who required additional assistance. 

Table 5.23: Percentage Breakdowu of Materials Modifications 
Modifications Percentage - 
Give assistance with handout 60.9 

Give assistance with handout & simplet tdrnaterials 4.3 

Give assistance with handout & highlight text/materials 13.0 

Claire would also make changes to the text of a document so that the students 

would easily recognize the key information. For those documents that she produced 

herselt key information was usually written in a larger font or placed in bold. At times, 

she would have the students underline a d o r  highlight key information in the directions 

or the questions of an assignment. She often did this with the workbook activities 

because, as she revealed during one of our intewiews, she believed that the directions that 

were used for the workbook activities were often so poorly worded that the students 

would have diflïculty figuring out what was bemg asked of them. Therefore, to help 

foçus their attention on the precise tasks of an activity, she wouid have them underlie, 

highligfit, or ewn translate into English aü of the important words in the document 

(13.0°/0 in combination with other modifications). At hrst glance, it wouid be reasonable 

to argue îbaî this modification is not Lmlike the "Emphasize Criticai Information" 

modification, but "Highiight Text/Materiais" was restricted to Wntten changes to the 

document. "Emphasize Criticai Iofonnation" referred to key infonnation oraiiy 
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emphasized or areas on the a that Claire had physicaiiy demonstrated (i.e. pointed out) to 

be crucial. Combined, these modifications serve to provide the student with a cleat-cut 

understanding of the expectaîions set before them. 

During a few of the listening comprehension activities, Claire would simplifjc the 

dialogue that sfie read to the -dents. She mentioued to me during the piloting process 

that she was never able to impiement a listening comprehension dialogue with this class 

as it was written in the book because it did not entirely correspond to the grammatical 

structure and vocabulary that the students had been leamhg over the course of the 

chapter, a problem that she said was more characteristic of the Applied program than the 

Academic program. For instance, one of the listening comprehension activities that she 

implemented during the course of the study inctuded a verb tense (the conditional) that 

the students had not &en taught, nor expected to leam in Grade 9. Therefore, she felt she 

had to re-write the dialogue in a tense with which the students were familiar before she 

could use it with the students. During one of our informal after-class discussions, Claire 

indicated that she felt that the stronger students in the class would have been able to 

complete the original Iistening comprehension task with a betîer-than-average degree of 

success, but that the students with leaming disabilities, especially those with audiolinguai 

processing challenges, would have stniggled enormously. However, it appeared that 

s i m p r n g  the text as a whole was a more expeditious modification strategy for Claire. 

The modifications within this category address the directions for an assigument, its 

length, its presentatim format (e.g., type-written vs. handwntten), its level of difficulty, 

and the visuals/exemplars used to implement a task. Unlike the modifications included in 
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the Materials sub-category, the m ~ c a t i o n s  in this category were made to only a 

portion of the original document. In hindsight, perhaps it would have been wise to 

include a category on the use of English in the documents, as the observation period 

reveaied it to be one of Claire's more prominent modification strategies during the 

implementation of an assignment. 

Table 5.24 indicates that the mostly fiequently noted modification strategies 

within this category reIated to the directions of an assignment. As previously mentioned 

in this chapter and in the chapter descriiing the tacher interviews, Claire indicated that 

clariijring the directions of an assignment was one of the most fiequently recommended 

modification straîegies for the students who had ken formaily identified with leaming 

disabilities. As evidenced by this document analysis, it is obvious that Claire is 

consistently implementing this modification. It was tare for her to go over the dictions 

of a task (oral or written) only once; for al1 of the documents included in this analysis, my 

field notes indicate that she went over the directions of an assignment, on average, three 

tirnes. As the table indicates, Claire hquentiy gave the directions of an assignment in 

s d  steps. She wouid read the fmt liae of the directions and ask the students to provide 

some sort of feedback indicating they knew what was king asked of them before moving 

on to the next step. At times, if the assignment required the student to complete several 

tasks, she wouid read the directions fm the tüst task and have the students complete that 

portion of the task before going over the directions for the next stage of the assignment. 

In addition, even though al1 of the assignrnents that were included in this document 

analysis included d e n  directions, Claire would aiso write the key words/phrases/page 

numbers related to the assigmnent on the board as additional reinforcement, 



Table 5.24: Percemage Breakdown of A s s i m e s t i n e :  Modifications 
~&&tions Pmentage 
Directions Witten in small steps 13.0 

Writîen back-up to oral directions 4.3 

Lowe reading level 

Provide examples of finished product 

Shorten assignment & give alteniate assignment 4.3 

Directions given in srnail steps & alternate assignment 8.7 

Directions given in small steps, aitemate assignment & lower teading level 8.7 

Directions @en in small steps, alternate assignment, & provide exarnples of 
hished product 4.3 

Directions given in small steps & writkn back-up to oral directions 30.4 

Directions given in mal1 steps, d e n  back-up to oral directions & provide 
exampies of fuiished product 4.3 

Adapt worhheet/packet, alternate assignment, lower reading level, & provide 
examples of finished product 4.3 

Adapt worksheetlpacket, d e n  back-up to ml directions, & provide examples 
of finished product 4.3 

There were instances in which Claire would alter the original goals of an 

assignment and would have to change the document accordingly. For instance, there 

were a few occasions when she determined that most of the students in the class could not 

easily complete a listening comprehension tasic; she changed it to a written task. During 

one of our interviews, Claire indicated that these changes were made with the students 

with les-g disabilities in mhd, because she felt it would be easier and less frustrating 

for them to indicate their understanding by wciting one word or a short phrase than by 

checkhg one of several boxes. In one of these hances, she felt that the reading level of 

the document was too advanced for the students (it was the portion of Lu Lechae Orale 

document which she developed, descri'bing how students were to be assessed). So, in 

addition to adapting the document to beüer fit the needs of the task and the students, 

changing iîs original hction (h sehssessment based to teacher-assessrnent based), 
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she had to change the reading tevel, On the boIird, she wrote a simplified version of the 

criteria the students were to use in their analysis of the assessment that none of the 

students had difficulty reading, even though the text was in French. 

Claire was also fond of aliowing the students to have a say in how they were to 

complete an assignment tbat came h m  ttie workbook. She would indicate to the 

students that they could choose one of two ways to compkte the task, usually by allowing 

them to decide ifthey wanted to complete it as an oral assignment or complete it as a 

written assignuient, with some modifications to the types of answers the students would 

be required to provide. The students seemed to appreciate k ing  able to be involved in 

how they were going to indicaie their understandimg of a concept. As stated previously, 

Lmer (2000) strongly recommends that students with learning disabilities be provided 

with opportunities that allow them to choose how tbgr are to express thernselves in their 

Leaming process. 

Grades. 

Of the twenty-three documents provided to the students during the observation 

period, seventeen had some type of component that required the students to receive a 

gade for their performance, Claire did not make any changes to her assessment and 

grading ptocess of these students as per the criteria on this scheme. 

SummarY 

Over the course of the siudy, 1 observeci Claire implement fifty-three of the 

possible seventy-four modifications (exclusive, primary, or equai focus) that were 

inciuded on the MILC scheme (71% of total modifications). The most kquently 

o k ~ e d  modification sttategies included (based on exclusive and equal foci data): 
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"Remind Students of Timing," 'Mnimbe Audio Distractions," ''Use English to Clarify," 

"Read Directions Alouci," "Give Directions in Chunks," "Written Back-Up to ûraî 

Directions," "Positive Reinforcement," "immediate Feedback," and 'Check for 

Understanding." A few of the modif?cations that Claire did not irnplement during the 

course of the study (e-g. ''Speciai Equipment Provided," "!3pecial Education Aide 

Present") were not necessarily required in order to accommodate the needs of the 

students with leamhg disabilities in this class. During the document analysis, I found 

that Claire had implemented sixteen of the possible twenty-four modifications (66% of 

total modifications). The most common modifications revealed during the DMAS 

analysis included: "Read Il>ocument] to Student," "ûive Assistance with Handout", 

'%ive Directions in Chunks," and "Written Back-Up to Orai Directions." 

The final chapter of my thesis will discuss the implications of the fmdings 

revealed in the two previous chaptm, includiug an examination of how Claire's beliefs 

shaped her pedagogy, how her pedagogical choices appeared to impact the students, and 

how the results of this study compare to other core French and learning disabilities 

studies. 1 will aIso address the limitations of this study and make recommendations for 

future research. 
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Discussion 

This chapter will discuss the study's fmdings and their implications, in addition to 

limitations and directions for îùture research. The discussion will be organized according 

to the research questions, as opposed to the methodologies, because I believe it pennits a 

more 'ktegrated" discussion of Claire's beliefs and pedagogy. Each research question 

will be addressed individually, but the limitations and the implications of the study will 

be discussed at a more general level. 

Teacher Beliefs about Accommodatin~. Students with Learning; Disabilities in Core 

~rench'* 

It seems that, overall, Claire's beliefs towatds accommodating the needs of 

students with leaming disabilities in her class were positive. During oui inte~ews, 

Claire indicated that she believed that, in generaI, these students should be given the 

opportunity to l e m  French, as she contended it could be a ùeneficial experience for the 

student, provided adequate support is offered. Claire argued that the students' linguistic 

and cultural knowledge would certainiy hefit  f?om king in a second language 

classroom, as evidenced by her own experiences becoming fluent ia French despite 

having Ieaming disabilities. She aiso seemed to be very aware of the various ways in 

which Ieaming disabitities could manifest themselves in students. She demonstrated 

clear knowledge of the multitude of strategies teachers can use to accommodate the needs 

of these students, al1 the while king conscious and respectfiil of successful second 

language pedagogy and the goals of the program. CIaire was contident that her formal 
- -- - 

Is Re& mm one: Wbat does a Grade 9 Applied C a  French teacher believe about accommadating the 
needs ofstudents with leaming disabiiities in M e r  ci-? 
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training and practical experience had providecl her with a solid foundaîiion for teaching 

Fmch to a ciass where the rnajotity of students had been either formaily or informally 

identifieci with learning disabilities. 

I believe that Claire's attitudes vis à vis the accommodation of the studenis with 

learning disabilities in her class were undoubtdly infiuenced by ber own personal 

stnrggles to compensate for ber own Iearnhg disabilities. Not oniy did she have the 

theoreticai howledge related to the teaching of students with leaming disabilities, but 

she had personal, practical experience as well. She could identie with this student 

population in ways that most other teachers m o t ,  making pedagogical adjustments 

somewhat natural for her. For instance, she felt that her own leamhg disabilities and 

experience enabled her to more easily identi@ the components of the formal curriculum 

with which the students would struggle; she predicted the problematic topics based on 

which topics she had more difficulty working through durhg the planning process. 

Despite havuig native-Iike proficiency in French, there were occasions when Claire's 

leaniing disabilities irnpeded her ability to understand the gods of an activity der  the 

fmt, second, or even third reading. Equipped with this knowledge, Claire could modify 

the activity accordingîy, making it more suitable, or in her words, "palatabIe9' for this 

student population. Even though she had amed her Speçialist certification in Special 

Edwation, it was her personai practicai experiences that oflen shaped h a  pedagogy and 

modification strategies-the formai ûaining seemed only to provide the valiâation for her 

practices. 

It wodd be reasonrible to argue that Claire has an unparaiteled Ievel of experience 

and knowledge regardhg teaching students with special needs in the second language 
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clasmm because of her own learning disabilitia. Therefore, it is quite possible that her 

teaching strategies and beliefs regarding studenîs with leamiag disabiiities are exceptions 

to the nom and thetefore not representaîive of îypical teacher beliefs and practices in the 

first place. Calman and Daniel (1998) conducted a study in a large urban school board in 

Ontario and found that the participating Core French teachers did not have favorable 

attitudes towards includhg studenis with exceptionalities (primarily students with 

learning disabiiities) in the program. Almost fi@ percent of the surveyed teachers 

believed that these students a e d  sigtiificant problems for the teacher and would be 

better off in a different class. However, additional research is needed, in my opinion, to 

determine the state of Ontario Core French teactiers' beliefs about accommodating the 

needs of students with learning disabilities in the program. Cairnan and Daniel (1998) 

restricted their study to Core French teachers at the Grade 5 and Grade 8 levels, and my 

study oniy considered the thoughts of one Grade 9 teacher's thoughts and practices. A 

study that incorporates the perspectives of Core French teachers fiom al1 mandatory 

grade levels would be usehl. 

I think it is also important to examine the issue of student behavior in relation to 

this research question. During a few of the interviews, I developed the impression that 

Claire did not expect the students to be weii behaved in class, particularly those 1 

suspected suffered tkom ADD or ADHD. It wodd be reasonable to argue that such an 

opinion was based on seven months of ewence working with these students, but there 

are times when 1 wondered if Claire's opinion may have provoked the students to 

rnisbehave more-as a sort of self-lkitühg pmphecy. There were times when Claire 
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expressed to the students that she held low opinions of their behavior and it is possible 

that the students somehow wanted to live up to this expectaîion. 

Closely related to the issue of student behavior is the issue of student trust; 1 

M y  believe that developing t m t  in the students and their opinions has a positive 

impact on student behavior. Throughout many of the interviews, Claire indicated that she 

did not necessarily trust some of the students in the class, whether it was because of 

previous poor behavior, poor attitude, or overail performance in the class. She made 

severai comments in which she indicated that she did not trust the students to take 

responsibility and ownership in their learning, and at one point indicated that she felt she 

preferred to have exclusive control over the students' Leanring. 

ûverall, Claire had a positive attitude regarding the accommodation of students 

wiui learning disabilities, but did seem to have some concerns about student betiavior and 

student trust. Mile it is uncertain how Claire's feelings regarding the students' behavior 

and ability be tnisted was perceived by the students, they undoubtedly impacted her 

pedagogy, as evidenced by ber reluctance to irnplement certain types of activities in this 

cIass. However, as previously mentioued, it appears that Claire's personal experience 

with ADD and dyslexia has perhaps exerted the most influence on her beliefs and 

pew3ow- 

Modifications Used to Accommodate the Needs of the Students with Leaniinq 

~isabilities'~ 

Research question two was interested in i d e n t w g  the specific rnodificatim 

strategies that Claire used to accommodate the ne& of the students with leanring 

ts R e a c b  question two: What Spes ofcunicuiar and pedagogicai moditicatians are used to meet the needs of 
students with learning d i i i l i t i s  in a Grade 9 Core Fraich classotrm? 
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disabilities. Many of the modification strategies that were included in the MILC and 

DMAS schemes were irnplemented on only one or a couple of occasions during the 

study, but there were several strategies that were incorporated into her pedagogy on a 

daily basis. 

As stated in the previous chapter, some of the more prevalent modification 

strategies found upon the anaiysis of the MEC and DMAS data included: 'WMinimize 

audio distractions," "se Englisb to clarifl," "Rad d i t i o n s  alouci," "Give directions in 

ch&," "Give assistance with handout," "Written back-up to oral Directions," 'Tositive 

reinforcement," "Immediate fedback," and "Check for understandmg." With the 

exception of the "Use English to dari@'' modification, al1 of the dore-mentioned 

strategies have been fiequently recommended by teamhg disabilities researchers and 

educators for accommodating the needs of this student population (see for example, 

Bender, 2001; Lemer, 2000; Lemer, Lowenthal, & Lemer, 1995; Mercer, 1997). During 

our interviews, Claire revealed thaî the most fiequently mommended modification 

strategies (as stated in the -dents' hdividuaiized Education Plans) related to the 

implernentation of the directions of an assignment/task; it was often encouraged that the 

âirections be repeated more than once, key wotds in the directions be highlightedl 

undedinedl emphasized, and that wriîten back-up to the directions be given. Results 

h m  the classroom observation and document analysis seem to indicate that Claire has 

successfùlly incorporated this accommoQtion into her pedagogy for this c h .  

To help guide the remahhg discussion of the types and impact of accommodation 

strategies 1 observeci during the observation petiod, 1 will use the macro-category 

headings of the M E C  scheme to help organize this summary, but will incorporate 
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perspectives h m  aii three methodologies. Al1 of the headings except for cWerials f' 

are hcluded. 

Participant Organization 

The results of the observation W o d  indicate that Claire's Core French cfassroom 

was very teachersriented, a similar hding to Calman's and Daniel's (1998). During 

one of the interviews, Claire revealed to me thai she usually prefers to restrict teacher- 

oriented interaction in most classes to l es  than 20% of total class tirne, but she felt that 

such a percentage was not feasible to attain in this Applied class since she constantly 

needed to be "'on top" of what was happening if she hoped to ensure that the students 

were learning. Therefore, it appears that Claire considered a teacher-orienteci classroom 

to be a modification of her traditionaI teaching approach, and thus, a means of 

accornmodating the needs of the students with learning disabilities in the class. 

Combing theoretical perspectives and practicai experience, Richardson-Coombs 

and Norman (1 W8) contend that significant amounts of tacher-led instruction can 

contribute to feelings of fnistration and low seif-esteem on the part of the student with 

special needs in the generai education classroom because they feeI that this type of 

instruction impedes the ability of the tacher to effectively modifjl the material in order to 

help the student. Therefore, they argue that teachers should hplement an integrative 

approach to teaching students with special needs that is much more student-centered in 

order to overcome the students' feelings of frustration. While such an argument 

undoubtedly supports the Ontario Ministry of Education's contention that the clitssroom, 

secosid language or otherwii, shouid be student-centered, Richardson-Coombs' and 

Norman's (1998) position regarding the oqanidon  of classrooms that incIude studeuts 
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with leaming disabilities appears to be in the minority (Ontario Ministry of Education, 

2000). Hurst's (1%6) account of her approach to teaching Spanish to students with 

leaming disabilities describes several activities in which she was responsible for initiating 

and maùitaining the interaction within the cIass, thus giving the impression that while 

students were often actively engaged in the learning activities, the teacher was primarily 

responsible for initiating andfor maintainhg the interaction within the class. Lerner 

(2000) and Mercer (1997) also describe how teachers of students with leaming 

disabilities need to maintah an active role in these students' learning process, providing 

constant assistance, reinforcement, andjor encouragement; teacher-directed instruction is 

the only way, they contend, to ensure that the needs of the student with learning 

disabilities are king met. In some ways, it would be reasonable to argue that because a 

student with leaming disabilities requires a particular kind of attention from the teacher, a 

higher-than-average prevaience of teacher-led interaction would be expected in this 

classroom. However, the opposite argument wouId also hold tnie; because a student with 

leaming disabilities has different needs, providing himlher with the opportunity to engage 

in more student-centered leaniing wouid enable h i e r  to have an educational 

experience more suited to hisher needs and abilities. Obviously, more research on the 

effects of student-centered and teacher-centered leaming on the Ieaniing experience of 

students with learning disabiiities is needed. 

Focus - 
As mentioned in Chapter 5, there were at least a dozen episodes in each cIass in 

which Claire had to address discipline issues, either by quieting the students down, 

changing the seating arrangement, or reprimanding poor behavior. Lemer (2000) and 
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Mercer (1997), among others, have commented on how students with learning disabilities 

often pose discipline problems in class. In the early days of learning disabilities researcti, 

this poor behaviot was considered to be a characteristic of students with leaming 

disabilities, but firttfier research (see for example, McLeskey, 1992; Smith, 1994) 

contends that the misbehavior is often the manifestation of the student's fiutration in not 

king able to succeed in school or because hekhe is not able to easily form fiiendships 

because of his/her limited communication abilities. During one of our interviews, Claire 

indicated that she used student behavior to help determine whether or not the 

modifications were helping the student perform better, and mentioned that students with 

learning disabilities who misbehave in class are often W t e d  with the material. 

Therefore, based on the numerous episodes in which 1 observed Claire to be disciplinhg 

the students in one way or another, it would be reasonable to argue that there were 

obvious levels of student frustration in this class. Claire did seem aware of the students' 

frustration, and during one of our infomal, afterclass discussions (which 1 included in 

my field notes), she told me that when she entered the classroom each day, she was 

determineci to somehow ease the students' anxieties and create a more positive learning 

environment. 

With regards to the liaguistic focus of the clasmm, the results of the observation 

period indicate that the primary emphasis was on linguistic forms, accounting for nearly 

55% of the time (in either an exclusive or combined focus). While an approach that has 

such a high prevalence of decontextualized focus on form has been argued to be 

detrimental to devetoping L2 pficiency (see for instance, Doughty & Varela, 1 B8), 

CaIman and Daniei (1998) observeci a simiiar prevalence of focus on form in theu study. 
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For 34% of the observed tirne, 1 noted that the activities had a communicative-fünctionai 

focus, which required the students to apply their knowledge of a specific language fom 

to a particular communicative task. The current Ontario Core French curriculum 

advocates a communicative approach to learning French, but there is no indication as to 

how many classroom activities should have a communicative focus (Ontario Ministry of 

Education & Training, 1999). Ia Turnbull's (1999) study, a communicative focus was 

the most prevalent among bis participants, but it should be noted that the fiequency of a 

communicative emphasis in Claire's classroom was similar to ihat of the teachers in 

Turnbull's study. I did not observe C h e  implementing lessom in which there was a 

sociolinguistic or discourse focus; this hding is similar to the results of the Calman and 

Daniel study. During one of our interviews, Claire indicated that it was sufficiently 

challenging to teach studeats the f o m  and functions of the French language; she may 

have elimuiated the sociolinguistic and discourse foci fiom her repertoüe in this class 

because of the challenges in helping them master the forms and functions. in her 0 t h  

classes (which 1 informally observed), E did see some episodes in which Claire addressed 

the sociolinguistic and discourse fimctim of the French language, so therefore it is 

possible to argue that their exclusion fkom this Applied class was indeed a modification 

to her traditionai pedagogy. 

Assesment 

For aimost 50% of the episodes 1 observed during the ten classes, I noted that 

Claire irnplemented some form of fotmative assessrneut, usually in an informal rna.net. 

Lenier (2000) has advocated that students with leaming disabilities be provideci with the 
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opprtunity to be informally assessed ofien throughout the class period, as it enabtes 

them to be better aware of their status in the class and with the material. 

Informal self- and peer-assessments were also noticeable assessment tmls in 

Claire's classroom (7.4% and 6.3%, cespectively). Riley (1996) contends that students 

with Iearning disabilities should be provided with numerous oppoctunities to self-assess, 

as self-assessments provide more accurate insight about what the student knows at a 

particular point than any other form of assessment would be able to do. While many 

researchers in the field of learning disabilities advocate peer-collaboration on activities 

(see for example, Hmt, 1996; Lemer 2000; Mercer, 1997), peer assessment is not 

inchded as a favorable strategy for helping students with learning disabilities. The belief 

is that the self-esteern of the student with leadng disabilities may be compromised, 

because other students in the class become aware of the extent of his/her deficits. 

(Masters, Mori & Mon, 2000). However, even though it is uncertain how the use of 

peer-correction in Claire's classroom impacted the self-esteem of the students with 

learning disabilities, Claire believed that peer correction was a valuable assessment tool, 

as she contended that the students more readily identified mistakes in their classrnates' 

work than in their own, but as the observations revealed, she did not use this strategy 

extmsively. While she acknowledged that self-assessrnent was also an important 

strategy, she seemed to believe that peer-correction was more effective in helping 

students M e r  their proficiency in French. However, as the results of the observation 

pwiod indicate, self-assessrnent was more prevalent than peer-assesment. 
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Content Control 

As revealed by the MILC, Claire was primarily responsible for initiating d o r  

maintahhg the topics that w m  covered in class; the students were somehow involved in 

tbis process in approxirnately 37% of the episodes. Lmer (2060) contends that by 

incorporathg the opinions of students with learaing disabilities into program 

development and implementation, the students are going to feel more empowered in theù 

learning. On those occasions in which 1 observed Claire providing students with the 

opportunity to have more of a say in their tearning, the students seemed to respond 

favorably. In addition, when I observed Claire incorporating student input and showing 

trust in their juàgment, the students seemed to be more receptive to the iastruction, more 

respectfbl of Claire and of each other, and less fnistrated by their classrwm experience; 

Lerner (2000) argues that involving students with leming disabilities in the selection and 

implementation of topics and activities is an effective strategy for maintainhg a hi& 

level of interest in the class and for reducing levels of d e n t  frustration. Ames (1999) 

also contends that involving students with learning disabilities in the selection and 

implemeatation of activities in the foreign/second ianguage classroorn allows the teacher 

to becorne better acquainted with the needs and abilities of the student, so that the teacher 

may be able to better individualize the curriculum a d o r  pedagogy for the student. While 

I did observe C l a h  to incorporate student input into the decision-making process, she 

may have diminished the amount of student involvement because of her own expert*ence 

with ADD and dyslexia; because she had personal knowledge of how these Ieaming 

disabilities impacted learniug, she may not have feh it necessary to consult with the 

students to decide *ch activities would be more helpfiil. 
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h m e  Use 

in this study, 1 observed English to play a strong role in the classroom, sometimes 

serving as the primary language of instniction. The most cornmon pattern of French- 

English iauguage usage in the Applied class involved an equai mix of the two languages 

(56.0% for the teacher, 47.1% for the students), but 1 do know h m  infonnally observing 

Claire's other classes that French was the exclusive Ianguage for her and her students the 

majority of tùe tirne. This class apparently seerned exceptional in terms of TL and L1 

usage, perhaps as a result of the speciai needs of many of the students. 

in those instances in which the lesson or the activity was administered in French, 

Claire would use often Engiish to clarify the directions or questions of the task, because, 

as she reveaied to me during one of our interviews, using English was the only way to 

ensure that the students were understanding the materiai. Furthemore, Claire indicated 

that she felt that it was not possible to maintain French as the predominant language in 

the classroom because too many of the students had enough difficulty understanding the 

material when it was presented in English. While she also acknowledged during one of 

our interviews that she W y  bekves that students with leamhg disabilities can 

successfûily Iearn a foreignlsecond language, she contended that it is only feasible with 

considerable support in the L 1. 

According to the Ontario Ministry of Education Guidelines (1999) for French as a 

Second Language programs, 'French must be the Ianguage of communication in class, so 

students can practise speaking in French and consistently hear French [beingl spoken." 

While there is no information avaiiabte in the guidelines regarding how much French 

teachers are expected to use in class, the above statement does seem to imply that the use 
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of English, in any manner, is highly discouraged. Claire only used French exclusively in 

sligbtly over 10% of the observed activities and episodes, a finding similar to Teacher 4's 

use of French in Turnbull's (1999) study; of the four teachers observed in his study, 

Teacher 4 had the lowest percentage of exclusive French usage (9%). In addition, it is 

also important to note that the students had a higher prevalence of exclusive French use, 

as they were ofien required to respond in French when the prompting question or 

comment had been made in Engiish. French was indeed used as language of 

communication in Claire's classroom, but it remains to be seen whether or not the 

percentage level would be deemed acceptable by the Ministry. 

In their 1998 study, Calman and Daniel found that 20% of the Grade 8 Core 

French teachers observed in their study used English more than 40% of the time, whether 

it be the primary language of an activity or used in combination wiîh French (Le. duriag a 

translation activity). Under the guidelines used by the school board where the study took 

place, such a practice was deemed unacceptable; in fact, the school board considered use 

of English during more than 5% of total class t h e  to be unacceptable. However, before 

arguing that such evidence provides M e r  support that Claire's extensive use of English 

was counter-productive to developing student proficiency in ~rench*', it is important to 

consider research conducted by Spatks, Ganschow, Pohlman, Skinner and Artzer (1992). 

They found that students with learning disabilities andlor foreign language leaming 

difflculties who wece taught Spanish using a multi-sensory approach that integrated 

Engiish outperformed on ail measures of native language phonologicai skills and on both 

See, for example, the Carroi1 (1975) study ofFrench as a second language pmgrams in eight carniries. tk b d  
that sbdeats who achieved the highest Ieveis of  pmficiency m French were in cIassrooms where French was the 
dominant Ianguage the ovemhelming majority of the tirne and Engiii use was as minima1 as possiile. 
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the Short and Long Forms of the Modern Languagc Aptitude Test another group of 

students with leaming disabilities andbr foreign Language leamhg difficuities who wece 

taught using a muiti-sensory approach that excluded Engiish. Therefore, it seerns that 

students wi& !amhg disabilities may benefit more when English is incorporated into the 

teacher's pedagogy, but additiond research is neded to determine how much and when 

English should be used to help these students. 

When considering the amount of French used in the Applied Cote French class, it 

is also important to keep in mind Claire's comrnents about how the students' ofien had 

trouble processing information when it was presented in English. If Claire felt that the 

students had difficulty with the material when she used English, it would be therefore 

reasonable to argue that she was reiuctant to make French the exclusive language of 

many of the interactions out ofa fear that the students would be totaily Iost in the 

materiai. Such a concem is very viable in second language classrooms where students 
I 

with speciai ne& are enroileci; if the studeat canot properly fùnction in the fini 

language, how wilI it be possible to develop hismer proficiency in a second language? 

As much as the teacher may want to use the TL and make it the predominant language of 

the classroom, the students' linguistic processing capgbilities would undoubtedly 

innuence a teacher's use of one language over another. Therefore, the question then 

becomes how to ensure that the students with leamhg disabilities are able to understand 

the materid without compromishg their burgeoning second ianguage proficiency. While 

Sparks et al. (1992) argue that English is more effective in helping the students with 

learning disabiiities become more proficieat in the target language when the teacher 

incorporates it, not excludes it, h m  hidher pedagogy, they did not provide any 
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guidelines as to how much or when. Therefore, it may be of use to tum to the ideas of 

Stern (1992) for some guidance. He adaiowledges that the fht language is the h e  of 

reference for learning the second language, but recommends that educators gradually 

diminish the role of the nrst language in the class as they develop their new reference 

system in the second language. This recommendation parallels Vygotsky's (1978) notion 

of scaffolded instruction that has been advocated as an effective teaching strategy by 

speciai education researchers (e.g. Stone, 1998); in order to help the student achieve the 

next level of cognitive and linguistic development, the teacher provides assistance and 

support to the student. As the student becornes more adept at interpreting and conveying 

the material, the support (in this case, the fht language) is gradually withdrawn. Several 

second language education researchers (see, for example, Anton & Dicarnilla, 1998; 

Brooks & Donato, 1994; Swain & Lapkin, 2000) have argued that allowing students to 

use the L1 while negotiating meaning the TL heIps to M e r  the students' TL proficiency 

more readily than if they were denied access to the L 1 .However, it is uncertain how much 

Engiish usage is sufficient for providing adequate support. Obviously, more research is 

needed to determine the d e  of the L1 in second language learning, especially when 

considering students with learning disabilities. 

Student Modaliiy 

The results of the classroom observations reveded that Claire's students were 

engaged in Iistening more so than any other mode of communication. These hdings 

echo those of the Calman and Daniel (1998) study, which found that students were 

engaged in listening the majority of the obmed  the. in addition, the students in 

Claire's classroom did not have m a q  opportunities to use their spoken or written French 
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skills beyond one-word or one-sentence utterances durhg the study. Swai. (1993) 

contends that producing oral or written laaguage in the second language classroom is 

crucial for developing and finthering proficiency in the target language, but it is uncertain 

how the M t e d  opportunities to interact with the target language, especially at the orai 

level, impacted the proficiency of the students with leamhg disabilities. Based on what 

is known about how students with leaming disabilities process language, it would be 

reasonabk to contend that these students would require more opportunities to interact 

with the language than their pers if they are expected to achieve similar levels of 

proficiency . 

Lerner (2000) and Mercer (1997) both stressed the importance of pviding 

students with learning disabilities access to as many modes of communication as possible 

during the implementation of a task; they argue that this enables LD students to select 

which mode is bat-suited to their needs at that particular point. Sparks, Ganschow, 

Kenneweg, and Miller (1991) and Sparks, Ganschow, Pohlman, Skinner, and Artzer 

(1992) contend that using al1 four modes of communication is the most effective way to 

help students with leaming disabilities, especially those with auditory challenges, leam 

the phonoIogy of the target language. In addition, al1 of these mearchers indicate that 

integrating kinesthetic leaming techniques into a teacher's pedagogy is highly effective 

for students with leatning disabilities. While Claire mentioned during several in te~ews  

that she waated to incorporate a more kinesthetic approach into her pedagogy, she 

ptimanly relied on an odaurai  approach to teaching, an approach that rnay have 

hindeted some of the LD students. 
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During m y  of the interviews, Claire indicated that she beiieved the students with 

learning disabilities needed to be taught in a manner that was more kinesthetic and 

inkgrated as many modes of communication and expression as possible. She cited the 

textbook's lack of visual stimuli as king detrimental to the kinesthetic nature of LD 

students, which she fin& to be somewhat M c ,  as the Applied program is intended to 

have a more kinesthetic approach to French (Ontario Ministry of Education, 1999a). 

When examining the findings f5om the classroom observations, Claire's pedagogical 

approach incorporated littie, if any, kinesthetic techniques. The class had an 

overwfielming aurai emphasis, even though she acknowledged that many of these 

students had difficulty processing such information. Also, Claire mentioned that most of 

these students did not respond as well to paper and pencil tasks, yet these were the 

primary types of tasks used during the observation period. Therefore, one begins to 

wonder whether Claire was prevented fiom integrating the techniques to which she felt 

the students would more favorably respond because of the non-kinesthetic orientation of 

the textbook It could be that modifjing the textbook materials to be more appropriate for 

kinesthetic learning is too daunting and the-consuming of a task for Claire to undertake 

alone. 

Pacing 

The MILC found that the most prevalent pacing modification strategy was 

''Remincf students of timing" (23.4%), which Lemer (2000) contends is especiaily 

important for students with attention deficits, as they often have diflicuity managing their 

time and, consequentiy, require constant reminders of how much îime remains to 

cornplete an assignment. However, I did not observe many episodes in which Claire 
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extended the time requirememts of an activity. Moreover, the DMAS did not find any 

instances in which Claire extended the tirne requirements for the written assignment. 

Providing extra t h e  for assignments is one of the most frequently recommended 

modification strategies for teaching students with leaming disabilities, as it is generally 

accepted that these studeuts require additionai time to process and respond to information 

presented to them ( s e  for instance, Arries, 1999; Geitinger, 1991; Lemer, 2000; Mercer, 

1997, United States Department of Education, 1997; Wddron, 1992). in addition, 

students with ADD and ADHD often stniggie to keep their aîtention focused on tasks, so 

they usuaily require additional time to complete them (Lerner, 2000). For example, 

White (1998) found that teachers extending the time requirements of an assignment was 

one of the most frequentIy used modification strategies, and in the opinions of the 

surveyed teachers, one of the most effective in helping the student successtùlly complete 

a task. Somewhat surprisingly, Claire did not give any indication during any of the 

interviews that this strategy had been recornmended for any of the students in their EPs. 

However, since most of the students with leamhg disabilities Ui her class had ADD or 

ADHD, it does cal1 into question whether this modification wouId have been beneficiai 

for these students. 

Environment 

Lerner (2ûûû), Mercer (1997), and Waldron (1992) al point out that students with 

Iearning disabilities, especiaiiy those with attention deficit disorciers, require leamhg 

enviro~lents in which potential distractors are minimized, so that they can more easily 

focus their efforts on the task at hand- As the r d t s  of the classrmm observations 

indicated, '- . . .  
g Audio Distractiom" was one of Claire's most prevaient 
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modification strategies, despite her belief that it somehes confiicted with the very 

nature of language classrooms (e-g. students need to talk in the target language, but 

taiking creates noise). It appeared, therefore, in this instance, that Claire favored the need 

for the modification over classrmm objectives. This raises an interesthg dilemma: 

which pedagogicd recommendations are more important-4ose to meet the needs of 

students with Iearning disabilities, or those to meet the goais of the second language 

program? LegaUy, it would be reasonable to argue that the needs of the students would 

be more important, but at the same tirne, if the goals of the program are compromised 

somehow because of the modifications, the student is king denied the "regular education 

experience" the taw was designed to guarantee (Ontario Ministry of Education, 19996, 

United States Office of Education, 1977). 

While none of the students with leaming disabilities in Claire's class required 

assistance from a special education aide or teacher during class to accomplish tasks, 

Claire was troubled by the Iack ofbilingual support persomet. During one of our 

interviews, she indicated that some students in her colleagues' classes required assistance 

h m  special education personnel, but because the support personnel was monolingual, 

the aide was relegated to king a behavior monitor for the student; the aide was not in the 

position to provide vduable assistance in the content are& Therefore, it would be 

reasonable to argue that foreigdsecond language educatm are at a disadvantage ifthey 

have students who require support personnel to be present in the classroom, because 

fimding restrictions 1 s t  sctiooi boards' abiIity to seek out bilingual support persomel. 

Bilingual support personnel are obviously needed. 



Presentation of Materiais 

Most of the materiai that Claire presented to ber students had a decidedly aurai 

emphasis (85.2% exclusive, 6.9% in combination with a visual emphasis), even though 

she acknowledged during one of our interviews that some of the students with leaniing 

disabilities may have difficulty processing information aurally. in Schneider's (19%) 

outline of a program for teaching the second language phonoiogy to students with 

Ieaming disabilities, she remarks how many LD students' aura1 processing deficits 

necessitate the use of visual aids to explain andfor relliforce material. Sparks, Ganschow, 

Keaneweg, and Miller (1991), in the outlhe of their phonology-teaching method, also 

stress the importance of using a multi-sensory approach that enables the student wiîh 

aura1 processing deficits to better utilize other sources of input. in addition, students with 

leamhg disabilities, especially auditory processing deficits, rnay benefit more h m  

physical demonstrations or visual reinforcements for conking concepts, as they may 

provide them with more salient information, and be more representative of the multi- 

sensory approach that Hurst (1996) advocates in her teaching of Spanish to LD students. 

While oniy a few of the fonnaiiy identified students with leming disabilities had 

auditory processing challenges, one does wonder how Claire's oraüaural emphasis may 

have irnpacted their leamhg. if these studwts could not properly process the information 

king presented to them, how rnuch andfor what did they learn fkom the class? And, once 

aPain, it seems that there is a conflict in terms of the students' needs and the goals of the 

program. in this case, the goals of the second language program appeared to have been 

favored. Future research is needed to determine how the odaurai emphasis 
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characteristic of the communicative approach advocated by the Minisûy of Education 

and Training affects the pficiency of the student with auditory processing deficits. 

One of the ways in which Claire attempted to help the students process new 

information was by pre-teaching vocabulary. in 1982, Moms and Crump reported that 

students with leaming disabilities, in cornparison with their pers at fou age levels, 

consistently use fewer words and Iess complex vocabulary, thus making it reasonable to 

argue that students with leaming disabilities would benefit fiom instances in which the 

teacher explicitly taught vocabulary. During those advities in which Claire had pre- 

taught the vocabulary, I noticed lower lwels of student fiutration with the task. 

Materiais U 

These modification strategies addressed materials that may have been included, 

excluded, or aitered in some way in order to accommodate the students with Ieaming 

disabilities. The most fiequentiy impIemented modification in this category fiom the 

observation period was "Highlight tdguides" (5.0% exclusive, 10% in combination 

with other modifications). Lerner (2000) recommends highlighting or underlinhg key 

information in an activity helps keep LD students on task; drawing the students' attention 

to pertinent information rnay help him/her be more aware of what is king required for 

the task. When working on an activity on verb tenses, Claire wouid ofien have the 

students underline the verbs prior to commencing the study, in addition to key words in 

the directions to help remind the students of their task 

Grading 

CI& ofien involved the students when deciding how much an assignment should 

be worih. Incorporating the view points of students with Iearning disabilities into the 
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gradiug system is a worthy practice, because it allows the students to indicate which areas 

of an assignment or question are more reflective of their knowledge and ability in that 

area (Arries, 1999). 

One of the more recommended grading accommodation strategies, modifyïng the 

grading system used to indicate student performance, was rarely implemented during the 

study (see, for example, Lemer, 2000; Mercer, 1997; Waldron, 1992). Saiend (1 994) 

describes eight different ways in which teachers cm mod* their grading systems h m  

the ûaciitionai letter-grade approach to provide LD students more idormative, and in 

some ways, more positive feedback about their performance. He argues that the 

traditionai system of grading students with speciaI needs is not sensitive to theù diverse 

needs and abilities. Claire seemed to adhere to the traditional grading format, but would 

make allowances to exclude low grades and aIlow students to take re-tests or redo 

Assirtaments and Tests 

Three types of modification strategies fiom this macro-category deserve particular 

attention because of theù prevaience in the literature (see, for example, Bender, 2001; 

Lemer, 2000; Mercer, 1997): 1) diictiom (e.g. chunking, providing written back-up, 

reading them aloud); 2) assignment notebooks or sheets; and 3) lowering reading levels 

(of text). 

As mentioned in Chapter 4, CI& beiieved that the most commonly recommended 

mdication strategies pertained to making assignmentlactivity dictions to the student. 

The resuits of the MILC and DMAS analyses found modifications relating to directions 

to be some of the more prominent strategies in Claire's repertoire. Rosenshine (1997) and 
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Rosenshe & Stevens (1986) fond LD students who receive clear and detailed 

instructions fkom iheir teachers have iittle difnculty in successfully complethg tasia. 

Lerner, Lowenthal, and Lenier (1995) pmvided evidence that giwig directions in s d l ,  

concise steps and repeating thern as ofkn as necessary not ody helps to ensure that LD 

students are aware of the expectations of the task, but helps them to acquûe better 

listening skills. 

Claire did not seem to require her students to use assignrnent notebooks or sheets 

to help hem keep track of their wotk, even thougb she indicated to me during one of ow 

interviews that this was one of the most Eiequentiy recommended modification strategies 

in the students' EPs. This modification is aIso frequently recommended by tesearchers 

and educators for LD students (see for example, Lemer, Lowenthai, & Lerner, 1995; 

Lerner, 2000; Mercer, 199'7). While Claire never offered an explanation for the absence 

of this modification, she did say that the students had a tendency to lose important papers 

and 0 t h  materials, so it is possible that she may have thought usbg this strategy would 

be ineffective. 

On a few occasions, 1 observed Claire shpli@ing an activity's text, usually by 

chging the verbs to a tense witti which the students were more familiar. Simplified 

texts have been recommended for boîh reading and Iistening comprehension activities for 

LD shrdents because it reduces the chance of exp ing  students to unfamiliar vocabulary 

and gmmtmïr (Bender, 200 1 ; Mercer, 1997). Furthmore, Machmis and Henning (1 995) 

point out tbat students with learniag disabiiities experience considerable chfliculty 

learning and recailing letter sounds, somd comVinatioos, and vocabuiary. For tbese 

-dents, even working within their current level of vocabulary and phonetic knowledge 
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can be sufficiently challenging in a reading task Scaffolded instruction, as advacated by 

Vygotsiy (1978), would be a means of enabling LD students to complete a more 

complex readinflistening task, but as there were severai students with this type of special 
# 

need in Claire's class, it probably wouid have been very difficult to implement such an 

appmach. 

k m e r  (2000) argues that providing continuous positive reinforcement to students 

with learning disaùilities, especially adolescents, not only helps to mise self-esteem, but 

reduces behavior and discipline problems. If teachers create an environment in which 

positive reinforcement is a prominent feature, then students are more likely to feel 

cornfortable and take risks with their learning (Mercer, 1997). Deshler, Schumaker, and 

Lenz (1984) also contend that adolescents with leaming disabilities need to receive 

contiauous positive reinforcement, as it can be used to help promote the social acceptance 

that is so important to adolescents; if teachers perceive and verbally indicate to a student 

with learning disabilities that his/her behavior or efforts are appropriate, then pers  are 

more Likely to develop positive attitudes towards the student with learning disabilities. 

Claire was obviously conscious of the students' need for positive reinforcement, as it was 

one of the most kquentiy observed modification strategies, 

However, corrective feedback is also recommended even more than positive 

reinforcement on its own, as it provides these students with a better understanding of 

what issues they still need to address (Mercer, 1997). For instance, Bryan (1986) argues 

that providing corrective feedback to students with learning disabilities promotes a more 

positive seKconcept îhan omitting conective feedback because it can convey to the 
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student that the teacher has a positive opinion of the student's poteutid. 1 did not observe 

any instances of such feedback during the study. 

Lemer (2000) insists that teachers provide immediate follow-up to student 

utterances in the classroom; the sooner the feedback follows the student's utterance, the 

more Iikely it is going to make an impact on the individual's learning. However, in 

second language educatioa research, it bas been argued that one of the most common 

forms of immediate feedback--the cecast-does not provide students with suffcient 

information about what was incorrect about hisrnier initial utterance (Lyster & Ranta, 

1997). Again, it appears that second Ianguage research and research relating to teaching 

LD students are contradictory. The challenge then becomes to devise a system in which 

neither the linguistic abilities nor the self-esteem of the LD studwt are compromised. 

Repetition, reviewing, andJor drilling of key materid are also a higûly 

recornmended modification strategies. Ptitikin ( 2  999) advocates a foreign language 

c ~ c u l u m  that provides LD students numerous opportunities to practice a particular 

concept or construction as they do not process information with the same speed and 

efficiency as "normal" students. Claire would ofkm drill her students on verb fonns, 

especialIy the conjugation of the verb "être" in the present terne and on the past 

participles of those verbs that used "êtren as an aiaciliary verb in the past tense- During 

one of our interviews, she indicated that she believed that using such drills was the ody 

way to reaiiy get the information to WcK' in the min& of the studwts. 

Arries (1999) and Salend (1995) argue th assessing LD students in the 

foreigdsecond language class must be organized and implemented in a manner tbat does 
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not f i e r  hinder a d e n t ' s  perfiormance. It seemed to me that Claire made an effort to 

assess her LD students fairly, often dowing them to take a test or quiz again if they felt 

they could do better. On one occasion, Claire alIowed these students to tefer to notes on 

the chalkbuard whiie completing a quiz; she told me d e r  that cIass that she had done this 

to keep the students' anxieties to a minimum. While Mercer (1997) and Dover (1996) 

have recommended that students with learning disabilities be assessed with d i m o t  

criteria or poinVpercentage system, Claire did not seem to make any changes to the 

system she used to evaluate the students. She indicated to me at one point during an 

uiformai der-class discussion that she feit her gtadig system was well-suited for the 

students with special needs. 

Tacher Percmtions of the E ftèctiveness of Modification stratenies'' 

The third research question for the study was designed to cietetmine if Claire 

perceived the modifications she used helped the LD students acquire French. Generally, 

she believed that the modifications that she implemented during the study enabled the LD 

students to better understand the materiai, and consquently, gain a more complete 

understanding of the f o m  and fiinctions of îhe French language. She felt that the most 

effective sûategies were dated to the explanatioo and clarification of the directions for 

assignments, in part because these strategies were the most fiequently recomrnended, and 

in hm opinion, the most important to consider. White (1998) found in his survey of 

teachers of students with speciai neais that remforcing and chiQing directions were 

some of the most ftequently used modification strategies, but more importantly, some of 

the mat effective straîegies for helping the students succeed, and the cesults of this study 
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indicate that modification strategies related to an assignment's directions were some of 

the more prevalent accommodations in Claire's pedagogy. 

Arguably, one of the best ways to determine if a student with learning disabilities 

is succeeding in a class (e.g. the modüïcations are helping him/her) is to consider the 

student's grade. Claire mentioned that most of the students in the Grade 9 Applied dass 

were faihg or close to failing the course, thus making it reasonable to question whether 

the modifications were effective. Accordhg to Blackorby and Wagner (1997) and 

Wagner (1990) nearly one-third of students with formally identified learning disabilities 

fail regular high school courses, (e.g. a Core French class); such figures would seem to 

indicate that not enough is king done to help these students succeed in the general 

education hi@ schooI classroom or that the criteria used to evaluate these students are 

biased towards "nomai" students. 

With the exception of one suggested modification strategy (Minimize Audio 

Distractions), Claire believed that the modification strategies that she used in her teaching 

did not compromise neither the students' needs nor the goals of the second language 

p r o p .  Claire indicated haî she was fkustraîed by the common suggestion to rniaimize 

audio distractions in the ciassroom because she believed that in order for the students to 

develop their proficiency in French, they needed to speak, and thus, mate noise-a silent 

classrmm would not be conducive to language learning. However, based oa what I 

observed during the study, it appeared that Claire sacrificed the "noise" for the sake of 

the snidents who needed silence. I observed Claire to mlliimize audio distractions in the 

cIassroom on a daüy basis, whether it was by reassiguing seats of the more talkaîîve 

students or by shutting doors and windows to keep out the outside noises. There was 
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considerable talking in the cIass, but most of the student noise was generated by social 

communication in English, not French. Claire was continuously sîruggling to keep the 

students quiet, and in order to do so, resorted to written, individual activities to help them 

practice their French. She was certaully successfùl in minimjzing the auditory 

distractions in the class during these activities, but perfiaps at the expense of their spoken 

French development. While there were some activities in which the students could use 

their spoken French, none of them were marked by any attempts by Claire to minirnize 

the audio disîractions- this modification strategy could not be effective during an oral 

French activity in Claire's opinion. The needs of the students who used this modification 

in order to work more effectively were compromised; the needs of the second language 

program took precedence. This issue reiterates an interesthg dilemma regardiig teaching 

students with leaming disabilities in the foreignlsecond language classmm-when the 

modiication strategies and the standard pedagogy for the subject are at odds, which is 

compromised? in Ciaire's instance, it appears that the needs of the LD students were 

ofien compromised for the sake of the goals of the program, a practice that is definitely 

controversial, as these students have a legal right to these modifications. 

in the fiiture, it wodd be of use to determine empiricalIy whether or not different 

modification strategies are acnially heIping the students Iearn the target Ianguage. SeIf- 

reports on the part of the teacher and the snidents wouId provide some insight about the 

salience of the modifications to the Ieaming pmess, but it could be more helpfùl to 

determine through pte- and p s t -  treatment proficiency tests how the modiEications are 

helping the student. Such quasi-experimentai research wouId be invaluable in the Core 

French exemption debate; ifit could be proven that the students c m  successfidiy l e m  
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Ftench with the heip of the modidication strategies, 1 believe that the debate could be 

resolved, Bruck (1978) and Wiss (1987) found that students with 1e-g disabilities 

who remained in the French immersion program, with the proper support, were able to 

becorne proficient in the target language. However, this hndiig cannot be extended to 

the Core French program because of the differing contexts of the progran+empiricd 

evidence is needed to demonstrate that students with ieaniing disabilities c m  become 

proficieut in a language to which they are only exposed during a small portion of the 

school day. It may also be of use to examine which modification strategies are more 

effective in heiping the LD students leam a second language, but it is uncertain whether 

or not dmying students access to certain modifications in order to determine the eficacy 

of other modifications is an ethicai and legally acceptable practice. 

Limitations of the Current Studv 

The most otivious limitation of this study is the fact that it oniy considered the 

perspectives and peactices of one Grade 9 Applied Core Fmch tacher, so it is not 

possible to make any sort of generaiizations about how Core French teachers in Ontario 

are accommodating the needs of LD students. While 1 am in the position to make 

generalizations about Claire's pedagogy and beliefb as it relates to students with learning 

disabilities, I believe îhat Claire's experieace as an individuai with leaming disabilities 

made her an atypicd participant. Because of her personal experience with ADD and 

dyslexia, E W y  beIieve that whaî 1 observed in her classroom was not representative of 

the nom, as she was able to relate to and accarnmodate the students with leamüig 

disabiiities in ways of which most other teachers of students with learning disabilities 

may not be capable. In the future, 1 muid Like to conduct shdar research in a larger 
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number of classrooms with different teactiers in order to gain a more comprehensive and 

@aps more representative understanding of the issue. 1 would also like to incorporate 

LI3 student insigtit into fiiture research, since they are the only ones who can really reveal 

whether or not a modification strategy is helping them lem. 

With regards to Claire's perception of the effectiveness of the modification 

strate@ she us& I fèel that it wodd have been more helpfiii to have hm rate her 

perceptions of the modifications' effectiveness on a Likert-type scale. While it was 

helpfiil to have her verbal opinioos about the strategies, I believe thai quantikïcation of 

this data would provide a more complete picture of how Claire perceived the 

modifications themseives and in relation to one another. White (1998) used a Likert- 

scale to detennine the perceived effectiveness of the modification strategies, and 1 believe 

that his appmach yielded much more comprehensive results because the d u e s  assigned 

to the modifications fiom the scaie afTorded easier cornparison and discussion. Even 

though 1 had a fairly cleat understanding of how effëctive Claire perceived the most 

prevalent rnodifi~ations in her pedagogy to be, I was not as certain about my perceptions 

and interpretations of the less fhquently used modifications. 

The document anaiysis, in my opinion, did not have as much of an impact as 1 had 

initially intended because I feit that 1 ovedooked some topics that should have ken  

considered, namely h t  W. second language usage. I reaiized this in hindsight, &er 1 

had completed the d y s i s  of the observation scheme data and had discovered the strong 

opposition between the first and second Ianguages in the classroom. Obviously, this 

sbortconiing coutd be adQessed in lbture studies- 
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in the t'uture, it may ais0 be of use to video-tape the classes and have the teachers 

andlor students engage in a stimulated d l  session to d e s m i  the reasons behind 

pedagogicai decisions or how the modifications were king perceived at that point in 

tirne. 

Conclusion 

As this study embarked upon an of research Iong-ignored in both the second 

language and leamhg disabilities literaîure, I am hopeful that this thesis will provide 

some impetus for M e r  examination of how LD students in the foreign and second 

language classrooms. 1 believe that an understanding of accommodation practices is 

especiaily crucial for foreign language teachers in the U.S., where the long-held practice 

of teaching only the "crème de la crème," has resulted in many foreign language 

instnictors who are ill-prepared to accommodate special needs students who now 

populate their classes. Furthermore, in this age of accountability, it is imperative that 

educators, administrators, and pdicymakers be made aware of how classrooms are 

operating prior to introducing assessments that use student performance to gauge teacher 

efficacy-especiaily when students with special needs are involved. I believe this study 

begins to provide such insights. However, at this point, I feel unable to make any sort of 

assessments about how ail Core French teachers m Ontario are coping with the needs of 

their W) students, but 1 am encouraged by what 1 have seen so far and feel fortunate and 

gratefiil to have had the opportunity to observe Claire over an extended period. However, 

there is clearly much more to leam. 

1 am &O hopeful that by quantifLing and quaiifying the types of modifications 

used to help LD students in this Applied Core French will help classroom educators and 
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policymakers make more informai decisions about exemption policies and practices. 1 

persoaaiiy do not believe that exemptions are necessary; in my experience with Ellen and 

other students with leaming disabilities that 1 tutored in college, they were able to 

become proficient in French with the proper support. The issue thecefore becornes 

whether or not teachers are willing to make that sort of time and emotional commitrnent 

and whether they receive the required training, support, and materiais. 
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Letter of Mormed Consent for Teacher Participant 
Printed on OISEKJT Letterhead 

My name is Katy Amett, and 1 am enrolled in the Second Language Education 
M A  program at the Ontario institute for Studies in Education of the University of 
Toronto. For my thesis, 1 am interested in examining modification practices in the 
French cIassroom. The title of the study is "The Accommodation of Grade 9 Students 
with Leaming Disabilities in the Applied Core French Classroom," and 1 invite you to 
participate. It is my intention that this study will provide you with the opportrmity to 
reflect upon your teaching practices as they relate to students with special needs, and will 
provide teachers of foreign languages in the United States, where 1 teach French at the 
secondary level, with some insight about modification stmtegies that may be of use in the 
foreign language classroom. 

This study involves an observation period of 800 minutes (approx. 10 of your 
cIasses), a series of 6 interviews (none more than 60 minutes each, approximately 3-4 
hours in total) that will occur prior to, throughout, and after the observation period, and 
an anaiysis of the documents you use in the classroom during the observation period, 
h m  study guides to tests. During the observation, 1 would only be examiaing you and 
your classroom pmctices as they pettain to students with special needs; the students are 
not the focus of my observation. 1 am only interested in what you, as the teacher, do to 
help these students, and 1 will, in no way, critique your practices. I am shply interested 
in looking for ideas on how to accommodate the needs of these students. 1 will use an 
established observation scheme (attached) to guide this part of the study. To help 
estabIish my reliability as an observer, an additional observer will come to the classrmm 
&er a few classes have past. Helshe will observe the class as weil using the observation 
chart, and his/her notations wiil only be used to establish the reliability of the scheme and 
will not be considered in the actual data analysis. The interviews will be held at the 
school, in a m m  that would ensure our privacy. The interviews would occur after 
school or diiring a fiee period at your convenience. 1 wili tape record, then transcribe the 
inte~ews. These interviews will be used to gain insight about how you perceive the 
success of the moditications you make to accommodate students, your attitudes about 
teaching French to students with special needs, and your reasoning for using a particular 
strategy during a particular activiîy or episode in the classroom. Finally, the document 
analysis wiU be done to see the modification practices that are used with written materiai 
that is presented to the students. 1 will also be mterested in leaming the source of these 
documents, in order to determine how much teacher initiative is required to meet the 
needs of these students. 

Should you agree to participate, the confidentiality of your tesponses and actions 
wîU be emured. A pseudonym will be used during al1 portions of the research process 
and any identi@ing Etaits about y0utser;C; frm your name and physid appearance, to the 
identity of your school, will not be discloseci in any written reports, publications, or 



conference presentations. However, as 1 would be in your c l a s m m  for an extended 
period of tirne, 1 cannot ensure that y w  colleagues would not be able to identifj you if 
they have the opportunity to read the wntten reports. The tapes of your interviews will be 
destroyed aer  one year, but tmmcripts will be made of the interviews, and al1 mes that 
are relaîed to this study wiii be kept in a Iwked room at my midence that is only 
accessible to me. My thesis supervisor may have access to the data, but he wilJ only use 
his howledge of the infomiation to help me with the data andysis and writing of the 
thesis. The possbility exists that 1 could use tbis information for later cornparison studies 
of the pedagogicai p t i ce s  of foreign language teachers in the United States, so all 
transcripts and notes will not be sûredded until5 years have passed. Upon the 
completion of my thesis, a summary of my fmidings would be available to you. There 
also exists a strong possibility that the data gafhered in this study will be used as a bais 
for scholarly articles and conference presentations. in addition, should you agree to 
participate in îhis study, you could, of course, withdraw at any tirne, without fear of any 
repercussions and without giving a reason. Ail data that 1 would have gathered to that 
point would be immediately destroyed. 

Should you agree to participate in îhis study, please complete the 
in f~r~odconsent  fonn below. 

Very sincerely yours, 

1 agree to participate in this study, and understand that it requires 13.3 hours of 
observation of my classroom practices, a series of 6 intemiews ihat should Iast no longer 
than 60 minutes each, and an analysis of ail documents tbat are given to my students 
during the observation period. 

I do not agree to participate in this study, and undetstand that this decision will in 
no way adversely affect me. 

Signature Date 

Home telephone number 



Letter of Inforneci Consent for Principal of Teacher Participant 
Printd on OISE/üT Letterhead 

Dear Principal: 

My name is Katy Amett, and 1 am enrolled in the b o n d  Language Education 
M.A. program at the Ontario hstitute for Studies in Education of the University of 
Toronto. For my thesis, I am interestcd in examining how teachers of secondaq French 
classes modify their instructional ptactices to accommodate the leaming needs of 
students with leamhg disabilities. The title of the study is 'The Accomrnodati~n of 
Grade 9 Shidents with Leaming Disabilities in the Appiied Core French Classroom," and 
I would like to invite one of your teachers to participate. PMcipation in this study will 
provide your teacher with the o p p o d t y  to reflect upon hislher teaching practices as 
they relate to students with special needs, and will provide teachers of foreign languages 
in the United States, where 1 teach French at the secondary level, with some insight about 
modification strategies that may be of use in the foreign language cIassroom. 

This study involves an observation period of 800 miautes (approx. 10 classes), a 
series of 6 interviews (none more than 60 minutes each, approximately 3-4 hours in total) 
that wiIl occur prior to, throughout, and &er the observation period, and an analysis of 
the documents used in the classmm durhg the o b m t i o n  period, fiom study guides to 
tests. During the observation, 1 would oniy be examining the teacher's classmm 
practices as they pertain to students with special needs; the students are not the focus of 
my observation. 1 am only intefested in what the teacher, does to help these students, and 
I will, in no way, critique hidhet practices. i am simply interested in Iooking for ideas on 
how to accommodate the needs of these students. 1 will use an established observation 
scheme (attache4 to guide this part of the study . To hdp establish my reliability as an 
observer, an additional observer wiü come to the classrmm after a few classes have pst. 
He/she wilI obsewe the dass as well using the o M o n  chart, and hislher notations 
wiil only be used to establish the reliability of the scheme and will not be considered in 
the actud data analysis, The interviews wiii be held at the school, in a r m  that wodd 
ensure our privacy. The interviews wouid occur after schml or durhg a fiee period at 
the teacher's convenience. 1 wiil tape record, then üanscribe the interyiews. These 
intefyiews will be used to gain insight about how the teacher perceives the success of the 
modifications he/she rnakes to accommodate students, M e r  attitudes about teacbg 
French to students with special needs, and M e r  ceasonhg for using a particular strategy 
during a partidai. activity or episode in ttie classrooa Finaüy, the document anaiysis 
will be done to see the LMidificaîîon practices that are used with written material that is 
presented to the students. T will also be interested in learning the source of these 
documents, in order to determine how much tacher initiative is required to meet the 
needs of these studeats. 

Should you agree to aüow one of your teachers to participate, the confidentiaiity 
of that teacher's responses and actions will be ensured. A pseudonym wiil be used during 
all portions ofthe research process and any i d e n w g  traits about hsnmer, ficm name 



and physical -ce, to the identity of your school, will not be disclosed in any 
written reports, pubücations, or conference presentations. However, as 1 wouid b in 
his/her classroom for an extended period of tirne, I c m o t  ensure that coiieagues would 
not be able to identifil the teacher if they have the opportunity to read the written reports. 
The tapes of the intenriews will be destroyed af€er one year, but transcripts will be made 
of the interviews, and aii files that are related to this study will be kept in a locked room 
at my residence that is only accessible to me. My thesis supervisor may have access to 
the data, but he will only use bis howledge of the information to help me with the data 
analysis and writing of the thesis. The possibility exists that 1 could use this information 
for later compatison studies of the peâagogical practices of foreign language teachers in 
the United States, so ail transcripts and notes will not be shredded until5 years have 
passed Upon the completion of my thesis, a sumrnary of my fuidings would be available 
to you and your teacher. There also exists a strong possibility that the data gathered in 
this study will be used as a basis for scholarly articles and conference presentations. In 
addition, shouid you agree to allow a teacher to participate in this study, hdshe could, of 
course, withdraw at any the ,  without fear of any repercussions and without giving a 
m o n .  Ali data that t would have gathered to that point would be imrnediately 
destroyed. 

Shouid you agree to allow one of your teachers to participate in this study, please 
complete the information/consent form below. 

Very sincerely yours, 

1 agree to allow a teacher at my schooI to participate in this study, and understand 
that it requk 133 hours of observation of hidher classroom practices, a series of 6 
interviews that should last no longer than 60 minutes each, and an analysis of al1 
documents that are given to the students during the obsenration period. 

1 do not agree to participate in this study, and understand that this decision will in 
no way adversely affect me. 

Signature Date 

School telephone number 



Letter of Informeci Consent for Parents of F o d y  Identifid Students 
Printeâ on OISElUT Letterhead 

Dear ParedGuardian: 
My name is Katy Amett, and 1 am enroUed in the Second Lmguage Education 

M.A. program at the Ontario Mtute for Studies in Education of the University of 
Toronto. For my thesis, 1 am implementing a shidy entitld "The Accommodation of 
Grade 9 Students with Learning Disabilities in the Applied Core French Classroom," and 
I have invited your child's tacher to participate. At this point, I extend an invitation to 
you and your child to participate in this gtoundbreaking study as well. 

During the observation periad of this study (10 classes), 1 will be examinhg your 
chiId's tacher's classroom practices as they perîain to students with special ne& in the 
Core French classroom; the students are not the focus of my observation and 1 will not 
interact with them in any way. 1 am only interested in what tbe teacher does to help these 
students d e n  learning French. However, in order for me to distinguish between teaching 
strategies that accommodate a student's special needs fiom a general teaching strategy, 1 
will need to know which Iearning disabihties have been identified in a student's IEP and 
what recomendations have been made to belp him/her in the dassroom. 

The teacher has provided this document to your student without my knowIedge, so 
I am unaware of the identity of your child. 
None of the data gathered in ihis study wil1 be used to assess your child, either for 
the purpose of this study, or for classroom purposes. 
To help establish my reliability as an observer, an additional observer wiLl corne 
once to the classroom. Hislher notations wili only be used to establish the 
reliabiIity of my nota as the observer and will not be considered in the data 
analysis. Hefshe will not be told of of the information regarding your child 
and will not discuss anything he/she obsetves with anyone other than myself 
Hekhe wili a h  sign a confidentiality agreement that prevents him/her fiom 
discussing this study with anyone other than myself. 
Ail files that are related to this study will be kept in a locked room at my residence 
that is only accessible to me, and ai l  notes wiiI not be shredded until5 years have 
passed- 
The possbility exists that 1 could use this information for Iater scholarly artides 
and conference presentations of the pedagogical practices of foreign Ianguage 
teachers in the United States. 
Upon the compIetion of my thesis, a summary of my hdings would be available 
to you. 

Thank you for considering ailowing your child to participate in tbis groundbreaking 
mdY- 



1 consent to the p t i n g  the researcher permission to l e m  of the types of 
leaming disabilities that have been identined En my son/daughter's iEP and the 
recommendations that have been made to help himmer. I can, of course, withdraw my 
child at any tirne, without fear of any repercussions and without giving a reason. Al1 data 
that would have been gathered to that point (as it pertains to my child) would be 
immediately destroyed. 

1 do not agree to allow the informaîion contained in my son/daughter's iEP to be 
disclosed to the researcher, and understand that this decision will in no way adversely 
affect my child. 

Signature Date 

Home telephone nurnber 



Questions: Pre-Obsenration Interview 

1. How long have you been teaching? 
a How many of those yeats have been at the secondary Ievel? 
b. How long have you been teaching Core French? 
c. For how many years have you tausfit students with Ieaming disabilities? 
6 How would you descrii your teaching? 

2. How long do your classes last? 
a On what days is the class [the Grade 9 Applied class] held? 
b. What is a typical &y like in your classroorn? 
c. What topics are you currently covering? 
d, How ofien do you formaily assess the students? 

3. When you plan a lesson, do you consciousiy tfiink of the types of modification 
strategies that need to be used? 
a How much individualization of the curriculum do you do for these students? 
b. Do you try to individuah the curriculum for each student or just more so for 

those students with speciai needs? 
c. Are there certain modifications you prefer ova  others? if so, why? 
d. At the beginning of the school year, is there a point where you sit d o m  with 

these students that have ken fordly identified with leaniing disabilities and 
ask them what their ne& are? if not, why not? 

4. What do you enjoy the least about teaching students with l e d g  disabilities in a 
second language classroorn? 

5. What do you enjoy the most about teaching students with learning disabilities in the 
second language classroom? 



Questions: Students with Leaming Disabilities hterview 

1. How many students in your classroom have been fmai ly  identified with leaniing 
disabiüties? 

2. Are there any students you believe shouId be fonnally identified with learning 
disabilities, but have not ken, for one reason or mother? How many students fa11 into 
this category? 

3. Wbat sorts of leamhg disabilities have been forrnally identified in these students? 

4. What sorts of modification strategies have been suggested in the formalIy identified 
students' IEPs? 

5. Do any of the students require assistsuice fiom a special education aide or special 
education teacher in the class? 

6. Are there any students who have audiohgual processing deficits? If so, how many? 

7. Do yuu think that there are any suggested modification strategies that "clash" with one 
another or with the goals of the progtam? Eso, what are they? 

8. How many modifications do you think you use on a daily basis? 

9. What indicators do you use to determine whether or not a modification strategy is 
realIy helping the student? Does student performance andor motivation factor in to your 
assessments of the modifications' effkctiveness? 

10, Do you feel that the modificatioas tbat have been suggested, or the ones you may 
have developed and implemented yourseK have been appropriate for the ne& of the 
students? Do you believe that you are aware of whai they need and how/wfiat you need 
to m e ?  What &es you this impression? 

1 1. Do you think that some of the modifications that have been recommended andor 
ones that you may use somehow compromise your own personal beliek about how 
Fmch shodd be taught? 

12. Have you developed any modification strategies yourseifthat, while not necessarily 
recomrnended in the EPs, you tfiink help the studwts? Km, what are they and why do 
you thiok they hefp the students? 



Questions: Mid-Observation Interview 1 

1. Were thete any modincations you wanted tu incorporate into your teachiag this week 
that you were not able to because of tbgs  tbat came up in the clasmm? 

a Why do you think that you were unable to implement these modifications? 
b. Was it because you did not meet your program goals? 
c. Is there anything you thinlc the school could do to provide additional support 

with this class? 

2. Why do you have the students help to decide what their grade is going to be on an 
assignment? 

3. i've noticed that there is ofkn a staciy hum of noise in the class. How do you feel 
about the noise level in this class? 

4. 1 also noticed that when the lights were off and the class was bemg illuminated 
naturalIy, the students were much calmer. Did you notice this? 

5. How weIl do you think the textbook appeals to the intetests of a Gtade 9 student? 

6. Do you think that if the case is sevm enough a student with Iearning disabilities 
should be exempted h m  the core French requirement if the modifications are too 
chailenging to implement? #y or why not? 

7. How would you say your colleagues feel about exempting students with learning 
disabilities h m  the core French requirement? 1s this something you have discussed with 
them? 



Questions: Mid-Observation Interview II 

1. What modification strate@ do you think were most prevalent in your teaching this 
week? 

2. When you say that you modified the lesson content, what is your basis for making the 
modifications? 1s it instinctual or is it based on student performance or behavior? 

3. Do you feel that the strategies you used this week addresseci the students' needs 
adequately? Were the modifications what they needed? Or was there something 
"lacking" in your approach, do you think? 

4. How well do you think the new room layout is working? 

5. Have you ever given a collaborative test where the students cm work with each other 
to m e r ?  

6. Do you think the studenis perform better when they have the opportunity to work 
collaboratively? 

7. How are the khavioral ctiallenges affecthg your teaching? 



Questions: Mid-Observation Interview IIi 

1. What modifications do you think wete most prevalent in your teaching this week? 

2. How do you feel after working with a class with such a myriad of needs? Frustrated? 
Faiigued? Optimistic? 

3. How do you think your experience as an individual with dyslexia and ADD has 
Mpacted your teaching? 

4. Do you think your experiences make you more effective as their teacher since you 
have kt-hand knowledge of how leamhg disabilities impact lives? Why or why not? 

S. Were there any modifications that you wanted to incorporate into your teaching this 
week, but did not, for one reason or another? What were they and why weren't they 
irnplemented? 



Questions: Mid-Observation interview IV 

1. What modifications do you feel were most prevaient in your teaching this week? 

2. Do you believe that the strategies you used this week adequately addressed the 
students' needs? Why or why not? 

3. Were there any modifications you used this week and felt that they did not work? 
Why or why not? 

4. Do you think the activities you did yesterday on the Vandertramp verbs were more 
effective or less effective in providing additional reinforcement than other methods you 
may have used in the past? Why or why not? 

5. Were there any modifications that you wanted to use this week, but did not, for one 
reason or another? If so, what were they? 

6. What do you identifL as the shortcomings of the commercial program? 

7. What are your thoughts on the sequencing of the topics within the program? 



Questions: Post-Observation Interview 

1. When students with learning disabiities first entered your classroom, what sort of 
speciai training or information did you receive, ifany? 

2. So, what you are saying is that the ouiy fonn of input that you receive fÏom the school 
is what modifications you should use with these students? 

3. What resources, if any, are made availabie to you by the Ministry to help 
accommodate these studeats? 

4. So, what you are saying is that ail of the modification strategies you use in the 
clasmm are ones îhat you have developed on your owa? 

a. What sort of information did you use to develop these strategies? 
b. Did you refer to literature or did you base yow decisions on practicai 

expaience? 

5. What are your beliefs about teaching French to students with leaming disabilities? Do 
you think they have a place in the core French classroom? Why or why not? 

6. How proficient in French do you think students with leamhg disabilities can becorne? 

7. How much of an effect, if any, do you feel the presence of students with leamhg 
disabilities in the class has impacted the learning of the "normal" students? Can the 
m&cation strategies work against the "normal" students? 

8. How do you think the students with leanring disabilities respond to the modifications? 
a. Do you think they are conscious of the fact you are using hem? 
b. Do you think the students expect the modifications? 

9. How much one-on-one commuaication would you say you have with the students? 

10. What sort of suggestions would you d e  to foreign/second language teachers jus& 
beginnîng to encounter students with Ieaming disabilities in their classes? 

1 1. What strategies do you think are the most effective? M y ?  

12. Are there any strategies that you do not thirik are effective? Why or why not? 






